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Summary

The objective of this study is to develop and assess a priority setting approach to

support agricultural research managers in the process of choosing biotechnology

activities, with special emphasis on public institutions in developing countries. The

suggested approach is applied to a project selection problem of the National

Biotechnology Program of Chile. The case study served to assess the validity and

practicability of the approach. The experience of this priority setting exercise also led to

suggestions for modifications in future applications.

The study begins by discussing the rationale for public-sector research and by analyzing

major trends and challenges that will shape the future agenda of agricultural research

organizations. This analysis and a review of the literature on biotechnology and its

potential role in agricultural research of developing countries provides the basis for

identifying the main difficulties in research priority setting. These difficulties include

the multicriteria nature of decision making processes, the measurement and aggregation

problems regarding different types of research impacts, and the poor information base

due partly to the forward-looking nature of priority setting. To guide the development of

the approach, the following working hypotheses are formulated: (i) the specific features

of biotechnology-based research require the definition and incorporation of special
criteria into the priority setting approach, (ii) the sources of uncertainty regarding the

success of agricultural research and the successful adoption of the results by end users

have to be carefully identified and included in the approach, (iii) the strategic

component of biotechnology research in terms of strengthening scientific capacities
should be explicitly assessed.

After reviewing various priority setting approaches, the analytic hierarchy process

(AHP) is selected as methodological basis for the study. The AHP hierarchically
structures multicriteria decision problems and employs pairwise comparisons to

determine preferences among a set of alternatives. It is adapted in order to deal with the

issues stated in the working hypothesis.

For the application of the approach in Chile's biotechnology program, a 10-step

procedure is elaborated. It includes the modeling of the specific decision problem, the

elicitation of criteria weights by research decision makers, and the assessment of

research impacts based on collected data and subjective judgements of project leaders

and research planners. Particular attention is paid to the identification and selection of

relevant decision criteria for which a conceptual framework is developed. In the case

study, seven biotechnology research projects are prioritized using a set of economic,

social, environmental, and institutional criteria. The chances of research and adoption
success are separately evaluated and the results combined with those of the impact
assessment in order to arrive at a final ranking of the research projects. Scenarios using
different criteria weights are formulated and sensitivity analysis performed. The

findings indicate a fairly stable rank order for moderate changes of the weights.
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The assessment of the procedure allows a favorable judgment on the basic functioning
of the approach. The decision to work with two groups of experts was correct given the

different kind of judgements that were expected from them. The case study produced
sensible project priorities which, together with other results from the exercise, provide a

good basis for resource allocation. The most important result for Chile was the large
variation in the experts' weighting of the main criteria.

There is still room to improve the priority setting procedure. Regarding information

collection and processing, the importance of fine-tuning the sequence of the different

steps is highlighted. More subject-matter experts have to be involved to meet specific
information needs. In future applications, more attention has also to be paid to the

communication between the two groups of experts. Most important, representatives of

end users and farmers in particular have to participate in the process directly.

The second part of the assessment focuses on conceptual and methodological issues.

Overall, the specific biotechnology features seem to be strongly context-dependant and,

therefore, no general conclusions can be drawn as to their relevance for setting research

priorities. The clear conceptual separation between the evaluation of potential impacts
and the chances to effectively realize them permits a detailed analysis of the sources of

uncertainty and provides useful information on potential shortcomings of the research

and adoption process. A major difficulty of the approach was the evaluation of the

adoption success for the more strategic research projects, since the end users are

researchers rather than farmers. A better solution for future applications would be to

develop a set of criteria that is not specific in terms of end users. A further modification

is suggested to allow for uncertainty caused by the rapidly changing environment of

research organizations. The strategic component of research projects in terms of

capacity building has been captured by specific criteria. The demonstrated relevance of

this factor points to the superiority of the approach in this respect, compared with other

priority setting approaches, which tend to have a bias against more basic or strategic
research projects.

The AHP provided a suitable basis for the methodological framework of the approach.
It has confirmed its potential to cope with multicriteria decision problems. The

flexibility in modeling the problem allowed the accommodation of the issues developed
in the working hypotheses. The AHP also met the requirements regarding participation,

transparency, and standardized measurement procedure. Because it is simple and

intuitively logic, the AHP does not require particular analytical skills. The way of

structuring and visualizing complex decision problems is straightforward and appealing.
The use of pairwise comparisons to produce relative preferences of alternatives is

particularly attractive for assessing qualitative impacts. The major shortcoming of the

AHP is the large amount of work involved in the pairwise comparisons when there are

many alternatives. Various ways to deal with this issue are suggested. Future research

should assess these options to determine the potential to save time and the implications
on the quality of the decision outcome. More research is also needed to examine the

optimal point to stop decomposing the decision problem. Here, the trade-off between

efficiency gains and discrimination potential has to be further scrutinized.
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Zusammenfassung

Das Ziel der vorliegenden Studie ist die Entwicklung und Bewertung eines Ansatzes zur

Prioritätensetzung in öffentlichen Institutionen von Entwicklungsländern. Managerinnen in

der Agrarforschung sollen damit bei der Wahl von biotechnologischen Aktivitäten

unterstützt werden. Der vorgeschlagene Ansatz ist bei der Auswahl von Projekten des

chilenischen Biotechnologieprogramms angewandt worden. Die Fallstudie diente der

Bewertung der Wirksamkeit und Praxistauglichkeit des Ansatzes. Die gemachten

Erfahrungen führten auch zu Änderungsvorschlägen für zukünftige Anwendungen.

In der Studie wird zuerst die Begründung für öffentliche Forschung diskutiert und wichtige
Trends und Herausforderungen für den zukünftigen Aufgabenbereich von Agrarforschungs-

organisationen analysiert. Basierend auf dieser Analyse und einer Literaturübersicht zur

möglichen Rolle der Biotechnologie in der Agrarforschung von Entwicklungsländern
werden die Hauptschwierigkeiten der Prioritätensetzung in der Forschung herausgearbeitet.
Dazu gehören insbesondere der multikriterielle Charakter von Entscheidungsprozessen,
Mess- und Aggregierungsprobleme bezüglich der unterschiedlichen Forschungs¬

auswirkungen und die schwache Informationsbasis. Als Anhaltspunkt zur Entwicklung des

Ansatzes dienten die folgenden Arbeitshypothesen: 1) Die spezifischen Eigenschaften der

Biotechnologieforschung erfordern spezielle Kriterien, die in den Ansatz zur

Prioritätensetzung integriert werden müssen. 2) Die Faktoren der bestehenden

Unsicherheiten bezüglich Forschungserfolg und der Übernahme deren Produkte durch die

Praxis müssen bestimmt und in den Ansatz integriert werden. 3) Der Aufbau von

wissenschaftlichen Kapazitäten als strategische Komponente der Biotechnologieforschung
muss explizit bewertet werden.

Nach der Diskussion verschiedener Ansätze zur Prioritätensetzung, wurde der analytische

Hierarchieprozess (AHP) als methodische Basis für die Studie gewählt. AHP strukturiert

multikriterielle Entscheidungsprobleme in hierarchischer Form und verwendet paarweise

Vergleiche um Präferenzen bezüglich Forschungsalternativen zu bestimmen. Um die

verschiedenen Aspekte zu behandeln, die in den Arbeitshypothesen formuliert wurden,
wurde der AHP entsprechend angepasst.

Für die Anwendung des Ansatzes im chilenischen Biotechnologieprogramm wurde ein

Vorgehen bestehend aus 10 Schritten entwickelt. Unter anderem beinhalten sie die

Modellierung des Entscheidungsproblems, die Bestimmung der Wichtigkeit der Kriterien

durch Entscheidungsträgerinnen und die Bewertung von Forschungsauswirkungen mittels

gesammelten Daten und subjektiven Urteilen von Projektverantwortlichen und Forschungs¬

planerinnen. Zur Bestimmung und Auswahl von relevanten Entscheidungskriterien wurde

ein spezielles Konzept entwickelt. In der Fallstudie wurden unter Verwendung von

ökonomischen, sozialen, ökologischen und institutionellen Kriterien sieben Forschungs¬

projekte im Bereich Biotechnologie bewertet. Die Chancen des Forschungserfolgs und einer

erfolgreichen Übernahme wurden gesondert evaluiert und anschliessend mit der obigen

Bewertung kombiniert um zu einer abschliessenden Rangliste der Forschungsprojekte zu

gelangen. Szenarien mit verschiedenen Kriteriengewichten wurden formuliert und

entsprechende Sensitivitätsanalysen durchgeführt. Die Resultate zeigen eine stabile

Rangliste für massige Änderungen der Gewichte.
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Die Bewertung des Vorgehens erlaubt ein günstiges Urteil über das grundsätzliche
Funktionieren des Ansatzes. Die Entscheidung mit zwei unterschiedlichen Expertengruppen
zu arbeiten war - unter Berücksichtigung der verschiedenartigen Urteile, die von ihnen

erwartet wurden - richtig. Die Fallstudie ergab sinnvolle Projektprioritäten, die zusammen

mit anderen Resultaten eine gute Grundlage für die Zuteilung von Forschungsressourcen
bilden. Das wichtigste Resultat für Chile waren die beträchtlichen Unterschiede in der

individuellen Gewichtung der Hauptkriterien.

Bezüglich möglicher Verbesserungen des Vorgehens wird auf die Feinabstimmung der

verschiedenen Schritte betreffend Erfassung und Verarbeitung von Informationen

hingewiesen. Zur Deckung spezifischer Informationsbedürfhisse sollten entsprechende

Experten beigezogen werden. Weiter sollte in zukünftigen Anwendungen der Interaktion

der beiden Expertengruppen vermehrte Beachtung geschenkt werden. Die wichtigste

Verbesserung betrifft die Notwendigkeit, Vertreterinnen von Benutzergruppen der

Forschungsresultate (speziell Bauern und Bäuerinnnen) direkt am Prozess zu beteiligen.

Der zweite Teil der Bewertung beleuchtet konzeptionelle und methodische Aspekte.
Gesamthaft gesehen scheinen die spezifischen Eigenschaften der Biotechnologie stark

kontextabhängig zu sein. Es kann daher keine generelle Schlussfolgerung bezüglich deren

Relevanz für die Prioritätensetzung abgeleitet werden. Die klare konzeptionelle Trennung
zwischen der Evaluation von möglichen Projektauswirkungen und den Chancen diese

effektiv zu realisieren erlaubte eine detaillierte Analyse der Bestimmungsfaktoren der

Unsicherheit und lieferte nützliche Informationen zu potentiellen Schwierigkeiten beim

Forschungs- und Übernahmeprozess. Ein Hauptproblem des Ansatzes war die Evaluation

des Übernahmeerfolgs bei strategischen Forschungsprojekten, da die Benutzergruppen eher

Forscherinnen als Bauern und Bäuerinnen sind. Eine bessere Lösung für zukünftige
Anwendungen wäre die Formulierung von entsprechenden Kriterien, die in dieser Hinsicht

unabhängig sind. Der Beitrag der Forschungspojekte zur Bildung von Forschungs¬

kapazitäten wurde mit besonderen Kriterien erfasst. Die klar ersichtliche Bedeutung dieses

Faktors deutet auf die in diesem Punkt bestehende Überlegenheit des verwendeten Ansatzes

hin; die meisten Bewertungsansätze benachteiligen diesbezüglich die stärker strategisch

ausgerichteten Forschungsprojekte.

Der analytische Hierarchieprozess stellt eine geeignete Grundlage für den methodischen

Rahmen des Ansatzes dar. Seine Fähigkeit multikriterielle Entscheidunsprobleme zu

bewältigen wurde bestätigt. Die Flexibilität bei der Modellierung des Problems erlaubte den

Einbezug der in den Arbeitshypothesen formulierten Aspekte. Der AHP hat auch die

Anforderungen bezüglich Partizipation, Transparenz und standardisiertes Messsystem
erfüllt. Aufgrund seiner Einfachheit und intuitiven Logik erfordert seine Anwendung keine

besonderen analytischen Kenntnisse. Die Strukturierung und Visualisierung von komplexen

Entscheidungsproblemen ist überzeugend. Die Verwendung von paarweisen Vergleichen
zur Bestimmung von Präferenzen ist besonders attraktiv für die Bewertung von qualitativen

Auswirkungen. Gleichzeitig bergen diese Art von Vergleichen den grössten Nachteil des

AHP. Im Falle von zahlreichen Alternativen sind paarweise Vergleiche sehr zeitaufwendig.
In der Studie werden verschiedene Möglichkeiten vorgeschlagen um mit diesem Problem

fertig zu werden. Zukünftige Forschungsarbeiten sollten diese Möglichkeiten in bezug auf

Zeitersparnis und Auswirkungen auf die Qualität des Entscheidungsresultats evaluieren.

Weitere Forschung ist auch notwendig, um den optimalen Detailierungsgrad bei der

Zerlegung des Entscheidungsproblems zu bestimmen. Dabei muss insbesondere der 'trade¬

off zwischen Effizienzgewinn und Diskriminierungspotential untersucht werden.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and Objectives

Knowledge is becoming the key strategic resource for economic development

worldwide. The creation, distribution, and use of knowledge is rapidly gaining

importance for the development at the individual, organizational, national, regional, and

global level (Conceiçâo et al. 1998). As a consequence, new challenges emerge for

policymakers, managers, and researchers. Developing countries in particular have to

make increasing efforts to design policies in order to narrow the knowledge gaps

separating them from the more developed countries (World Bank 1998). In many

developing countries agriculture is the major sector of the economy, making growth in

agriculture essential to create employment and alleviate hunger and poverty (CGIAR

1997). In this context, investments in agricultural research play a key role. As public
research institutions constitute by far the greater portion of the national agricultural
research systems (NARS) in developing countries, they are especially challenged.

Agricultural biotechnology is a good case in point; it is knowledge-intensive and has the

characteristics of a generic technology. Modern biotechnology includes powerful new

techniques and tools for a broad range of applications in agriculture of developing
countries (World Bank 1991). Its appeal is that it can address problems not solved by
conventional means and can enhance existing research through increased precision and

shorter timeframes to produce results. However, resources for agricultural science are

scarce and to introduce biotechnology in a research institute requires new institutional

arrangements, special infrastructure, and well-trained professionals (Janssen 1995b).
With the scarce resources, managers have to make critical choices from the many

possible biotechnology applications. As depicted in Figure 1-1, the various techniques
for agricultural biotechnology imply different financial commitments and have different

scientific know-how requirements. For instance, research in plant tissue culture is

relatively cheap and simple, while investments in more strategic research on genetic

engineering are expensive and knowledge-intensive.

A lot of effort has been put into evaluating public agricultural research, due in part to

the increasing complexity of decision problems and in part to tight research budgets and

pressure for more accountability1. Allocating resources efficiently and selecting the

most promising research activities is a matter of scarcity and choice and, thus, a area

where economics has a lot to contribute. Hence, it should come as no surprise that the

study of research evaluation methodology and priority setting has been dominated by
economists. As a consequence, most of the studies have placed emphasis on economic

"Accountability refers to the responsibility of an individual or an organization to account for the proper

use of resources. Accountability requirements have traditionally been met through periodic reports on

resource use and activities; however, there has been a growing demand for more and better evidence of

the results and impact of agricultural research" (Horton et al. 1993, p.6).
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efficiency and the evaluation of costs and benefits that can be expressed in monetary
values. This approach has raised concerns because externalities, distributional effects,
and longer-term impacts all tend to be neglected (Dahlberg 1988; Thompson 1998).

Figure 1-1: Gradient ofbiotechnologies: complexity level and costs

Modern

Biotechnology
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Traditional Increasing Cost ^-

Biotechnology

Source: Jones (1990)

The purpose of this study is to provide a somewhat less-narrowly focused approach to

decision making in public agricultural research. The overall objective is to develop and

assess a more problem-driven priority setting approach which takes into account the

specific features of biotechnology and the need to strengthen scientific capacities. The

study aims to provide an approach to support research managers facing multicriteria

decision problems with limited information. Specifically, the study focuses on the

priority setting process by suggesting various procedures to identify and select decision

criteria and elicit subjective judgments, taking into account society's goals as they relate

to public agricultural research investments. Thus, the specific objective of the study is to

develop a decision support tool that facilitates the participation of stakeholders and that

allows them to express their preferences.

The study consists of three phases. The first phase involves the development of a

conceptual framework for priority setting processes in agricultural biotechnology
research. This phase also includes the analysis of key issues for priority setting in public

biotechnology research and the identification and modification of a suitable decision

support method. The second phase tests the usefulness of the approach in a pilot

application in the Chilean biotechnology program. The third phase is devoted to the

assessment of the approach, based on the experiences from the case study. Finally,

suggestions are made to improve the tool and issues addressed to be further researched.
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1.2 Institutional Setting

The study is based on a research project jointly developed by the Department of

Agricultural Economics at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich

(IAW/ETH) and the International Service for National Agricultural Research (ISNAR)
in The Hague, The Netherlands. The combination of an academic research institute and

an application-oriented international research center has been very beneficial for the

study. In particular, it helped to find the right balance between theoretical rigor and

practical feasibility of the priority setting approach. The collaboration with the Instituto

de Investigaciones Agropecuarias (INIA) in Chile was exemplary and proved critical for

the successful implementation of the priority setting exercise.

1.3 Structure of the Study

The outline of the study is as follows. Chapter 2 presents the key issues in

biotechnology research evaluation. It starts with general considerations on public
agricultural research and focuses on the difficulties confronted in priority setting. Next,
an overview of biotechnology in developing countries is provided and specific problems
for research evaluation are derived. The chapter concludes with a set of working
hypotheses and requirements to be met in priority setting processes.

In chapter 3, the methodological background of the study is covered. Following the

discussion on the need for formal priority setting, a brief review on various methods for

ex ante research evaluation is provided. The priority setting approach used in this study
is based on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). This method is described in detail in

section 3.4.

Chapter 4 is devoted to the Chilean pilot application. First, background information on

the case study country is provided. Particular attention is given to the country's
activities in the field of biotechnology research. The following section details the

procedure applied to establish priorities for the National Biotechnology Program (PNB).
The results of the pilot exercise, including a set of sensitivity analysis, are then

discussed. A first assessment on some procedural issues of the priority setting process is

also carried out in this chapter.

Chapter 5 outlines the conceptual framework used to identify decision criteria for

evaluating public agricultural research. A general description of the framework and its

underlying principles is provided, followed by its application in the Chilean case study.
The chapter is reproduced from a paper submitted to an international journal.2 Thus,
some repetitions could not be avoided.

The paper is currently under review. Further findings of the study have either been published or are in

press:

Braunschweig, T. y W. Janssen. 1998. Establecimiento de Prioridades en la Investigacion
Biotecnolôgica mediante el Proceso Jerârquico Analitico. ISNAR Research Report No. 14. The Hague:
International Service for National Agricultural Research.

Braunschweig, T., W. Janssen, C. Mufioz and P. Rieder. 1999. Setting Research Priorities for the

Chilean Biotechnology Program. In J.I. Cohen (ed.) Managing Agricultural Biotechnology - Addressing
Needs ofDeveloping Countries. Wallingford, UK: CAB International (forthcoming).
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Chapter 6 assesses the priority setting approach with regard to the working hypotheses
that were formulated in the second chapter. The assessment also includes

methodological issues, and modifications for future applications are suggested. The

chapter concludes with issues that require further research.

The concluding chapter is structured according to the conceptual, methodological, and

procedural findings of the study. It summarizes the major strengths and weaknesses of

the suggested approach and delineates the direction of future research efforts necessary

to increase the utility of the AHP-based decision support tool.

1.4 Definitions

There is no general agreement as to what constitutes a National Agricultural Research

System (NARS). In a restricted sense, the term is often used as a synonym to a nation's

public research institute (NARI). However, in this study the broader definition of

Purcell and Anderson (1997, p. 161) is used: "A national agricultural research system

includes state and parastatal research institutions, academic institutions, and private
sector research entities." For a detailed discussion of the concept of a NARS, see Craig
et al. (1991), who tried to operationalize the term for statistical purposes.

The term biotechnology is defined as "any technology that uses living organisms, or

substances from those organisms, to make or modify a product, to improve plants,
animals or to develop micro-organisms for specific uses" (OTA 1986, p.31). However,

one must distinguish between traditional and modern biotechnology. The former

involves among other uses, the use of bacterial cultures to ferment and preserve food

(e.g. cheese) and to make alcoholic beverages. The scientific disciplines behind modern

biotechnology, on the other hand, are molecular, micro and cell biologies, in

combination with biochemistry (Bhagavan 1997a). In this study, the term biotechnology
is used synonymously with modern biotechnology. It includes all the techniques

depicted in Figure 1-1, except microbial fermentation and biological nitrogen fixation

(see also subsection 2.2.1).

Research evaluation refers to assessing the costs and benefits of research activities to

society. Horton et al. (1993, p.6) offer the following definition: "Evaluation is judging,

appraising, or determining the worth, value, or quality of research whether it is

proposed, on-going, or completed. This is done in terms of its relevance, effectiveness,

efficiency, and impact." Evaluation stems from the word 'value' and can be done ex

ante (before the research activity) or ex post (after the research activity).

Priority setting in research is the process of ranking different research alternatives. It is

commonly part of planning and helps to define a research portfolio in line with the

mission of the organization or the agricultural policy of the country (ISNAR 1998).

According to Stewart (1995, p. 117), a priority is, literally, something one does first. "If

A has priority over B, all A's claims are met before any of B's are considered."

Decision making is the process of choosing among a set of alternatives. The basic

elements needed to make decisions are (Saaty 1994): (i) details about the problem to be

3
The terms new or second-generation biotechnology are also used m the literature.
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decided, (ii) the people or actors involved, (iii) their objectives and policies, (iv) the

influences affecting the outcome, and (v) the time horizons, scenarios and constraints.

Resource allocation is the activity of funding research according to some objectives that

are maximized subject to a constraint on the resource available. In order to determine

the optimal allocation of resources among alternatives, quality information is required
on the alternatives' outputs and outcomes.

Finally, we would like to clarify the relationships between research evaluation, priority

setting, decision making, and resource allocation. Based on our understanding, the terms

represent increasingly concrete stages of ascertaining the value of alternatives for the

society in the context of the research planning process. The concept is depicted in

Figure 1-2.

FIGURE 1-2: Increasingly concrete stages ofresearch planning

Research

Evaluation

Priority

Setting

Decision

Making

Resource

Allocation

Some kind of research evaluation is required to set priorities among alternatives.

Priority setting yields a ranking which supports the decision making process. The

outcome of decision making finally leads to the allocation of research resources under

the given constraints. In this sense, priority setting is not identical with resource

allocation. However, priority ranks can provide additional information for the allocation

of resources, if the ranking reflects the actual relationship between the preferences of

the alternatives, rather than a mere arrangement of the alternatives.
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2 Issues in Biotechnology Research Evaluation

The purpose of this chapter is to identify the factors critical to the design of priority

setting processes for biotechnology research. First, the situation of public agricultural
research in developing countries and the role of biotechnology in this system is

presented. Based on that, potential problems of priority setting in biotechnology
research are discussed and working hypothesis formulated to adequately address them.

Finally, requirements regarding the procedure and methodological tool for priority

setting processes are derived. The requirements serve as guidelines to the development
of a systematic approach to support public research decision making in the field of

biotechnology (chapter 3).

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.1 outlines some characteristics ofNARS

and recent challenges which will shape their future development. Also in this section,
basics of ex ante and ex post research evaluation are discussed. It concludes by

presenting the key issues in priority setting. In section 2.2 agricultural biotechnology is

described in so far as it concerns research in developing countries, and the consequences

of its features on priority setting are detailed. The final section of the chapter provides
working hypotheses and key requirements for the design of priority setting processes

are developed.

2.1 Public Agricultural Research

2.1.1 Rationales for Public Sector Research

NARS consist of public and private institutions as defined in chapter one. Our focus,

however, will be on the public institutions as this study addresses decision making in

the public sector. The question is why should a country engage in public agricultural
research and not leave it to the private sector? Economic theory suggests a 'market

failure' in the private production and funding of research as primary justification for

public-sector investment. Market failure in agriculmral research seems to be widely
taken for granted (Alston et al. 1997). The reason is that much new knowledge

produced from research displays the essential characteristics of a public good, which are

nonrivalness and nonexcludability. Nonrivalness means that the use of the research

output by any agent has no effect on the amount available for use by others.

Nonexcludability means that it is not feasible (or only at very high cost) to exclude

those who do not pay for the good.4 This leads to the 'free-rider' problem, because firms

can appropriate research benefits without incurring the costs for it (Pray and Echeverria

1991).

4
See, for instance, Ostrom and Ostrom (1977) for details on the nature of public goods.
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The consequence is that private firms are often unable to capture all of the benefits

resulting from an investment in research. That is, the private benefits to an investor are

less than the social benefits and thus the private sector tends to underinvest in

agricultural research from society's point of view. Consider, for instance, the generation
of knowledge to improve water management in irrigated agriculture. Once the

information is released, it is impossible to exclude anybody from using it at zero costs.

As a result, private firms (industry as well as farmers) lack the incentive to produce a

socially optimal level of such a good. If, thus, the expected social rate of return exceeds

the expected private rate of return there is a strong case for government intervention.5
Put another way, in the presence of public goods, allocation decisions are not primarily
made by market mechanisms but by political processes.

Distortions due to externalities from using agricultural technology are another market

failure that can justify public-sector involvement in agricultural research (Alston et al.

1997). Externalities are closely related to the concept of public good. They arise when

one person's production or consumption activities involve effects on other persons that

are not compensated through markets. External effects can be positive or negative and

are usually unintended consequences of legitimate activities. Examples include spillover
benefits from research activities undertaken in one region but also applicable in other

regions (positive externality) or the pollution of groundwater through runoff of plant
nutrients and pesticides (negative externality). Similar to the situation of public goods,
the existence of externalities means that the marginal social values differ from the

private values, i.e. market prices cannot be used as socially optimal indicators of costs

and benefits.

Alston et al. mention another reason for government intervention in agriculmral
research. The nature of research activities is often long-term, large-scale, and risky. This

makes it unprofitable for the typical agricultural enterprise (i.e. the small-scale farm) to

do research and the cost of collective action for organizing its own research may be too

high. Economies of scale and scope in research, therefore, can threaten the competitive
structure of markets in the production, input, and marketing sectors. Finally, the

complementarity of research and education has been put forward as argument in favor

of public involvement (Ruttan 1982).

In summary, there are three economic reasons to justify government intervention

(Alston et al. 1995): (i) the failure of markets to produce the socially optimal amount of

research, (ii) the need to enhance or maintain the competitive structure of markets, and

(iii) the existence of opportunities for exploiting the complementarities of research and

education.

Government intervention can take various forms. The most direct method is to allocate

resources for agricultural research. Other types of intervention are the improvement and

enforcement of property rights legislation such as patents, the creation of an enabling

5

However, Grihches (1958) argues that the difference between social and private rates of return is a

necessary but not a sufficient reason for public intervention since the private returns may still be high

enough to attract research investments from private firms.

6
Zilberman and Marra (1993) provide a thorough discussion on the economics of externalities in

agriculture.
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environment including a consistent policy framework and investments in human

resources, and the enhancement of incentives for private sector research (Beynon 1995).

With the theoretical considerations outlined above the pattern of public and private

research activities can be traced. Basic and most strategic research generally display the

characteristics of public goods and are thus more the responsibility of the public sector.

Applied and adaptive research tend to be more in the private domain (Pray and

Echeverria 1991).7 Surveys of actual investments partially confirmed this conception

(Umali 1992). However, the boundary between public and private research is

significantly influenced by institutional and technical factors that determine the

amenability of knowledge to exclusion mechanisms. Such mechanisms help to

overcome the free-rider problem and enable the appropriation of returns to research

investments. Where they do not exist, government will also need to finance more

applied research (Beynon 1995). Studies in Latin America and the Caribbean by Falconi

and Elliott (1995), for instance, indicate that there are significant public-sector
investments in applied and adaptive research. This is consistent with the observation

that in most developing countries the scale of private research activities is typically

small, accounting for only 10-15% of total agricultural research expenditures, compared
to 50% in industrialized countries. Moreover, much of this private-sector investment is

concentrated in a few large countries in Asia and Latin America (Byerlee and Alex

1998).

2.1.2 Trends and Challenges

Having laid out the justification for public sector investment in agricultural research, we

now turn to recent trends and the resulting challenges that will have a major influence

on the future research agenda of NARS. As rightly argued by Byerlee and Alex (1998),

the changing research environment calls for institutional innovation in public research

system organization and management. However, the focus of our attention is the

identification of difficulties in priority setting processes. This subsection emphasizes
those aspects of the changes which are closely related to priority setting problems. The

following issues will be dealt with: scale and sources of research funding, globalization
of research and trade liberalization, and the need to broaden the research agenda.

Alston et al. (1997) provide an overview of global trends in public agricultural research

funding.8 Over the past two decades, annual investments by national governments

almost doubled in real terms from US$7.3 billion in 1971 to nearly US$15 billion in

1991 (1985 international dollars). Whereas research expenditures from developing
countries accounted for 41% of the total spending in 1971, this share had grown to 54%

The research classification used in this study is based on that of the Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research (CGIAR, 1981). Four types of research are distinguished: basic, strategic, applied,
and adaptive. Basic research generates new scientific knowledge but has no direct commercial

application. Strategic research addresses issues that normally influence the efficiency with which other

research further downstream can be carried out. Applied research creates technology with commercial

applications. Adaptive research adjusts technology to specific needs of a particular set of environmental

conditions. In reality, however, there are no such clear-cut boundaries between the classes. Rather,

research activities should be seen as a part of a continuum from more basic to more adaptive.

For figures on regional and country trends in financing public agricultural research see chapters 15-17 in

Tabor et al. (1998).
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by 1991. However, expressed in expenditures per agricultural GDP terms, developing
countries' spending is only 0.5% in 1991 and has remained nearly unchanged since the

late 1970s. This low public-sector investment is far below the average of developed
countries (2.39%) and the 2% target recommended by the World Bank in the early
1980s (Byerlee and Alex 1998).

Investment in agricultural research in developing countries grew at 6.4% annually from

1971 to 1981. This growth rate slowed down to 3.8% per year for the period 1981-91.

The slowdown in research spending was particularly severe in Africa and Latin

America; the latter even recorded a decline in absolute terms (Alston et al. 1997). This

reversal of the trends of the previous two decades was accompanied by an expansion of

the number of scientists, resulting in both a drop in spending per researchers and

operating budgets. Thus, the inadequate funding of public agricultural research

institutes is seen as most serious challenge facing NARS (Purcell and Anderson 1997).

For the upcoming analysis of priority setting issues, three additional trends in the

context of research funding are important besides the deterioration of public-sector
spending. First, a shift in the funding mode from institutional budget assignment toward

project-based funding can be observed, partly due to the increasing demand for

improved efficiency and more client orientation. In particular, competitive grant
schemes have become popular in many NARS although administrative cost can be

substantial.9 Competitive grants are useful to coordinate research across different

agencies in line with national priorities. The selection of grants for funding is based on

predefined criteria which take into account research priorities and scientific merit

(Byerlee and Alex 1998, Janssen 1998).

Second, donor funding represents a substantial portion of public research expenditures
in developing countries.10 Pardey et al. (1991) estimate the share of donor funding to be

16% for the period 1981-85. However, there are significant differences among the

regions. The highest contribution is reported for sub-Saharan Africa (35%), followed by
Asia and Pacific (excl. China) with 26%, West Asia and North Africa with 11%, and

Latin America and Caribbean with 7%. These regional averages mask the intraregional
diversity. For many developing countries, particularly in Africa, external support (grants
and loans) can make up half - and sometimes more than 60% - of their agricultural
research spending (Alston et al. 1995). More recent figures on external contributions to

African NARS (based on a sample of 13 countries) indicate a notable increase for the

period 1986-91 from 34% to 43% in the donor share of total agricultural research

expenditures (Pardey and Roseboom 1998). Such evidence points to the increasing
dependence of some countries on donor funds and potentially negative impacts on the

sustainability of public agricultural research financing and the autonomy in setting
research priorities.

Third, research conducted by the private sector is growing rapidly in developing
countries. Nevertheless, we mentioned earlier that the role of the private sector in

agricultural research is still relatively small compared to the public sector. In some

9
In Chile, for instance, competitive grants has been in use since 1981 and has become the dominant

practice for research resource allocation (see subsection 4.2.3).
10
The single largest donor is the World Bank which has lent nearly US$4 billion for agricultural research

since 1981 (Byerlee and Alex 1998).
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larger countries in Latin America and Asia, however, private sector involvement in

applied and adaptive research can be substantial. Data from three country studies

suggest that the private sector accounts on average for 40% of the research expenditures

(Falconi and Elliott 1995). The widespread adoption of economic policies which aim at

improving and enforcing intellectual property protection, eliminating import restrictions

for agricultural technology, and reducing the size of the public sector will create an

enabling environment and alleviate some of the constraints for private sector research.

The figures presented by Alston et al. (1997) reveal, that in developed countries,

privately funded research is a prominent feature of contemporary agricultural research.

If this development is anything like an indicator for future trends in developing
countries (or at least in some of the more advanced countries), the private sector will

become a major player in agricultural research operations in the near future.

Globalization means the economic, political, cultural and social integration of sovereign
states. It encompasses the growing role of international trade, cross-border investment

activity, and the harmonization and coordination of domestic policies, laws and

institutions. The driving forces behind the process of globalization are advances in

information, communication, and transportation technologies, and regional and global
free trade agreements (Bonte-Friedheim et al. 1997). The increasing linkages and

interdependence of national economies has two critical impacts on NARS, a direct and a

indirect one. The direct impact concerns the emerging international markets of science

which allows countries to obtain access to a broader and more diverse range of scientific

service providers. Thus,

"globalization will create new market-based opportunities for cross-border generation
and exchange of agricultural technology.(...) Science policy leaders will need to learn

(...) to redefine what technology development services are supplied locally and what is

produced from international sources" (Bonte-Friedheim et al. 1997, p.l 1).

These new international sources of technology, together with the high cost of research

and the limited resources available, has led to a growing number of global research

initiatives such as the 'Global Plan of Action,' launched by the CGIAR (CGIAR 1996).
At the same time, a tendency for regionalization of agricultural research, particularly in

Africa and Latin America, can be observed. Such regional cooperation can take various

forms of intensity and aims at economies of scale and scope to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of research activities (Gijsbers and Contant 1996; Eponou 1998). It

goes without saying that this development impacts decision making of public research

institutions.

One indirect effect of globalization is the increasing liberalization of international trade.

Countries are reducing tariffs and other non-tariff protective measures. As a result,
liberalization has opened new opportunities for the agricultural sector, and requires
countries to compete effectively in home markets as well as international markets. Since

improved technologies will increasingly be a critical factor in a country's ability to

exploit its comparative and competitive advantages, trade liberalization has far-reaching
implications for the research agenda ofNARS (Byerlee and Alex 1998).

The last point concerns the challenges that require a substantial broadening of the

research agenda: the growing concern about environmental problems associated with

agricultural activities and the decline of research capacity. These two issues are

discussed here. There is no doubt that NARS have to integrate into their research
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agenda the implications of new technologies on the natural resource base and the

environment (e.g. Graham-Tomasi 1991; Ruttan; 1991; Crosson and Anderson 1993;
CGIAR 1997). Agricultural production often has negative impacts on natural resources

and the environment, including adverse effects on human health. However, there may

also be positive consequences, such as farm management practices that preserve the

landscape, providing recreation opportunities for the public. The point is that much of

these consequences show the characteristics of a public good, which provides a strong
case for public research to deal with these issues (see above).

The second element that gives rise to a broader research agenda relates to capacity
building. As stated by Schuh and Norton (1991, p.59): "Another serious issue in many

less-developed countries is that both the capacity to train agricultural scientists and the

capacity for research itself appear to have declined in the 1980s as a consequence of

severe economic crises." This observation is consistent with the situation of the public
research institute in Chile (see subsection 4.2.3). Moreover, non-competitive salary
scales (due to a slow-down in the rate of growth of research funding combined with the

extension of staff) and management weaknesses led to a declining quality of scientists

in many countries (Nickel 1997). Nickel also lists various institutional and

organizational problems of many public research institutions which contributes to the

erosion of the institutional capacity. Given the growing need to generate knowledge and

improved technologies in order to successfully compete in a more liberalized market,
the relevance to address institutional and human resource capacity building becomes

obvious.

The next subsection addresses the difficulties in research priority setting, emphasizing
those resulting from the above considerations.

2.1.3 Difficulties in Priority Setting

A major difficulty in priority setting processes for public research is their multicriteria

nature. The fact that we face a multicriteria decision-making framework can be looked

at from two different perspectives: from society's research objects or, alternatively,
from the impact of the research activities under evaluation. Since different views exist

on the use of multiple criteria approaches and because the question is of critical

importance for priority setting, it is appropriate to devote some attention to this issue.

To establish priorities is to rank a set of alternatives in a way that is most consistent

with the objectives from which the employed decision criteria have been derived.11

Some economists have persistently argued in favor of a single objective based on

economic efficiency (Norton et al. 1992; Alston and Pardey 1995; Alston et al. 1995,

1997). They claim that, "the use of public-sector agricultural research to pursue

nonefficiency objectives can be questioned on two grounds. First, considering more

than one objective adds greatly to the cost of decision-making, and second, there are

usually better instruments for pursuing nonefficiency goals" (Alston et al. 1995, p. 15).
No doubt the first argument raises an important point: research evaluation has to be

economical. But it should also be effective to be relevant to guide research decisions. In

11
The task of developing operational criteria from objectives is not straightforward. Chapter 5 details the

conceptual framework used to cope with this issue. Here, however, we are interested in the underlying

objectives ofpriority setting processes.
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other words, although research is intended to contribute mainly to increased efficiency,

society often wants to pursue other objectives through funding agricultural research.

Distribution and food-security concerns are usually mentioned as nonefficiency

objectives which also guide research decisions (e.g. Collion and Kissi 1995; Janssen

1995a). Economists and other analysts must bear in mind these political realities, even

more so as many NARS receive substantial funding from donors (see above), who

sometimes make their support conditional on the incorporation of nonefficiency

objectives into decision-making processes.

The second argument is misleading. Agricultural research results have consequences

affecting objectives other than economic efficiency (Schuh and Tollini 1979). The claim

that there are better policies, therefore, is no excuse for ignoring non-economic impacts
in agricultural research evaluation. Antle and Wagenet (1995, p.12), in a study for the

American Agricultural Economics Association, rightly criticize this omission:

"The research evaluation literature has developed increasingly refined models and

estimates of economic impacts, but has virtually ignored all other social, environmental,
or health impacts. It appears that agricultural economics has suffered from its own

disciplinary isolation, and has failed to apply economic principles in designing its own

research. Indeed, an 'economically optimal' allocation of research effort would devote

suitable effort to all potentially important impacts."

Much more could be added on the narrow focus of the economic efficiency criterion and

its restrictive value assumptions (see, for instance, Madden 1986; Bromley 1990;

Thompson 1998, chapters 1-3). However, we conclude the discussion with a quotation
of this year's Nobel Laureate for economics: "The criterion of Pareto optimality
[sometimes also called 'economic efficiency'] is an extremely limited way of assessing
social achievement..." (Sen 1987, p.35).

The multicriteria framework for research evaluation has two major implications. First,

priority setting under multiple objectives requires attaching weights to the different

objectives since there are usually trade-offs among objectives, i.e. more of one can be

attained only at the expense of another. The relative importance of the individual

objectives varies among countries and depends on the policies pursued by the

government and the stage of development of the country (Schuh and Tollini 1979). This

also means that specifying weights is the responsibility of policy makers and senior

research managers. Their participation in the decision-making process is therefore

critical. Pooling subjective judgments helps to balance potential biases of individual

value judgments. Appropriate procedures are needed to assist in eliciting preferences of

decision makers and to facilitate interaction among them.

Second, there is a measurement problem involved in that contributions of research

activities towards different objectives have to be aggregated in order to attain the final

scores of each alternative. This is a difficult task because the various contributions are

generally defined in different measurement standards which may not be compatible.
How, for instance, can the impact of the reduction in yield losses (measured in

monetary values) be combined with the increase in employment opportunities
(measured in number ofjobs created)? This problem applies for impacts within as well

as between research alternatives. In evaluations using a single criterion such as

economic efficiency, all research impacts are converted in monetary values. Even this

economic solution bears substantial difficulties since for many research outputs no
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markets exist. This is the case for non-commodity-related research or for externalities

caused by the adoption of research innovations.

Measurement problems are particularly relevant when evaluating more strategic as

opposed to applied research, because the former does not directly result in changes in

productivity or cost. This issue has received comparatively little attention in research

evaluation (Norton et al. 1992). New knowledge generated by the research process that

is not directly applicable in the productive sector may still have substantial value for the

country by strengthening the scientific capacity. However, traditional priority setting

approaches tend to have a bias in favor of applied research because its benefits are more

tangible and thus more amenable to evaluation efforts. As earlier mentioned, public-
sector research may be involved in a wide range of activities along the basic-adaptive
research continuum, which leads to the situation where research managers have to

simultaneously evaluate strategic and applied research.

Information is the key factor for priority setting. However, analysts are often faced with

a poor information base as relevant secondary data may not be available and the

collection of primary data is too expensive. The problem of data availability is usually
more pronounced in developing countries due to, for example, insufficient institutional

capacity and the need to pursue more pressing goals. This situation leads to analysts

relying on subjective judgements to generate the necessary information. The problem
then becomes to define suitable elicitation techniques and identify experts who can

provide reliable subjective judgements on likely costs, benefits, and other variables of

alternative research activities.

A more serious information problem is the forward-looking nature of priority setting.
Because the future is by definition unknown, we face a great deal of uncertainty

regarding the question on how far the potential contributions of research to the different

objectives are finally realized. Anderson (1991) distinguishes two broad sets of

uncertainty surrounding agricultural research: uncertainty present in agriculture and

uncertainty affecting the research and adoption process itself. The sources of the first

type of uncertainty concern the variability in the natural, economic, and political
environment as they affect research impacts. The second and arguably more critical type

of uncertainty concerns the chances of research success and of successful adoption by
the end users of the research results. In priority setting it is important to take the

possibility of the failure of research into account. Measures for the chances of success

have to be defined and correctly combined with estimations of the potential impact in

order to obtain the final performance assessment of each research alternative. This task

is not straightforward, since the relevant factors affecting the research and adoption

process have to be carefully identified and their influence on the success determined.

There is a broad range of human, institutional, technological and economic factors

contributing to uncertainty. However, priority setting processes cannot be expected to

consider an exhaustive list of these factors. Rather, an attempt has to be made to

incorporate the most relevant factors. Again, subjective judgements of knowledgeable
individuals will have to play a dominant role in this analysis.

For instance, the emerging international markets of science mentioned earlier and the country's

response to that will increasingly influence the success of national research processes.
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To sum up, this section first highlighted the rationale for government intervention in

agricultural research. This allowed the clarification of the function of the public sector

in the process of knowledge generation. Subsequently, trends in the context of

agricultural research were described and challenges for the future research agenda

derived. This analysis provided the basis for the discussion on major difficulties in

research priority setting. Four broad conclusions can be drawn from the above

considerations. First, publicly funded agricultural research will have to strictly focus on

activities where market arrangements fail to provide the socially optimal amount of the

good. Second, it should heavily invest in scientific capacity through strengthening
human resources and institutions. Third, priority setting becomes increasingly important
but also more complex. Fourth, priority setting processes have to draw on subjective

judgements extensively. However, this last point is no reason for concern since, as

Shumway (1981, p.171) puts it:

"All ex ante research evaluation procedures are inherently subjective. The only
difference is where subjectivity enters and how it is processed. (...) Consequently, the

legitimate role of subjectivity in ex ante evaluation needs to be recognized clearly and

respected."

2.2 Agricultural Biotechnology and Developing Countries

An extensive body of literature exists on agricultural biotechnology in developing
countries. The aim of this section is to highlight issues in agricultural biotechnology that

are of importance for successfully planning and executing public research. An overview

of agricultural biotechnology and its features relevant for developing countries is first

presented, followed by a discussion on the consequences of these features for priority

setting processes in public research organizations.

2.2.1 The Potential Role of Biotechnology in Agricultural Research

The term biotechnology as used in this study has already been defined in the

Introduction. Modern biotechnology is based on three major developments: (i)
recombinant DNA technology, (ii) monoclonal antibody production, and (iii) cell and

tissue culture. A combination of these three processes provides the basis of genetic

engineering. An introduction into the subject for non-specialists, with an excellent

description of the basic techniques can be found in Persley and Peacock (1990). In the

context of agriculture, biotechnology is concerned with the following (Persley 1992):

1. Agricultural microbiology, to produce micro-organisms beneficial to crop

agriculture;

2. Cell and tissue culture, including the rapid propagation of useful microorganisms
and plant species;

3. New diagnostics, based on the use of monoclonal antibodies and nucleic-acid

probes, for the detection of pests and diseases, and the detection of foreign
chemicals in food;

4. Genetic engineering, to introduce new traits into microbes, plants and animals;

5. New generic mapping techniques, as an aid to conventional plant and animal

breeding programs.
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Biotechnology has seen major advances in recent years and has opened up a wide range
of opportunities for applications in agriculture. This includes improved tolerance of

crops and animals to stresses, pests, and pathogens, quality enhancement, increased

efficiency in the use of nutrients, and relieving biological constraints to higher yields by
increased photosynthetic activity and achievements of nitrogen fixation in non-

leguminous crops. Thus, there is the prospect of increased agricultural production,
improved comparative advantage in countries where the new technologies are applied,
new opportunities for the use of marginal land, and mitigating environmental and

pollution problems (Barker 1990; World Bank 1991). Recent achievements and current

research efforts are reported in Kendall et al. (1997), although the rapid pace of

technological innovations makes it difficult to establish the state-of-the-art in

agricultural biotechnology. The great appeal of biotechnology is that it has the potential
(i) to address problems not resolved by conventional research, (ii) to speed up research

processes, and (iii) to increase their precision.

However, it is now generally acknowledged that early breakthroughs in biotechnology
have led to exaggerated expectations as to their positive impact on agriculture,
particularly for developing countries (World Bank 1991; Komen and Persley 1993;
Brenner 1996; Bhagavan 1997b). Also, there is a significant body of literature which

points out the potential threats of the new technologies for developing countries (e.g.
Büttel et al. 1985; Fowler et al. 1988; Juma 1989; Walgate 1990; Hobbelink 1991).
There is concern that biotechnology may further marginalize small-scale farmers and

compromise the competitive positions of poorer countries. The criticism is partly
fuelled by biotechnology developments that have led to production shifts from

developing to industrialized countries. Often-mentioned examples are the artificial

production of vanilla flavor, which could eliminate the cultivation of the vanilla bean

(FAO 1995), and the substitution of sugar through an enzymatic process to transform

cereal starch into high fructose corn syrups (HFCS), with adverse employment and

income effects for sugar-cane producing countries (Galhardi 1996). The "double-edged"
nature of biotechnology for developing countries is summarized by Persley (1990, p.46)
as follows:

"The likely socioeconomic effects of biotechnology are positive in terms of increasing
the productivity of tropical commodities, opening up new opportunities for the use of

marginal lands, and reducing use of agrochemicals. They are also potentially negative, in

that they offer the possibility of producing high-value products in tissue culture in

industrialised countries, and thus displacing crops presently grown for export in the

Third World."

To get a realistic picture of the potential role that biotechnology can play in agricultural
research in developing countries, a range of specific issues associated with

biotechnology has to be considered. The remainder of this section will discuss these

issues.

The bulk of biotechnology research is conducted in industrialized countries and at least

half of the current funding worldwide comes from the private sector. The increasing
dominance of the private sector and its growing partnerships with universities may lead

to higher cost for the access of advances in science and technology previously freely
available as public goods (Persley 1990). The critical factor of the change in the

institutional structure of agricultural research is that many processes and products of

biotechnology are patentable. The emerging pattern of technology development in the
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area of agricultural biotechnology gives rise to the fear that the technology gap between

industrialized and developing countries is widening. There is concern that the growing

importance of private-sector research is leading to an increased tendency towards

secrecy and confidentiality, which could slow down the dissemination of knowledge

relevant for developing countries (UNCTAD 1991).

In several developing countries, an awareness of the enormous potential of

biotechnology led to the setting-up of national research programs, giving high priority
to this new technology. Contrary to the development in industrialized countries,

however, the research activities are predominantly funded and executed by the public
sector with marginal involvement of the private sector. Moreover, there is a major lack

of focus in many biotechnology programs and clearly defined biotechnology policies
and strategies are often non-existent. This situation has largely been confirmed in

several recent country reviews on opportunities and constraints of agricultural

biotechnology in the developing world (Komen and Persley 1993; FAO 1995; Brenner

1996).

Given the role of knowledge as key strategic resource for economic development and

the fact that most of the advances in basic research and technology development are

likely to occur in the industrialized countries, the importance ofNorth-South technology
transfer becomes evident. Accordingly, a growing number of international initiatives in

support of agricultural biotechnology in developing countries are being undertaken.

Brenner and Komen (1994) surveyed the initiatives, which include various research,

information, and advisory activities assisted by different international organizations.
However, in the majority of the technology transfer mechanisms identified in the

survey, the public sector has been the key player. There is little doubt that the private
sector has to play a major role in biotechnology transfer to developing countries.

In order to effectively absorb imported biotechnology, conduct own research, and

develop technologies appropriate for their needs, developing countries have to address

three basic issues: (i) intellectual property rights (IPR) regarding biotechnological

innovations, (ii) biosafety regulations, and (iii) capacity building in research and

development.

The question of ownership has to be dealt with to facilitate technology transfer and to

attract private-sector investment in national research and development. The use of

legislation to protect IPR for products and processes of biotechnology includes issues

such as the types of protection available and their respective exemption clauses, the

appropriateness of using IPR for living material, the attempts to harmonize international

IPR regulations and their likely impact on international trade and development (van

Wijk et al. 1993). Two IPR mechanisms are relevant for agricultural biotechnology,

patents and plant breeders' rights. Both grant the right to inventors to exclude others

from commercializing a specific invention for a certain period. The latter is confined to

plant varieties and is less restrictive, allowing some exemptions for breeders and

farmers. Developing countries are often reluctant to extend IPR regulations to results of

biotechnology research and, in particular, refuse the patenting of products (as opposed
to processes). The protection of living material is also a controversial issue in many

industrialized countries and its implications for the creation and dissemination of

innovations in biotechnology is still poorly understood.
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IPR have been intensively discussed in the GATT negotiations on Trade-Related

Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS) to harmonize and enlarge patent protection on

a global scale. This, together with threats of sanctions by the USA in bilateral

negotiations, put increasing pressure on developing-country governments to strengthen
legal protection to the products of advanced technology, including biotechnology (van
Wijk et al. 1993). The subject is currently under debate in the World Trade Organization
(WTO), where member states try to reach a consensus on the intellectual property

protection of plant material. In a recent paper, van Wijk (1998) provides the latest

developments in the negotiations and a discussion on the perspectives of the different

interest groups that influence the positions of the member state in designing a plant
patenting policy.

Zilberman et al. (1997, p.19/20) analyze the economic and international implications of

agricultural biotechnology in the context of the relationship between developed and

developing countries and conclude that:

"Clearly defined and enforceable intellectual property rights are essential for private
sector research and development of new biotechnology products. However, overly broad

patents may grant excessive market power to patent holders, reducing their incentives to

provide socially desirable levels of production to investment in innovation, Unduly
broad patents and/or overly restrictive licensing of academic inventions will diminish the

capacity for new entrants to compete. (...) Developed countries should not be overzealous

in their enforcement of intellectual property rights in developing countries. First,
excessive fees will encourage cheating and, second, undue emphasis on IPR protection

may conflict with other goals, such as promotion of free trade. Consideration should be

given to establishing two-tiered pricing systems for intellectual property rights with

developing countries paying lower prices."

Biosafety regulations are considered essential for both the access to modern

biotechnology generated abroad and the undertaking of domestic research and

development (Komen and Persley 1993). Biosafety means the policies and procedures
adopted by a government to reduce the potential unknown risks to human health and the

environment from the application of modern biotechnology. For national research and

development activities, an efficient biosafety framework is particularly relevant for

handling new genetic material at the experimental stage, i.e. in the context of using new

genetic techniques in the laboratory and releasing genetically engineered organisms in

small-scale field trials. More than 3600 official field trials of genetically modified plants
were conducted between 1986 and end of 1995 in more than 30 countries but less than

10% have been performed in developing countries. However, a survey carried out in

1995 indicates that only about 10% of the developing countries have any established

biosafety regulations (Virgin 1997). This is consistent with the findings of four regional
agricultural biotechnology seminars carried out by ISNAR's Intermediary
Biotechnology Service (IBS). The development of a biosafety regulatory system is the

most urgent need related to national policies of the countries that participated in the

seminars (Cohen et al. 1998).

Developing countries are under increasing pressure to put a biosafety framework in

place. There have been initiatives from several international organizations aimed at the

global harmonization of biosafety systems. For instance, the Organisation for Economic

Co-operation and Development (OECD) developed guidelines which many countries

have used for designing their national biosafety regulations. Recently, the Convention

on Biological Diversity has established an international biosafety protocol to facilitate
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the respective procedures in developing countries. The steps necessary to establish a

national biosafety system are described in Persley et al. (1993). They recommend

establishing a national biosafety system within the existing regulatory framework and

drawing on existing institutions, personnel, and current legislation.

In a recent paper, Maredia (1998) adds to the discussion by providing an economic

perspective on biosafety regulations. She outlines the various issues related to the costs

and benefits that developing countries should keep in mind while designing an efficient

biosafety policy. And, regarding the pressure of industrialized countries to impose strict

global biosafety guidelines, Zilberman et al. (1997) point out that the willingness to take

certain risks differs from country to country. Developing countries may be more willing
to trade-off perceived environmental safety against reduced hunger, increased income,
and other potential benefits from the development and application of agricultural

biotechnology.

Biotechnology is knowledge-intensive. Developing countries therefore have to create a

local scientific base if they want to capture the potential benefits of agricultural

biotechnology, regardless of whether national technology policies are oriented more

towards the import or the in-country generation of biotechnology. In the former case,

countries need sufficient scientific capacity to absorb imported technologies and adapt
them to suit local conditions. The lack of adequate national research capacities in

developing countries has been identified as one of the major constraints to exploit the

potential of biotechnology developments (Brenner 1996; Bhagavan 1997b). As a

consequence, developing countries should invest more in strengthening capacities in

terms of institutional development and human resources. The need to build sufficient

capacity also concerns conventional agricultural research because biotechnology often

does not result in a final product to be transferred to the farm sector but rather produces
intermediate outputs that facilitate and accelerate other research programs.

2.2.2 Biotechnology Features and Priority Setting

Policymakers and research managers in developing countries are increasingly faced

with complex decisions about investment in agricultural biotechnology research. Given

the wide variety of potential applications, which also include options to develop low-

cost research activities, the question for most developing countries is hardly whether or

not to invest in biotechnology but rather where, when, and to what extent resources

should be allocated to biotechnology. Answers to these questions require some basic

decisions that have to take into account scientific, legal, institutional, timing, and

funding issues. Such decisions concern the science and technology policy to be pursued
(e.g. the choice to import knowledge and technologies or to build own biotechnology
capacities), the appropriate level of IPR and biosafety regulations, the institutional

model (e.g. to opt for centralization or decentralization of biotechnology research), the

right time to embark on biotechnology, i.e. to invest now or to postpone the investment,
and the level and sources of funding. These and other issues in the field of strategic
decision making are discussed in Cohen (1994), Gijsbers (1995), and Janssen (1995b)
among others.

In contrast to these strategic decisions, in this study, we are concerned with more

tactical decisions that relate to priority setting among biotechnology projects. However,
this does not mean that the above issues are not relevant, rather they enter the priority
setting process as given elements. That is they have to be incorporated as decision
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criteria in the evaluation of research projects. This subsection analyzes these issues and

other special features of biotechnology in the context of priority setting. As will be

argued below, they increase the complexity of priority setting processes by adding new
factors or exacerbating the difficulties discussed under 2.1.3.

The legal framework relevant for biotechnology research encompasses not only the

biosafety and IPR systems but also regulations concerning the import of special
chemicals, equipment, and plant material that may be needed for certain projects. The

organization of the regulatory system influences the success of research activities.

However, the projects under evaluation may be differently affected and the existing

regulatory situation can serve to discriminate among projects regarding their research

success. For instance, projects working with transgenic material have to comply with

biosafety regulations, others may use products or processes that are protected by IPR or

depend on material that fall under import restrictions. If no biosafety framework has

been established, the testing of genetic material may be severely limited. All this adds to

the uncertainty of the projects to be successful by delaying or even preventing their

completion. Moreover, even with the most strict safety system, a certain risk for

environmentally undesirable incidents remains. Such possible hazards have to be taken

into account when research projects are assessed. On the other hand, sound IPR may

allow some projects to generate additional benefits by selling their research results or

stimulate public-private collaboration leading to faster technology development.

The erosion of biodiversity is a concern often mentioned in the context of introducing

transgenic plants into the environment, particularly in centers of diversity (Bhagavan

1997b; Cohen et al. 1998). However, information and knowledge about potential effects

on the genetic diversity are still marginal. More empirical information should be

gathered "in order to allow substantiated statements on potential ecological impacts

resulting from the release of transgenic plants" (de Käthen 1996, p.14). Biotechnology
research may also have positive impacts on biodiversity. Projects aiming at collecting,

describing, and conserving genetic material can make valuable contributions to preserve

biodiversity and to design policies to manage in situ and ex situ conservation of crop

genetic resources.

Another issue requiring attention in priority setting is public perception regarding

genetic engineering (Cohen 1994). Uncertainty regarding consumer acceptance of

transgenic crops may negatively affect the successful adoption of new technologies

involving recombinant DNA techniques by producers. Whereas in many industrialized

countries an appreciable proportion of the consumers are skeptical about or even

disapprove of transgenic products, this seems not to be the case in developing countries

even though empirical evidence is lacking. Nevertheless, the issue is relevant for

research priority setting. First, many agricultural products from developing countries are

exported to the North and second, with increasing access to and availability of

information (a prerequisite for the formation of opinion) and possible shifts in the

importance of different objectives (from the provision of sufficient food towards human

13
It is important to note here that, we do not claim that more information about biotechnology leads to a

negative perception of transgenic products. Rather we are saying that without sufficient and relevant

information it is not possible to properly balance the benefits and risks of transgenic products and thus to

form an opinion on the issue.
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health and environmental issues), the emergence of more resistance to transgenic

products in developing countries cannot be excluded.

The difficulty in priority setting due to the poor information base has already been

mentioned. The problem is considerably aggravated for biotechnology research because

the possibility to draw on past experience is very limited.14 The country studies by
Brenner (1996) confirmed that little information is available on the cost of

biotechnology research and very little evidence exists on the costs and benefits of

biotechnology products to farmers. Moreover, the dynamics of biotechnology

development make it very difficult to evaluate the relevance of future research outputs,

particularly if these are intermediate results that may become rapidly obsolete through
the arrival ofnew, more powerful techniques (Janssen 1995b).

The fact that biotechnology research often generates intermediate outputs for use by
related research programs underpins the earlier mentioned measurement and

aggregation problems in priority setting (see subsection 2.1.3). The ability of

biotechnology to produce enabling techniques (e.g. genetic markers as diagnostic tools)
besides end products (e.g. transgenic plants) makes this new technology so powerful.

Biotechnology projects at the basic and strategic end of the research spectrum provide
the opportunity to build scientific capacities by strengthening human resources and

institutional development.
5
As a consequence, many governments in developed and

developing countries have identified biotechnology as a national priority area for

investments (Gijsbers 1995). Governments have recognized the strategic importance of

biotechnology and formulated science and technology objectives that aim at developing
the necessary capacities in this field of research. For research priority setting, this

implies the need to incorporate capacity building as an objective additional to economic,

social, environmental, and food security objectives. This allows the assessment of the

contribution of the strategic research component to scientific capacity building and to

weigh and compare it relative to contributions of applied components to the other

objectives.

The capacity of biotechnology research to produce intermediate results strongly

suggests that it should be integrated with conventional research programs. This

particularly applies for plant improvement because "biotechnology presents a

complementary set of tools not to be isolated from breeding, but rather to become part

of it" (Cohen 1994, p. 16). The consequence for priority setting processes is that

analyzing the linkages between biotechnology and conventional research becomes

critical in the evaluation of research success. The required linkages should take the form

of collaboration between different research institutes as well as among scientists from

the involved research fields.

Even when past data are available, caution must be exercised. Shumway (1981) discusses the

conditions that would permit the use of historical data to predict future research payoff. The most

restrictive condition concerns the S-shape of the new knowledge production function which he strongly

questions. He concludes that "objective historical observations may be relevant, but the linkage between

past and future knowledge generation is sufficiently weak to require gross subjective synthesis and

assessment (p. 173).

15
To some extent, however, even biotechnology projects classified as applied or adaptive research

contribute to scientific capacity building and, in this sense, have a strategic component.
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Summing up, the first part of this section tried to set the context of biotechnology in the

agricultural sector of developing countries. Promises and potential threats of this

emerging technology were discussed and some biotechnology-related issues were

analyzed, particularly regarding possibilities for north-south technology transfer. Three

features of biotechnology which have been detailed in this regard are intellectual

property rights, biosafety regulations, and the need for research capacity building. In the

second part, the relevance of these and other features for priority setting processes were

emphasized. An issue which requires particular attention is the characteristic of

biotechnology research to produce enabling technologies. First, it further complicates
the measurement and aggregation of research impacts. Second, it adds a strategic
component in terms of strengthening research capacities and thus should be included in

the evaluation process. Third, it points to the importance of research collaboration

between institutes and scientists from different research fields.

2.3 Addressing the Issues in Priority Setting Processes

This last section of the chapter provides a synthesis of the previous two sections. The

three working hypotheses on which the study is based come first. They are derived from

the above sections, in particular from subsections 2.1.3 and 2.2.2. Subsequently, a set of

key requirements developed. They will also serve as guidelines for choosing an

appropriate methodological approach and designing the priority setting process in

biotechnology research.

2.3.1 Working Hypotheses

The purpose ofworking hypotheses is usually not to statistically test them, i.e. to accept
or to reject them with a certain probability. They are intended to reveal the issues that

are potentially relevant and merit increased attention. Therefore, they will also be useful

to assess the approach applied in the case study.

1. The specific features of biotechnology-based research influence the expected costs,

benefits, and chances of success of research alternatives in different ways. Special
criteria have to be defined and included in the priority setting approach to

discriminate between these features in order to properly capture the impact on the

performance of the alternatives.

2. Uncertainty regarding the success of agricultural research and the successful

adoption of the results by end users is inherent in all research processes. In

biotechnology research, uncertainty is still more prevalent due to the limited

historical evidence and thus the lack of past data. Priority setting in biotechnology
research should make an effort to identify the sources of uncertainty, assess their

influence on research and adoption success, and carefully evaluate the chances of

success for each research alternative with respect to the individual sources of

uncertainty.

3. The strategic component in terms of strengthening research capacities can constitute

an important part of the expected benefits of biotechnology research., Priority
setting should therefore explicitly consider the potential contribution of research

alternatives to scientific capacity building.
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2.3.2 Key Requirements for Priority Setting

The requirements for priority setting approaches depend on the perspective. Are we

taking the view from the analytical scientist (most often an economist) who is

concerned with measurement precision and theoretical soundness, or the decision maker

who is mainly interested in the outcome of the decision, or the research manager who

emphasizes the process, consensus seeking, and the commitment from the participants?

Priority setting is a management tool and the manager's concerns should be our primary
focus when defining the requirements for priority setting. Also, in the past, economists

involved in priority setting of public research were preoccupied with tools and have

devoted too little attention to the process (Norton et al. 1992). In the private sector too,

classical project-selection models are only concerned with outcomes and have generally

ignored the process by which projects are selected in real organizations (Schmidt and

Freeland 1992, p. 190). The authors state that

"classical models generally assume that decisions are made at a single instant in time by

a single decision maker. Because of the lack of participation, decisions made by such

techniques often fail to build support and consensus from the various parties whose

commitment is required for successful project implementation. Building commitment

and consensus is one of the key functions of project-selection processes and, for this

reason, classical models are unlikely to be useful in real organizational contexts."

Thompson (1998, p.50), for the public sector, argues along similar lines:

"Too much emphasis upon technical consequences assessment diverts energy from

consensus seeking and participatory planning. (...) Sometimes it can be more important
to make the wrong decision in the right way."

This does not imply that the methodological tool is irrelevant or that the outcome of the

decision is not important. Rather, investing in improvements of priority setting

processes may produce the most notable benefits for public research institutions

(Janssen 1995c).

We have previously argued for the need to extensively draw on subjective judgments in

priority setting. This implies the involvement of a range of knowledgeable people. Their

effective participation can be achieved using various tools. The Delphi method

(Leviston and Turoff 1975) is a well known technique to elicit subjective judgments
from experts. A less time-consuming option would be to work with questionnaires or

interviews. But for group decision processes, the direct participation is most favored

because it stimulates attempts to pool knowledge, eliminate inconsistencies, and resolve

differences. As a result, consensus and a commitment of participants may emerge.

Moreover, in public research decisions and even more for sensitive issues like

biotechnology it is critical that stakeholders17 participate directly in the priority setting

process to ensure ownership of the decision and its successful implementation. Key
stakeholders include policy makers in the field of science and technology, research

managers, researchers, and end users (farmers, private sector and consumer

representatives).

For instance, the technique was successfully applied in a recent study to forecast the relevance of future

biotechnology research activities in cocoa (Braunschweig and Gotsch 1998).

A stakeholder is defined as "any person, group, or organization that can place a claim on an

organization's attention, resources, or output, or is affected by that output" (Bryson 1987, p.6)
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Concerning end-user participation, little doubts exists that their participation improves
the outcome and the relevance of priority setting processes (Janssen 1995b, Ashby and

Sperling 1995, Bunders and Broerse 1991). On the other hand, client involvement in

decision making processes of public research institutions is not without problems
because "users are not usually in a position to understand the importance of long-term
basic and strategic research, nor can they be expected to take into account the research

training, teaching and infrastructural requirements of the research system as a whole"

(Stewart 1995, p.120). Also, the existing trade-off between efficient and effective

decision making should be kept in mind. Enhancing participation results in more

effective decisions, but the process tends to be less efficient as the achievement of a

consensus becomes more difficult and vice versa.

The second requirement is also related to the issue of participation discussed in the

previous paragraphs. Priority setting must be transparent to ensure the active

participation of stakeholders. A transparent process is critical to elicitate subjective
judgements. Participants can provide more accurate information if they clearly
understand the approach of the exercise. Moreover, communicating the reasoning for a

certain decision outcome and the procedure on how it has been achieved require
opening up the 'black box' of priority setting. Decision making on agricultural
biotechnology research sometimes deals with sensitive issues of public interest and

always involves public resources. For the successful implementation of selected

research activities, therefore, broad acceptance of the decision is required. This is

achieved by a transparent process that is easy to communicate.

Finally, a great deal of the complexity involved in priority setting is due to the

multicriteria nature of public research decisions, i.e. the effects of research alternatives

on various objectives. Since these impacts are measured on different scales and some of

them are inherently qualitative, it is hardly possible to trade off a unit of one against a

unit of another in a meaningful way. A standardization is required to obtain an overall

assessment of each research alternative. As a consequence, priority setting requires a

standardized measurement procedure that helps cope with the various kinds of impacts.

In summary, the three key requirements for priority setting processes are (i)
participation, (ii) transparency, and (iii) standardized measurement procedure.
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3 Methodological Background

This chapter looks at methodological issues in priority setting. First, the need for formal

priority setting approaches is examined. Section 3.2 overviews the evaluation methods

developed for priority setting in agricultural research and discusses how they have been

implemented in public research institutions of developing countries. In section 3.3, the

different approaches are analyzed on the basis of the key requirements identified in

chapter 2. As a result, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is introduced as

methodological tool for priority setting. This is the first time that the AHP has been

suggested for decision support in public agricultural research. Accordingly, the method

is explained in some detail in section 3.4. The final section provides the methodological
framework designed for biotechnology priority setting in public research.

3.1 Need for Formal Approaches

Public research institutes are increasingly faced with the challenge of improving their

relevance and efficiency. The major reasons for this are cutbacks in research budgets;
growing pressure for more accountability and transparency; and increased complexity of

allocation decisions due to the globalization of research, the broadening research

agenda, and the need to involve stakeholders more actively (see chapter 2). Research

managers can enhance efficiency and credibility by improving methods and capacities
for priority setting (Byerlee and Alex 1998). More formal approaches can assist in

systematic priority setting since they permit eliciting, categorizing, ordering, comparing,
and summarizing information and data in ways that are internally consistent and thus

systematic (Shumway 1981).

Systematic priority setting has a number of additional benefits, particularly if the

process is carried out in a participatory way (Schuh and Tollini 1979; Contant and

Bottomley 1988; Janssen 1995c):

• it means more emphasis on longer-term impacts as informal priority setting often

focuses merely on short-term effects;
• negative consequences are identified at an early stage and corrective measures can

be adopted to compensate potential losers;

managers are in a better position to defend their decisions, in particular when donors

have their own agenda;

it may help to make additional funds available;
• it improves information for educating the public about sensitive decisions;

it increases the chances for successful adoption of new technologies by including
stakeholders in the decision process;

• it helps to identify the research objectives, clarify differences of opinion and

therefore facilitates consensus building;
it generates useful information regarding necessary changes in the research

environment;

. and finally, it improves team building and communication within the institution.
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The additional advantages of more systematic (and participatory) priority setting

approaches should be taken into account when assessing the cost and benefits of the

exercise. Also, more transparent decision making facilitates the implementation of the

outcome, making the process less costly.

In spite of the apparent advantages of more formal approaches, most public research

institutions lack systematic priority setting (MacKenzie 1996). The weak performance
of developing countries in priority setting has also been confirmed by a World Bank

review on the achievements and problems of NARS. Consequently, the authors suggest

that, "the Bank, the donor community, and borrowers need to pay considerably more

attention to this area" (Purcell and Anderson 1997, p. 164). Also, at the annual

International Centers Week meeting of the CGIAR in 1996, the CGIAR formulated a

action plan, with increasing the capacity of NARS in doing priority setting as one of

plan's five goals (CGIAR 1996).

Regarding systematic priority setting in biotechnology, the situation is not much

different. Based on different country studies carried out under the auspices of the

OECD, Brenner (1996) concludes that developing countries generally have no clear

priorities and focus in the area of biotechnology research. Similar results are reported
from Juma and Mugabe (1997) who analyzed the situation in sub-Saharan Africa.

Reasons for the noticeable lack of systematic approaches to priority setting in many

parts of the developing world are discussed in the second part of the next section.

3.2 Research Evaluation

3.2.1 Review of Priority Setting Methods

Since the pioneering study of hybrid corn by Griliches (1958), agricultural economists

have invested much effort in evaluating public research. The reasons to conduct this

'research on research' are either to estimate rates of return of past research investments

or to improve predictions of future research impacts. Accordingly, research evaluation

is categorized as ex post or ex ante.

Literature reviews of the analytical and empirical work on research evaluation methods

have been conducted, among others, by Shumway (1977), Schuh and Tollini (1979),

Norton and Davis (1981), Anderson and Parton (1983), Fox (1987), and Daniels et al.

(1990). Furthermore, Contant and Bottomley (1988) discuss some formal methods for

priority setting and Alston et al. (1995) provide a very comprehensive work on

agricultural research evaluation and priority setting methods with emphasis on the

economic surplus approach.

Results from ex post studies can also provide predictions for future allocation of

research resources.18 However, in the case of emerging technologies such as modern

biotechnology, using historic evidence to guide allocation decisions is seriously

questioned. Therefore, our focus here is on ex ante evaluation. The following overview

ofthe main approaches draws on the above reviews.

See Echeverria (1990) for a review ofmore than 100 ex post studies.
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The various approaches developed for establishing research priorities can be categorized

as follows:

. rules ofthumb

. scoring model

. cost-benefit analysis

mathematical programming

simulation model

Rules of thumb

This methods is the least sophisticated and simplest to use. The data requirements are

low, which is a major advantage. However, this method is not more than a starting point
towards more formal priority setting. The two most significant approaches in this

method are precedence and congruence (Anderson and Parton 1983).

The precedence model regards the previous year's funding as a base for the current

year's decision. Changes in resources such as budgets are proportionally shared by each

research activity. This has the advantage of permitting continuity in accumulating
research skills and experience. On the other hand, the precedence approach does not

consider diminishing returns on research investments over time that may warrant a shift

of funding. Similarly, it fails to take into account emerging problems in agriculture or

promising new areas of research.

The congruence model suggests that the available resources should be allocated across

research areas in proportion to their relative value of production. The approach is more

flexible than the precedence model in that it allows to phase out research activities in

areas of decreasing value. But it favors well established research activities and

discriminates against new ones with a potential for high benefits. A further limitation is

the exclusive focus on economic efficiency without considering other research

objectives. Generally, both approaches emphasize the status quo, rely heavily on

historical data and, therefore, fail to capture the forward-looking nature of priority

setting.

Scoring model

Scoring or weighted criteria models are ranking approaches which do not provide
decisions on resource allocation a priori. A set of criteria that reflects the research

objectives is defined and weighted by decision makers. The alternatives are scored

according to each criterion by using a discrete scale. These scores are then multiplied by
each criterion weight and added up to get the overall order of priorities. This ordinal

ranking of alternatives can serve as basis for allocation decisions. Alternatives can be

funded according to the ranking, until the research budget is exhausted. A more formal

approach is to use a linear integer programming model where resource requirements and

other constraints of the research alternatives are incorporated.

Scoring models have several advantages which make them attractive as a priority setting
tool. They are relatively easy to apply and facilitate the incorporation of multiple

objectives. The model can cope with both quantitative and qualitative criteria, which

helps compare applied with more basic research projects. However, the theoretical

foundation is sometimes criticized since no clear guidelines exist to prevent problems of
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overlapping criteria and mixing up units. Another drawback is the considerable time

required from participants who usually have high opportunity cost of time. This may be

seen as an advantage because it points to the participatory approach of scoring models.

Cost-benefit analysis

Cost-benefit methods usually employ the concept of economic surpluses, explicitly or

implicitly .
The basic principles of the approach are best explained in a market

framework, represented by supply and demand curves. The technological innovation

generated by research will shift the supply curve to the right. This shift creates benefits

which can be measured as net changes in consumer and producer surpluses. The

benefits are then compared with the cost of research to calculate the net social benefit.

These estimates can be expressed as internal rate of return (IRR), cost-benefit ratio (C/B
ratio), or net present value (NPV). Since the benefits accrue in the future, they have to

be discounted to get meaningful measures. These values crucially depend on the

research success and the adoption rate of the new technology. To accommodate this

uncertainty, expected values based on different assumptions or probability distributions

have to be estimated.

The cost-benefit method is a very useful approach to estimate the economic

consequences of different research activities. Its appeal stems from the consistent

economic framework on which it is based. In various extensions of the basic model,

attempts have been made to include spillover effects, market distortions, or externalities.

This brings the approach closer to real-world problems and makes it more valuable.

Still, the concept is based on rather stringent assumptions. The two main shortcomings
identified by Antony and Anderson (1991) are the simplistic modeling of the

relationship between a new technology and the resulting economic benefits and the

extensive use of historic data in an ex ante analysis. The former points to the

fundamental limitation of cost-benefit approaches, namely the necessity of expressing
all kind of costs and benefits in monetary terms.

Mathematical programming

Mathematical programming is an optimization procedure to guide the allocation of

limited resources. Unlike scoring and cost-benefit methods, which only produce a

ranking of alternatives, mathematical programming aims to select an 'optimal' research

portfolio. Therefore, the programming approach can also be used to formalize the

allocation process of those two methods. The basic structure of the model is to

formulate an objective function which is maximized subject to some constraints such as

funding requirements, human resources, or institutional capacity. The objective function

can include multiple objectives and a weighting system to reflect their different

importance. Several variations of the model exist, including multiple objective

programming, goal programming, or compromise programming.20

1

Simplified cost-benefit approaches assume a completely elastic (horizontal) and inelastic (vertical)
demand and supply curve, respectively and, thus, there is no need to estimate elasticities. However, this

simplification is at the expenses of accuracy and the possibility to analyze distribution effects.

20
See Romero and Rehman (1989) for more details on the formulation and underlying principles of the

different programming approaches.
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An interesting feature of mathematical programming models is the ability to deal with

varying levels of funding of each activity, i.e. decisions do not have to be made on an

all-or-nothing basis but may also consider partial funding of activities. However, the

functional relationship between the level of funding and the benefits must be known.

Mathematical programming can be used to illustrate the trade-offs among objectives (by

generating a non-inferior set of solutions) and to analyze the implications of changing
constraints. Only a few applications of programming models to allocate research

resources are reported in the literature. This may be partly due to the fact that a

considerable amount of analytical skills is required for the proper formulation of a

model. Also, the programming approach is very time-consuming. The effort to collect

and process data is similar to cost-benefit or scoring models. But additional time is

required to design, test, and run the model.

Simulation model

Simulation models for research evaluation are based on principles of production
economics. They attempt to estimate a functional relationship between input (research

investments) and agricultural output. By modeling the agricultural production sector or

parts of it, the approach usually operates on a higher aggregated level. A production
function may be used to represent the econometric relationship between agricultural

productivity on the one hand and research (and extension) expenditures and further

determining factors on the other. Then, the effect on productivity of varying research

expenditures i.e. introducing different technological innovations, is simulated. The

resulting changes in productivity can be translated into a supply curve shift revealing
the economic consequences. Besides the expected benefits from investment in research,
the model output can include information about distribution, employment, or nutrition

effects. Dynamism of the process can be achieved by running the model over several

periods where the output of period t is used as input for period t+1.

Simulation models are very flexible and can be used to analyze the wider impact from

research investments. But substantial time and skills are required to collect the detailed

data and determine the mathematical relationships necessary to build the model. Also,
the estimation of econometric relationships is based on time-series data, which increases

the problem mentioned earlier.

Other approaches

Contant and Bottomley (1988) mention two other methods, checklist and domestic

resource cost ratio (DRC). The former can be best classified as a rule of thumb method,
while DRC is a kind of cost-benefit analysis. To call the checklist approach a priority
setting method is probably an overstatement since it only consists of a list of relevant

criteria against which the research alternatives are checked. However, a checklist can be

combined with other methods using it as a starting point. For instance, Marks and Popps
(1992) suggest a checklist prior to a cost-benefit analysis in order to identify the

potential constraints which may inhibit the successful implementation of biotechnology
projects.

DRC is a method to estimate the comparative advantage of a country in producing a

certain good. It calculates a benefit-cost ratio using the concept of opportunity cost
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which indicates the social profitability to produce a commodity.21 However, there are

major shortcomings of the DRC ratio as a single measure to allocate resources. The

comparison of research benefits between different crops is questionable because the

ratio does not consider the different sizes in production areas. Furthermore, decisions

only based on a favorable DRC ratio tend to be biased against research investments in

commodities which at present do not have a comparative advantage. However, the DRC

approach is a relatively easy method to calculate measures of the social cost and

benefits of producing different commodity that can provide useful information for

setting research priorities.

3.2.2 The Methods in Practice

Substantial efforts have been made in recent years to improve the tools for priority

setting. But, as pointed out by several authors, only very few of the more sophisticated
methods have been implemented by public research organizations in developing
countries. Norton et al. (1992, p.1094) see the reason for that in the failure of

economists "to communicate adequately to priority-setting practitioners the progress

that has been realized on developing research performance measures and priority setting
methods." Shumway (1983, p.101), on the other hand, argues that "the perceived
benefits to most organizations of the more sophisticated procedures are apparently

outweighed by their cost." He might be closer to the reality since there is a clear trade¬

off between the accuracy of data and the cost of obtaining it (see chapter 5). As

repeatedly mentioned in the literature, the availability of accurate data to apply to the

more demanding methods is often the key limitation. Moreover, the extreme uncertainty

surrounding the knowledge production function further limits the potential of

sophisticated methods (Shumway 1981). As a result, research managers often turn to

simplified methods, knowing that data errors far outweigh errors caused by imprecise

procedures.

Scoring models, often in combination with other simple methods, have been used

widely. It is probably the most frequently applied formal procedure (Contant and

Bottomley 1988). An early application to the research program at the North Carolina

Agricultural Experiment Station is reported by Shumway and McCracken (1975). An

examples from biotechnology research is the approach of Solleiro and Quintero (1993),
which is based on a scoring model. Franzel et al. (1996) report on a priority setting
exercise for multipurpose trees. They focused on the collection of a broad set of data

from various stakeholders and used this information to narrow down the list of

potentially useful species in a stepwise procedure using scoring techniques. Recent

examples using a combination of methods include two priority setting studies in Latin

America, where an economic surplus approach was incorporated into a scoring model

(Palomino and Norton 1992; Lima and Norton 1993). Other examples are the priority

setting exercises applied by the International Potato Center (CIP) and CGIAR. The

approach for resource allocation at CIP combined a scoring model with a cost-benefit

analysis (Collion and Gregory, 1993). For CGIAR, McCalla and Ryan (1992) evaluate a

kind ofhybrid between congruence and scoring model.

21
See also Monke and Pearson (1989) for an extension to the policy analysis matrix (PAM) which is

"particularly well suited to the empirical analysis of technical change" (p.30).
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Priority setting exercises range from sectoral studies to narrow evaluations of particular

research projects. It is often argued that for project-level evaluations the use of costly

methods is not warranted. The cost of the exercise should, of course, be in a reasonable

relation to the amount available for funding (see subsection 4.6.6). However, one should

also keep in mind that project selection is the means by which technology strategies are

actually implemented (Schmidt and Freeland 1992).

Moreover, if no clear strategies exist, setting priorities at the project level will inevitably

contribute to shape the future of the organization. In chapter 2, we mentioned the trend

to increasingly replace institutional budget assignment by project-based funding. This

shift in the funding mode further confirms the importance to adequately invest in

priority setting exercises at the project-level.

3.3 Choosing an Appropriate Method

In this section, we will first evaluate how the different methods perform with respect to

the three key requirements discussed under 2.3.2. However, we do not consider the two

approaches described as rules of thumb. The precedence method is not applicable for

new programs and the congruence analysis does not take into account the innovative

nature of biotechnology to develop new research areas with a high potential. In addition,

the use of such crude approaches can hardly be justified in the light of the potentially

far-reaching consequences of biotechnology decisions.

After having made the choice of an appropriate method, the shortcomings of the

selected approach are discussed and an alternative approach is suggested which has the

potential to partly overcome the drawbacks.

Cost-benefit, mathematical programming and simulation methods place analysts in the

center of the priority setting process. They play a major role in the analysis although the

specification of the model may partly be based on subjective judgments elicited through

techniques such as the Delphi method. Consequently, they have a low potential for

active participation. The only approach which allows (and even requires) extensive

participation at each stage (eliciting information, defining the criteria, assessing the

alternatives, and establishing priorities) is the scoring model.

The methodological complexity of simulation models and mathematical programming
results in poor transparency which is reinforced through the lack of participation in the

procedure. Cost-benefit analysis (at least the less sophisticated versions) and scoring
models are fairly transparent since the process to generate priorities is easily understood

and logical.

The focus of the cost-benefit analysis is clearly on the impacts of the economic

performance of research. Other consequences are only included as far as they can be

quantified in monetary values. Simulation models can take into account a wider range

of research impacts. However, they do not provide a ranking of research projects based

on multiple objectives. Both mathematical programming and scoring models can

incorporate many different impacts, including qualitative ones. This requires the

elicitation of the decision-makers' preferences. The scoring model provides a more

systematic procedure by dividing the process into two steps: a) scoring the contributions

of the projects with respect to each criterion and b) weighting the criteria. In

programming models, the decision-maker has to attach utility values directly to one unit
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of each criterion. A rather difficult task given the different measurement units of the

criteria.

It can be concluded that from the priority setting approaches discussed in section 3.2

only the scoring model fits all the requirements imposed by the complexity of

biotechnology decision-making. However, the different methods are not mutually
exclusive. For instance, the outcome of a cost-benefit analysis could be used as input for

a scoring model. Also, a simple integer programming approach could be used to allocate

the resources based on the priorities generated by the scoring model.

Of course, the scoring model is not without shortcomings. The two major ones quoted
in the literature are a) the high cost and b) the lack of a sound theoretical framework.

The high cost is due to the large amount of time spent by scientists and other people in

the decision process. However, this cost has to be seen in the light of the additional

benefits of participatory approaches as mentioned earlier. Particularly the potential to

lower the implementation cost of the decision outcome (due to a broad consensus

among researchers and managers) may already justify the cost of the exercise.

The second criticism concerns the theoretical basis of scoring models. Three main

issues are brought up in this context. The lack of a systematic procedure i) to prevent
double counting of impacts due to overlapping criteria, ii) to translate the differently
measured (quantitative) impacts and verbally expressed (qualitative) impacts into

meaningful scores, and iii) to aggregate the scores across the criteria taking into account

their different weights. The approach suggested below has the potential to cope with

this criticism. It is known as Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and can be seen as a

modified scoring model.

3,4 The Analytic Hierarchy Process

3.4.1 The Basic Model

The methodological framework for the proposed project is AHP. The method is

described by Saaty and Vargas (1991, p.14) as a

"...multiobjective multicriteria decision-making approach which employs a pairwise
comparison procedure to arrive at a scale of preferences among a set of alternatives. To

apply this approach, it is necessary to break down a complex unstructured problem into its

component parts and arrange these parts, or variables, into a hierarchic order."

The AHP has initially been developed by Saaty (1980). It has been applied to a wide

range of complex decision problems. The numerous applications have been surveyed by
Zahedi (1986), Golden et al. (1989), and Vargas (1990). Special issues of several

journals have been devoted to the AHP.22 For instance, Ramanujam and Saaty (1981)
used the AHP to deal with technological choice in developing countries. Alphonce

Socio-Economic Planning Sciences 20(6), 1986

Communications ofthe Operations Research Society ofJapan 31(8), 1986

Mathematical Modelling 9(3-5), 1987

European Journal ofOperations Research 48(1), 1990

Socio-Economic Planning Sciences 25(2), 1990

Mathematical and Computer Modelling 17(4-5), 1993
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(1997) suggests the use of AHP for agricultural decisions in developing countries.

Anders and Mueller (1995) applied it to design a long-term field experiment at

ICRISAT (International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics). The

method has also been used to support the selection of research portfolios in the private

industry (Lockett et al. 1986; Liberatore 1989; Manahan 1989). However, no

application of the AHP for portfolio selection in public agricultural research has been

reported in the literature.

A software package called 'Expert Choice' is available for the AHP and considerably
facilitates its application. However, decision making has to be seen as a process

involving discussions, learning and checking the outcome, and AHP is such a process (P
= Process). It provides a consistent framework to formally incorporate subjective

judgments. Their elicitation and subsequent discussion is particularly encouraged in

group decision making. The AHP is considered as a powerful and straightforward tool

to support such group sessions. A unique feature of the approach is the possibility to

compute a measure of inconsistency of the decision makers (see below). This enables

them to identify 'errors', revise the judgments, and improve the quality of the decision.

The procedure of the AHP is based on three principles:

1. decomposition of a complex unstructured problem;

2. comparative judgments about its components;

3. synthesis of priorities derived from the judgments.

Step one

This consists of breaking down the decision problem into a hierarchical structure.

Figure 3-1 presents a basic hierarchy which is made up of three levels. The top level is

the general goal of the exercise, e.g. 'prioritizing a given set of research projects'. The

second level consists of the criteria (e.g. the research objectives) relevant for this goal
while the bottom level encompasses the alternatives (research projects). To introduce

more precision in the evaluation process, criteria can be split up in subcriteria, inserting
an additional level to the hierarchy.

Figure 3-1 : The basic structure of a hierarchy
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Step two

The second step evaluates projects and weighting of criteria. The projects are compared
in pairs to assess their relative preference with respect to each of the criteria at the next

higher level. Similarly, the criteria are compared in pairs to define their importance with

respect to the goal. The relative comparisons are based on hard data as well as on the

intuition, experience, and expertise of participants. Therefore, the AHP explicitly allows

for subjective judgments, recognizing their legitimate role in ex ante analysis. The

fundamental scale presented in Table 3-1 is used to elicit the relative comparisons. The

ratio scale and the use of verbal comparisons facilitate the weighting of criteria as well

as the evaluation of projects regarding non-quantifiable criteria. Once the verbal

judgments are made, they are translated into numbers by means of the fundamental

scale.

Table 3-1 : The fundamental scale for the comparative judgments

Numerical values Verbal terms

1 Equally important, likely or preferred

3 Moderately more important, likely or preferred

5 Strongly more important, likely or preferred

7 Very strongly important, likely or preferred

9 Extremely more important, likely or preferred

2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate values to reflect compromise

Each set of comparative judgments is entered into a separate matrix to derive the so-

called 'local' priorities, i.e. the preferences of the projects with respect to a specific
criterion. The weights of the criteria are derived in a similar fashion. Figure 3-2 depicts
the type of matrix used to enter the pairwise comparisons. The comparison of project 1

with project 2, for instance, yields the value an- For obvious reasons, the cells in the

diagonal always contain the value 1. If the judgments were perfectly consistent, we

could simply normalize any column of the completed matrix to yield the respective
local priority of the project, i.e. its relative performance regarding criterion X. However,
the judgments may not be consistent and therefore the eigenvector method described

below is used to compute the these values.

FIGURE 3-2: Matrix to derive local priorities

Project 1 Project 2 Project 3 Local Priority

Project 1 1 an

Project 2 1

Project 3 1

Comparisons ofthe projects with respect to criterion X
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Step three

The third step consists of synthesizing the local priorities throughout the hierarchy in

order to compute the global priorities of the alternatives with respect to the goal. The

principle of hierarchic composition is applied for this task (Saaty 1980). The principle
simple states that for each project, its local priorities are multiplied by the

corresponding criterion weight and the results summed up to get the global priority of

the project with respect to the goal stated at the top level. Thus,

M L M

P,
= Z.Dlmvm with Zplm = 1 and Z Vm

= 1
m=1 1=1 m=1

where:

Pi = final priority ofproject /

Pim = priority of project / with respect to criterion m

vm = weight of criterion m

I =(1,...,L)

m=(l,...,M)

3.4.2 Theoretical Foundations of the AHP

This subsection gives a summary of the mathematical concepts employed in the AHP

based on Harker (1989), who provides a concise and clear description on the basics of

the method. A more thorough treatment of the issues discussed below can be found in

Saaty (1977, 1980, 1994, 1995).

The first major task in the AHP involves the estimation of the weights of a set of

elements (criteria or alternatives) from a matrix of pairwise comparisons A = (atj) which
is positive and reciprocal. The matrix is given as

au al2 . aln

«21 fl22 a2n
A =

_an\ anl ann_

where:

ay
= 1/üji for all i,j = 1, 2,..., n.

We would like to compute a vector of weights or priorities w = (wj, w2, . .
., w„). Note

that by using ratio scales, the weights we estimate are only unique up to multiplication
by a positive constant; that is w is equivalent to cw where c > 0. Thus, we typically will
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normalize w so that it sums to 1 or 100 for convenience. If the judgments were perfectly
consistent, i.e.

ajkßkj
=

My¬

then the entries of the matrix A would contain no errors and could be expressed as

O-ij
~ Wj/Wj.

To see this last result, note that

aikakj
= WiWk/wkWj = w/wj =

ay for all i,j,k = 1, 2,. . .,
n.

In this case, simply normalize any columny ofA to yield the final weights:

/
n

Wi
= a,y/ Sa/cy for all i = 1, 2,..., n.

k=1

However, errors in judgment are typically made and, therefore, the final result using the

column normalization would depend on which column was chosen. Saaty (1977)

suggests the eigenvector method for estimating the weights when errors in judgment
exist. The method computes w as the principal right eigenvector (or Perron right vector)
of the matrix .4:

Aw = Xmaxw,

where lmax is the maximum eigenvalue (Perron root) of the matrix, or

n .

wt = ŒajjWj)'Xmax for aU i = 1,2,..., n.

The eigenvector method can be interpreted as simple averaging process by which the

final weights w are taken to be the average of all possible ways of comparing the

alternatives. Thus, the eigenvector is a 'natural' method for computing the weights.

The eigenvector method also yields a natural measure for inconsistency. As shown by

Saaty (1977, 1980), Xmax is always greater than or equal to n for positive, reciprocal

matrices, and is equal to n if and only ifA is a consistent matrix. Thus Xmax - n provides
a useful measure of the degree of inconsistency. Normalizing this measure by the size of

the matrix, Saaty defines the consistency index {C.I.) as:

C.I. =(Xmax-n)/(n-l)

For each size of matrix n, random matrices were generated and their mean CI value,

called the random index (R.I.), was computed. These values are illustrated in Table 3-2.

Using these values, the consistency ratio (CR.) is defined as the ratio of C.I. to the R.I.;
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thus, C.R. is a measure of how a given matrix compares to a purely random matrix in

terms of their C./.'s. Therefore

C.R. = CI./R.I.

A value of the C.R. 0.1 is typically considered acceptable; at larger values the decision

maker must reduce the inconsistency by revising judgments.

Table 3-2: Random Inconsistency Index R.I.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

R.I 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.48 1.56 1.57 1.59

The computation of the principal right eigenvector is accomplished by raising the

matrix A to increasing powers k and then normalizing the resulting system:

lim Ake/eTAke
k

where:

e = (l,l,...,l).

The process converges in a few iterations. The intuition behind this approach and its

interpretation as an averaging process can be found in Harker and Vargas (1987). Once

we have computed the weights by raising the matrix A to increasing powers k and

normalizing the resulting system, the consistency measure can be computed as follows:

C.R. = [(Xmax - n)/(n - l)]/R.I.n

where

Amax = (Za,yWy)/ Wf
H

We now turn to the axiomatic foundation of the AHP. The set of axioms was first

defined by Saaty (1986a) and is described in Harker and Vargas (1987). This basic set

of assumptions provides the theoretical basis on which the method is founded. Here we

will simply paraphrase the axioms to understand their meaning. For their full

mathematical form, the interested reader is referred to the references above.

Axiom 1

Given any two alternatives (or subcriteria) i andj out of the set of alternatives A, the

decision maker is able to provide a pairwise comparison ay of these alternatives under

any criterion c from the set of criteria C on a ratio scale which is reciprocal; i.e.,

a}l
= l/a,j for all i,j eA.
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Axiom 2

When comparing any two alternatives if eA, the decision maker never judges one to be

infinitely better than another under any criterion c eC; i.e.,

aß for all i,j eA.

Axiom 3

One can formulate the decision problem as a hierarchy.

Axiom 4

All criteria and alternatives which impact the given decision problem are represented in

the hierarchy. That is, all the decision maker's intuition must be represented (or
excluded) in terms of criteria and alternatives in the structure and be assigned priorities
which are compatible with the intuition.

The above axioms are used to describe the two basic tasks in the AHP: formulating and

solving the problem as a hierarchy (axiom 3 and 4), and eliciting judgments in the form

ofpairwise comparisons (axiom 1 and 2).

3.4.3 Extensions

The advantages of using relative measurements in the pairwise comparisons have been

discussed above. If many projects are prioritized, however, the amount of comparisons
is hardly manageable as it increases rapidly with the number of elements. For instance,
for n=12 projects there are already N=66 comparisons to complete for each criterion

[N=n(n-l)/2]. To prevent such time-consuming and tedious procedures, an alternative

mode of evaluation called 'rating' was developed (Saaty 1986b, 1995). As both modes

have been applied in the Chilean case study, it is briefly explained below.

Rating is based on absolute measurement and employs scales of intensity which are

established for the criteria. A project is then compared against these scales by
identifying for each criterion the relevant rating which describes that projects best

(Saaty and Vargas, 1991). Figure 3-3 displays a an example of a hierarchy with the

scales of intensity at the lowest level (the projects do not appear in the hierarchy).

There exists considerable flexibility to create such scales - regarding the number of

intensities as well as their definitions. Using absolute measurement, three steps have to

be completed for the rating exercise: (i) determine the scales of intensity, (ii) define the

meaning of the intensities regarding the criteria and (iii) weight the intensities

themselves in a pairwise fashion.
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FIGURE 3-3: The hierarchical structure with scales of intensity

Goal

Criterion 1 Criterion 2

--excellent

--good

--acceptable

--poor

--insufficient

Criterion 3 Criterion 4

Finally, it is important to emphasize that the use of relative measurement by means of

the fundamental scale (Table 3-1) and absolute measurement by means of scales of

intensity (Figure 3-3) are two completely different concepts. However, the type of

comparison used in the procedure differs only for the projects (pairwise or against a

scale) as can be seen from Table 3-3. When rating is used instead of pairwise

comparisons, the AHP loses some of its appeal since comparing two alternatives against
each other is usually easier than rating them against a predefined intensity scale,

particularly if it concerns rather intangible impact. Another drawback is that the

inconsistency of decision makers cannot be assessed when absolute measurement is

applied.

Table 3-3 : Use of different scales according to the mode ofmeasurement

Evaluation of: Relative measurement Absolute measurement

Criteria

Subcriteria

Scales of intensity

Projects

Fundamental scale

Fundamental scale

Fundamental scale

Fundamental scale

Fundamental scale

Fundamental scale

Scales of intensity

3.5 A Methodological Framework for Priority Setting

The purpose of this section is to describe the model within the methodological
framework for the priority setting process. It is based on the AHP which has been

identified as suitable method to select research projects under a set of decision criteria.

As set out above, the AHP meets the key requirements ofparticipation and transparency
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and has a convincing procedure to compare and aggregate various kinds of project
impacts. For the development of the model, particular attention has been paid to the

issues raised in the working hypotheses.

We start with structuring a hierarchy that reflects the basic problem of setting priorities
among a set of research projects. The goal appears at the top of the hierarchy. The

second level consists of the development objectives which are the main decision

criteria. For the study we have identified scientific capacity building as a critical benefit

of research projects (see third working hypothesis), an additional criterion to capture
this impact is incorporated into the level. The evaluation of the projects merely using
these broad criteria would be too crude. Therefore, a third level of subcriteria is needed.

At this level the specific features of biotechnology are built in (see first working
hypothesis). Finally, the last level contains the research projects under consideration.

Details on the structuring process and the individual elements included are reported in

chapter 4 and 5.

The hierarchy serves to assess the project impacts. However, this will only yield the

potential impacts, i.e. without taking into account the uncertainty regarding the success

of the research and adoption process. The simultaneous evaluation of the impacts and

their occurrences would be too complex a task for decision makers. The chances of

success of the research projects have to be estimated separately. The separate analysis of

uncertainties and preferences is a common approach for choosing under uncertainty. In

the second working hypothesis, we argued that uncertainty is of particular relevance in

biotechnology research evaluation and, therefore, warrants more careful scrutiny.
Accordingly, we formulate two additional hierarchies, one for the evaluation of the

chances of research success and one for the chances of successful adoption of the

research results. These hierarchies are similarly structured (four levels) and include

further biotechnology features such as acceptance of transgenic products or regulations
regarding IPR.

Saaty (1995) also suggests to use a separate hierarchy to introduce risk in an AHP-based

model. However, he simply multiplies the outcome of the hierarchies to obtain the final

ranking of the alternatives. In our case a more sophisticated procedure is used since not

all research impacts on the subcriteria (p/„) are subject to the chances of success (or/, ßi).
The project cost, for instance, accrue to the research organization regardless of the

project success. Impacts on other subcriteria, such as institutional capacity building or

the potential hazard of transgenic material escaping from the laboratory, depend on the

research success (ai) but do not on the successful adoption (ßi) of the research results.

The third type of impacts, finally, depend on the research and adoption success. As a

consequence, the outcome of the two hierarchies associated with uncertainty (i.e. the

chances of success) have to be selectively combined with the partial results from the

impact hierarchy. In our model, therefore, 6>/ is used to perform this selective multipli¬
cation. The model can be formally expressed as:

Again, the specification of the hierarchies are detailed in chapter 4 and 5.
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where:

Pi = final priority ofproject /

pin
= priority ofproject / with respect to subcriterion n

vm = weight of criterion m

Smn
= weight of subcriterion n from criterion m

i =a,...,L)

m =(l,...,M)

n =(\,...,N)

at if impact of project I on subcriterion n is subject to only chances of research success

\ cc,ß, if impact of project / on subcriterion n is subject to chances of research and adoption success

1 if impact of project I on subcriterion n is neither subject to chances of research nor adoption success

ai
= chances of research success ofproject /

ßi — chances of adoption success of project /.

In conclusion, the model developed for setting priorities in biotechnology research is

based on the AHP method. It consists of three hierarchies each of which is made up of

four levels (see Figures 4-2 to 4-4). The specific features of biotechnology have

accordingly been included on the subcriteria level of the different hierarchies. The

strategic component is considered by adding a criterion to the impact hierarchy.

Uncertainty is taken care of by two separate hierarchies to evaluate the chances of

success in the research and adoption process, respectively. These chances of success are

selectively multiplied by the potential impacts of the projects on individual subcriteria.

!
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4 Chilean Case Study

This chapter discusses the pilot application of the AHP-based approach in Chile. From

the perspective of the research project, the main purpose of the case study was to

evaluate the decision support tool. The evaluation aimed to test the suitability of the tool

to cope with the strategic component of research activities, major uncertainty, and the

specific characteristics of biotechnology as discussed in chapter 2. More generally, its

relevance and practicability to tackle real-world decision problems, particularly

regarding group decision making is to be examined.

For Chile, the case study was attractive for its formal procedure to support allocation

decisions in the National Biotechnology Program (PNB). The potential benefits

encompassed, on the one hand, research managers being able to deal with an approach
for priority setting and on the other, a rigorous evaluation of project proposals for the

biotechnology program. However, it could not be guaranteed that the case study
would be concluded successfully in terms of approach and results. Since all parties
realized this, there were no false expectations about the outcome.

The choice of an adequate case study country is itself a multicriteria decision problem.
The selection process applied in the project is presented in section 4.1. Section 4.2

provides a brief overview of Chile and its agricultural research system. Section 4.3

outlines the context of the exercise by highlighting the national biotechnology program.

A step by step description of the procedure for priority setting and its underlying

analytical framework is given in section 4.4. The results in terms of criteria weights and

project priorities are discussed in section 4.5, together with a set of sensitivity analyses.
In section 4.6, the case study is assessed with respect to procedural issues and

modifications are suggested. The last section of the chapter concludes with some

remarks on the benefits of the exercise and shortcomings to be addressed in future

applications.

4.1 Country Selection

The selection process started with a list of 9 potential case study countries. The

Intermediary Biotechnology Service (IBS) was ask to suggest three countries each from

Africa, Asia and Latin America which could be interested in a priority setting exercise.

Table 4-1 presents the original list of candidates from the different regions.

The case study was carried out with a limited set of projects. Therefore, the outcome of the priority
setting exercise was not intended to be directly used for resource allocation purposes of the PNB.
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Table 4-1 : Country candidates for the case study

Africa Asia Latin America

Kenya
Tanzania

Uganda

Indonesia

Philippines
Thailand

Brazil

Chile

Colombia

Next, a list of decision criteria were developed and indicators defined. They are

described in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2 : Decision criteria and their indicators

Criteria Definition Indicators

Biotechnology Program/
Coordination Agency

Resources/Capabilities

Complexity/Integration

Relevance/Importance

Collaboration/Contacts

Working Environment

Existence of a national

biotechnology program or

national coordination agency

NARS resources and

capabilities to carry out

biotechnology research

Complexity of the

biotechnology program and its

integration into the NARS

Relevance and importance for

biotechnology integrated

priority setting

Collaboration or contacts

between NARS and ISNAR

Possibility to carry out research

activities effectively

• Biotechnology program or

coordination agency established

for agricultural research

• Number of institutes involved in

biotechnology research

• Number of researchers involved

in biotechnology research

• Passed and future financial

situation of the NARS

• Degree of complexity of the

biotechnology program
• Degree of integration of the

biotechnology program into the

NARS

• Need and intention to go

through a biotechnology
integrated priority setting
exercise

» Existing or planned joint
activities in the field of

biotechnology or in general
• Personal contacts of ISNAR

collaborators

• Availability of sound and

reliable data and statistics in the

field of agricultural research and

economy

• Situation concerning political
stability, natural disasters and

infrastructure conditions

• Prevailing language in the

country
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A pre-selection round aimed at eliminating one country from each region. Based on a

brief evaluation using the above criteria, Tanzania, Indonesia and Brazil were deleted

from the list. The decision was subsequently confirmed by regional experts at ISNAR.

The remaining countries were then evaluated by means of the scoring method. We used

a five-point scale for each criterion and defined the points for all scales. For the criterion

'Complexity/Integration', for instance, the scale was described as follows:

1 very complex and not integrated biotechnology program

2 complex and poorly integrated biotechnology program

3 complex or poorly integrated biotechnology program

4 well structured or well integrated biotechnology program

5 well structured and well integrated biotechnology program.

Information from country reports, statistical reviews and biotechnology documents were

used to assess the countries with respect to the first three criteria. Regional experts at

ISNAR judged the suitability of the countries regarding the remaining criteria. A

questionnaire was designed for this purpose. The answers and the assessment based on

the literature were discussed with the experts prior to assigning scores to the countries.

Since the criteria were not weighted, i.e. all criteria had similar importance, the scores

across criteria could simply be summed to get the overall ranking. Table 4-3 shows the

scores for each criterion and the final ranking of the countries.

Table 4-3: Ranking of the 6 candidate countries

Criteria Countries

Kenya Uganda Philippines Thailand Chile Colombia

Biotechnology Program/
Coordination Agency

3 1 2 4 2 2

Resources/Capabilities 2 2 2 5 3 3

Complexity/Integration 4 3 2 na 4 3

Relevance/Importance 3 3 3 na 5 4

Collaboration/Contacts 4 3 3 2 4 5

Working Environment 4 4 4 3 3 3

Total Scores 20 16 16 na 21 20

Insufficient information was available to score Thailand regarding the criteria

'Complexity/Integration' and 'Relevance/Importance'. According to the regional expert,

however, the coordination agency deals not only with agricultural biotechnology but

with biotechnology in general. In addition, agricultural research is spread over six

different ministries. Given such a complex structure, Thailand was not regarded as an

ideal country for the planned case study.

The main reason for not considering Kenya was the ongoing priority setting activity in

the context of the Kenya Agricultural Biotechnology Platform. Under these

circumstances, no need was felt for an additional priority setting exercise in this

country.
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With respect to Colombia, two factors influenced the decision to exclude the country
from the list. A reorganization of its NARS was in progress and the political situation
created potential security problems for the person in charge.

Chile was in the process of planning a comprehensive biotechnology program and

looked for assistance in priority setting. IBS, on the other hand, planned to collaborate

with Chile in the field of biotechnology. This mutual interest provided an excellent

opportunity for a priority setting exercise. Also, first contacts with the coordinator of the

biotechnology program confirmed the right timing of the case study. Consequently,
Chile was chosen for the evaluation of the decision support tool.

4.2 Overview of the Case Study Country

This section provides background information on Chile. After a brief description of the

political and economic developments of the last decades, it focuses on Chile's

agricultural sector and the research system. The overview will contribute to the

understanding of the remaining sections.

4.2.1 Background

Chile covers an area of about 750,000 km2 and stretches for more than 4,000 km from

north to south but no more than 460 km from east to west. Except tropical areas, Chile's

climate varies from extreme arid zones in the north to areas with annual precipitation of

more than 2,000 millimeters. The population is predominantly urban. Approximately
85% of the 14.5 million Chileans live in cities of which 5 million in Greater Santiago
alone. The population grows at an annual rate of 1.5%. According to World Bank

(1997) classification, Chile is an upper middle-income country with a Gross National

Product (GNP) per capita of US$4,160. The adult literacy rate is 95% and 71% of the

Chileans have access to sanitary facilities. Infant mortality rate per 1,000 live births is

12, down from 77 in 1970.

From the 1930s until 1973, when the socialist government of President Allende was

overthrown by a military junta under General Pinochet, Chile pursued an import-
substitution strategy. It was a period of sluggish growth, foreign exchange shortages,
large fiscal deficits, and high inflation rates. By 1973 the macroeconomic indicators

showed signs of a deep economic crisis. After the military takeover the government

adopted a liberal economic strategy and initiated a structural adjustment program that

transformed Chile into the fastest growing economy in the region. The process,

however, was long and difficult - including two severe recessions - and spanned 20

years (Venezian and Muchnik 1995).

The democratically elected governments of Aylwin (1990-93) and Frei Ruiz-Tagle
(1994-present) which followed the Pinochet dictatorship maintained the neoliberal

economic model, i.e. free-market prices, open economy, and the private sector playing a

leading economic role. However, they adopted various policy measures to tackle social

imbalances inherited from the military government.

The rigorous stabilization policy started to bear fruits only in the last ten years or so

when Chile's economy entered a sustained expansion path. Inflation declined to single-
digit level; GDP, on average, has grown at rate of 7% per year, and the unemployment
rate has fallen to around 5%. The total private and public investments reached the
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record-level of 27% of GDP. Substantial progress has also been made in export

diversification, bringing the share of copper in total export earnings down from

approximately 75% in 1970 to 45% in 1990 (Meiler et al. 1996). For 1996, the

provisional figures are 7.2% GDP growth, an inflation of 6.6%25 and an unemployment
rate of 5.4%. Exports rose more than 40% between 1994 and 1995, and the export value

reached US$15.4 billion in 1996 (-6.4%). Due to the continuous increase of imports

(capital goods, petroleum, chemical products, vehicles, electronic equipment), the trade

balance turned slightly negative for the second time in the 1990s (MINAGRI1997).

Chile's development strategy is highly dependent on international trade. It's impressive
economic performance is driven mainly by exports which account for almost 25% of

GDP. The major export commodities are copper and other metals and minerals, wood

and paper products, fish and fishmeal, and fruits.26 The European Union, Japan, United

States, Brazil, and South Korea are the largest markets. The government pursues a very

active role in foreign trade policy. Since 1991, Chile has signed free trade agreements

with various countries. It is an associated member of MERCOSUR (Mercado Comün

del Sur), has joined the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), and is negotiating

a trade agreement with the European Union. In addition, Chile is keenly interested in

joining NAFTA, the North American Free Trade Association.

According to Meiler et al. (1996), Chile's government faces two big challenges, one

related to environmental and the other to social issues. Despite the government's effort

to diversify exports, the product bundle still depends very much on natural resources

with relatively low value-added content. Almost 90% of Chilean exports are directly
related to natural resources. The vigorous export promotion, therefore, has resulted in

native forest depletion, overfishing and severe environmental problems in mining

regions. Moreover, growth rates in these sectors has been overstated by not considering
97

the resulting depletion of resource stocks.

The second challenge for Chile concerns the very unequal income distribution. In 1992,

40% of the low-income group had a relative income share of 15.1% whereas the top

20% of the high-income group had 52.4%. In 1990, five million people, almost 40% of

Chile's population lived in poverty. The high annual growth rates of GDP in the last

years, the substantial reduction of unemployment and increased social expenditures led

to a reduction in the number of poor by over a million in the last few years. Still,

improvements of income distribution require not only maintaining the growth
momentum but also that the low-income group has to benefit relatively more from the

growth process. And this - as rightly argued by Meiler et al. (1996) - "is not an easy

task in a free-market economy starting from a highly unequal distribution" (p.256).

For the period January to November 1997 inflation further declined to 5.9%.

Chile is the world's largest copper producer and exporter, the second largest aquaculture producer of

salmon, has one of the five largest fishing industries, and is the second largest exporter of table grapes.

See Alston, Anderson and Pardey (1995) for a detailed discussion on conventional productivity
measures that account for only part of the reduced stock of natural resources.
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4.2.2 Agricultural Sector

Agriculture played an important role in the economic recovery of Chile. The

macroeconomic reforms after 1973 and particularly the redistribution of previously
nationalized land, privatization of input and product markets, and trade and price
liberalization led to a rapid growth and development of the agricultural sector. The

improved policy environment allowed the farm entrepreneurs to exploit Chile's

comparative advantages: dry summer climate in the central and south-central provinces
(where 95% of Chile's agricultural output is produced), rich land watered by melting
snow from the Andean (irrigation is a major factor in Chilean agricultural production),
and growing export products in the winter season of the northern hemisphere. The shift

away from the import-substitution policy of the 1960s and early 1970s ended the

discrimination of the agricultural sector. It stimulated higher fertilizer applications and

the widespread adoption of improved production technology, resulting in substantially
increased land productivity of traditional staple crops. Moreover, the extraordinary
opportunities for profits also attracted multinational agribusiness and agriculture
became far more export oriented due to capital investment in fruit plantations, land

improvement, drainage, packing facilities, and cold storage. For the period 1974-90,

growth in agricultural GDP (including forestry) has averaged 4.7% per annum

(Venezian andMuchnik 1995).

The performance of agricultural exports has been impressive, with average growth rates

of 27% per annum from 1974 through 1990. Agricultural export revenues as a

percentage of total export revenues increased from 2.7% in 1970 to 6.0% in 1980 and

11.2% in 1990. Together with increased domestic output of major import-competing
crops, it led to a consistent surplus in agricultural trade since 1985 - after chronic

deficits.

Key indicators of Chile's agriculture and their development since 1990 are presented in

Table 4-4. Agricultural GDP growth is behind total GDP growth of 6.8% for the

considered period, causing the sector's contribution to national growth to decrease from

7.9% to 6.5%. On the other hand, exports of agriculture and forestry products doubled

in the last six years, generating a trade surplus in this sector of almost US$3 billion in

1996. The share in agricultural employment is continually decreasing. However, the

unemployment rate in agriculture is only half the national one.
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Table 4-4: Development ofkey indicators in Chile's agriculture (1990-96)

1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1990-96

(average)

Growth rate of AgGDP (%) 7.6 1.8 7.0 1.6 6.9 4.8 1.5 4.4

AgGDP/total GDP (%) 7.9 7.5 7.3 6.9 7.1 6.9 6.5 7.2

Agriculture and forestry exports

(FOB, millions ofUS$)

2,030 2,418 2,768 2,703 3,275 4,473 4,170 3,119

of which: -Agriculture 1,223 1,580 1,729 1,596 1,824 2,208 2,626 1,828

- Forestry 807 838 1,039 1,097 1,451 2,266 1,544 1,292

Agriculture and forestry imports

(CIF, millions ofUS$)

355 506 652 684 807 1,043 1,248 756

Agriculture and forestry exports/
total exports (%)

23.7 26.7 27.3 28.7 28.1 27.2 27.1 27.0

Employment in Agriculture (%,

Oct.-Dec.)

19.2 19.1 18.0 17.0 16.2 15.7 15.0 17.2

Source- MINAGRI (1997)

The main agricultural exports are table grapes (accounting for 23%), apples, wine,

pears, tomato paste and juice, kiwis, plums and fruit juices. However, berries, nuts,

seeds, and other specialty food products gain importance and contribute to an increased

diversification of Chile's agricultural exports. The principal domestic products are

wheat, oat, potato, sugar beets, corn, oilseeds, milk, beef, poultry, and pork. Of the 1.8

million hectares under cultivation, 47% is devoted to annual crops, 16% to fruits and

vineyards, 4% to horticulture and flowers, 23% to seeded pasture and forage crops, and

the remaining 10% is fallow land. In addition, 1.7 million hectares are covered with

industrial plantations ofpine and eucalyptus (MINAGRI 1997).

Chile's agriculture is characterized by a dual structure. On the one hand, there are large
and middle-sized commercial farms which produce the bulk of agricultural exports.

They invested in modernization and diversification, using capital and the latest

technologies, and successfully boosted production and penetrated foreign markets with

quality products. On the other hand, there are around 200,000 small farmers

('campesinos') mainly producing traditional staple crops. They are often in less favored

agro-ecological regions with low production potential and fewer production alternatives.

Also, they may not have the necessary capital and access to markets. Existing and

planned trade agreements and the revaluation of the Chilean peso against the US dollar

by more than 30% in the last 10 years aggravate their situation. In consequence, small

farmers are increasingly forced to compete with imports from countries which are more

competitive and/or subsidize their products, e.g. wheat from Argentina, corn from USA,

and milk from the European Union. Addressing the needs of these farmers is a major

challenge the Chilean government faces in agriculture.
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4.2.3 National Agricultural Research System

The reorientation and modernization of the agricultural sector also had major effects on

the national agricultural research system (NARS) of Chile. New players appeared on the

scene, funding modes changed, competition between the actors increased and forced

them to implement more demand oriented research policies. Traditionally, that is before

economic reforms started, the NARS consisted of the National Agricultural Research

Institute (INIA) and the agricultural faculties of four major Universities. The private
sector was almost non-existent in agricultural research with the exception of two

experiment stations from the National Farmers' Association (SNA) and from Semillas

Bear.

INIA, the cornerstone of the NARS, was founded in 1964 as semiautonomous

government agency under the control of the Ministry of Agriculture. It is a decentralized

institution with seven Regional Research Centers (CRI), a national center for

entomology, and several experimental stations throughout the country. From 1970 to

1990, INIA's professional staff increased from 153 to 230 and its budget29 from US$3.0

million to US$10.5 million, which represented almost 80% of total NARS expenditure.
In 1997 INIA had a total research staff of 270 professionals and a budget of US$43.6

million. The way INIA's research is financed considerably changed over this period.
Whereas at the beginning 90% of its budget came from government sources, in 1997

this share is down to 44%. The remaining funds are obtained from sales of products and

services (25%), research grants and contracts with public and private entities (11%),
administration of external resources (11%), and other income (9%) which is not further

specified (INIA 1998).

Two striking features of agricultural research in Chile are the import of foreign

technology and the establishment of competitive funds. Both developments emerged as

a consequence of the changing economic policy environment and rapid agricultural

growth. The structural transformation of the agricultural sector which implied a shift in

emphasis to export production required new and different technological innovations.

Since the focus of the NARS was on traditional crops, Chile imported the technology

directly from abroad, mainly from California (but also from Europe and New Zealand)
where the agroclimatic conditions are similar to those of Chile. The imported
technologies such as planting materials, agronomic practices, irrigation methods,

production inputs, and (post-)harvest techniques were principally meant for the fruit

subsector and more recently for the production of seed, vegetables and ornamentals.

Import and export companies played a key role in this development, often with

assistance from public sector researchers working part-time for the private sector. Even

though the NARS was not responsible or in charge of the import of technology, only the

accumulated knowledge, expertise and personal contacts of its researchers allowed the

successful import, adaptation and rapid adoption of the new technologies. The presence

of a sound NARS provided, therefore, the pre-conditions for introducing innovations

from abroad.

The second feature, the introduction of competitive research funds starting in the early

1980s, was the logical consequence of applying the liberal economic strategy on the

This section draws heavily on Venezian (1992) and Venezian and Muchnik (1995).

In constant U.S. dollars of 1997.
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science and technology policy. Competitive grant schemes became the new principle
of resource allocation in the field of agricultural research. Various publicly sponsored
funds were established for the promotion of scientific and technological developments.
The most significant ones are the two funding programs from the National Committee

for Science and Technology Research (CONICYT) of the Ministry of Education.

Except for the Fund for Agricultural Research (FIA), they are open to all research

institutions and individuals, i.e. the agricultural research community has to compete

with all other entities in the field of science and technology. Another characteristic of

the funds is the requirement for collaborative research and private sector involvement.

The strong demand for agricultural technologies and know-how and the new funding
mechanism attracted additional research institutions. This includes new faculties and

schools of agriculture, faculties of other disciplines, non-governmental organizations
and private companies. However, most of them focus on applied research on a project-

by-project basis. The direct involvement of the private sector in agricultural research is

still marginal. According to the Ministry of Agriculture (1996), the bulk of research

resources comes from the public sector. This is expected to change. As a share of

agricultural GDP, the government intends to increase research expenditures from 1% at

present to 3% in future, with the private sector contributing a significant part to it.

In 1994, INIA initiated a restructuring process to modernize its structure and balance its

budget (INIA 1994; MLNAGRI 1996). The 22 national programs by crops and

disciplines have been abolished and replaced by four departments: animal production,

plant production, natural resources, and management and productive systems. Also,

each regional research center (CRI) established a department for agricultural business

relations. Further changes concern decentralization to give the CRIs more financial

autonomy and responsibility, the focus on projects as operational units, and the

separation of accounting for research and development. In order to eliminate the budget
deficit and to free resources for new initiatives such as Ph.D. programs abroad and

salary increases for professional staff, dismissals have taken place and selling land

property is planned. During the adjustment process, INIA focused its activities mainly
on large commercial farmers. Since 1990 emphasis shifted to small farmers, also

promoted by a loan from the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) to support
research for the benefit of this target group. However, the new institutional strategy and

budgetary pressures may again lead to a focus on more commercially oriented clients.

There are two organizations mainly responsible for agricultural extension in Chile, the

Technology Transfer Groups (GTT) and the Institute for Agricultural Development

(INDAP). The system of GTT was set up by INIA to guarantee the effective transfer of

new technological innovations to agricultural entrepreneurs. With INIA's shift of

attention toward the small farmer community, the responsibility was taken over by the

National Farmers' Association. On the other hand, INDAP focuses its extension

services on small farmers. It is organized under the Ministry of Agriculture and has

established agreements with various research institutions. However, INDAP's mandate

is much broader and covers all kind of assistance to poor rural areas, including the

provision of credits and infrastructure, implementation of irrigation projects, and advice

in organizational development (MINAGRI 1996).

After the attempt failed to privatize INIA during the early adjustment years.
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Overall, the Chilean NARS adjusted well to the changes in economic policy and

funding strategy. Although the growing demand for agricultural innovations was

predominantly met by the import of technology from abroad, the research community
was a critical factor in the transfer, adaptation, and diffusion of the technologies. But the

changing conditions also had some adverse effects. First, the failure to replace the

foreign financial assistance for staff training abroad eroded the human capital stock.

Furthermore, the relative low salaries in public sector research are not conducive to the

motivation of its professional staff and impede the employment of highly qualified
researchers. Second, the reduction of government spending led to a severe deterioration

of INIA's physical infrastructure and equipment. Third, the introduction of the

competitive grant system has tended to weaken research cooperation (increased
competition among researchers), despite the signing of collaborative agreements.

Fourth, the emphasis on research productivity and competition of the new funding
approaches shifted research activities towards short-term projects. This may result in the

neglect of research problems that require continuity or whose solution does not produce
obvious financial benefits. The consequences of the present trends in the agricultural
research system of Chile can only be assessed in the future.

4.3 Chile's Biotechnology Program

4.3.1 Agricultural Biotechnology in Chile

The preparatory work for the biotechnology program included a comprehensive survey

of the current situation (1995) regarding research activities in agricultural and forestry

biotechnology (Villalobos 1995; Vio 1995). The main results of the survey are

discussed below.

Chile has 42 laboratories totally or partially working in biotechnology; 33 of them are

located in universities or public research institutes, the remaining 9 are private
laboratories. About 40% of the public and all of the private sector laboratories are

oriented to tissue culture mainly for micropropagation. The infrastructure varies

significantly, ranging from fully equipped laboratories to extremely limited facilities.

From a total of 80 researchers involved in agricultural biotechnology, very few are at a

PhD or MSc level and a high proportion use biotechnology sporadic and for specific

purposes only. Between 1982 and 1994, approximately 120 research projects in the field

of biotechnology were carried out, 50% of them related to tissue culture. The bulk of the

projects were executed in universities and only a tiny part concerned animal

biotechnology.

As an effort to promote biotechnology in Chile, CONICYT established a national

commission for biotechnology. However, it neither has an explicit coordination function

nor specific funding for biotechnology. Also, the commission does not have a particular
focus on agriculture (Gil et al. 1996). INIA established a program for plant

biotechnology in 1989. But it was only after signing the agreement with the Japanese

Development Cooperation two years later than significant activities in biotechnology
were developed.

Chile does not have specific policies to deal with legal aspects of biotechnology.

Instead, existing laws are applied to biosafety and patenting issues. The regulation for

the import and multiplication of genetically modified seed (for re-exportation purposes)
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is used for environmental releases of transgenic organisms. In addition, the Ministry of

Agriculture established an Advisory Committee for the Release of Transgenic

Organisms (CALT) and the 'Recombinant DNA Advisory Committee' overviews

projects presented through CONICYT. The later also issued biosafety recommendations

which, together with respective guidelines from international organizations, serve as

behavioral codes for researchers working with transgenic material. For the patenting of

developments in biotechnology, legislation such as the plant breeders' rights act and the

general patent act are currently applied in Chile (Villalobos et al. 1995).

The survey revealed a number of deficiencies in Chile's biotechnology research.

Although most of the modern techniques currently applied in plant and animal

biotechnology are available in Chile, activities mainly focus on tissue culture and many

of the more complex techniques are at the experimental stage. The role of the private
sector in executing and financing biotechnology research is marginal. The activities of

the private laboratories are limited to micropropagation of crops such as fruits,

horticulture, and flowers for commercial purposes.

Existing infrastructure varies greatly. Besides laboratories capable of conducting

internationally competitive research, there are others with limitations in even

elementary supplies. Particularly in animal biotechnology, infrastructure is scarce and

aged. Regarding computer networks and their applications, Chile seems to be quite
advanced.

There is a lack of qualified personnel in biotechnology research, concerning the amount

of researchers as well as the proportion with postgraduate studies. On the other hand, a

significant number of well-trained Chilean researchers are working abroad but the lack

of attractive positions prevent their repatriation. Moreover, the inadequate number of

skilled scientists in biotechnology impedes the acquisition of modem technologies and

delays the training of young professionals.

Chile does not have a system to support and coordinate agricultural biotechnology (or
biotechnology in general) on a national level. There is no organizational structure to

promote interaction, provide incentives or define research priorities in this area. As a

result, collaboration among Chilean biotechnologists is insufficient. Their linkages with

other researchers, particularly plant breeders, are weak and those with the productive
sector almost non-existent. Furthermore, the lack of national coordination in

biotechnology research makes it difficult to pursue and implement respective regulation.

4.3.2 The Initiative for a National Biotechnology Program

As discussed earlier in this chapter, the agriculture and forestry sector has significantly
contributed to Chile's economic performance. In order to maintain and enhance the

sector's competitiveness, the Ministry of Agriculture proposed a new strategy which

includes diversification of production, quality improvement, a decrease in production
costs, a higher value added to agricultural export, and protection of the environment.

The science and technology system is expected to play a central role in this context

(Munoz 1997). Also because the access of foreign technologies becomes more and more

expensive for Chile to freely access foreign technologies. In the horticulture and fruit

subsector, where Chile depends heavily on varieties from abroad, the expenses for

royalties are increasingly adding to the production costs and erode Chile's

competitiveness (MINAGRI 1996).
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The Ministry of Agriculture considers biotechnology as an important tool to support its

new policy and to reduce the dependence on foreign technology. Therefore, it initiated a

National Program for the Development of Agricultural Biotechnology (PNB). INIA was

instructed to coordinate the preparation of the program. INIA established a technical

advisory committee, which commissioned a consultant of the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO) to carry out the above-mentioned survey on

the potentials and limitations of agricultural biotechnology in Chile. Subsequently, a

team of international experts were hired to design a draft proposal for the PNB. Three

workshops were held to set the respective priorities in plant, animal, and forestry
biotechnology. The outcome of the workshops, together with the draft proposal, served

as input for the planning conference with broad national and international participation.
It is interesting to note that despite numerous invitations only few representatives from

the private sector attended the conference (Munoz 1998).

The final proposal suggests the allocation of US$44 million to the PNB for a period of

10 years. Its main objective is to double the country's existing capacity in

biotechnology, both in terms of human resources and physical infrastructure, in order to

stimulate competitiveness of the agricultural sector. Regarding the development of

human resources, funds should be assigned to advanced training programs and efforts to

repatriate Chilean researchers abroad. Additionally, scientists and administrators should

be trained in legal issues such as biosafety and patent right. The main part of the funds

should be earmarked for competitive grants. The proposal does not intend the co-

financing by the private sector, since the survey indicated that it does not have

immediate interests in biotechnology. However, the interaction with the private sector

should be an important criterion for the approval of research projects (Munoz 1997).

4.3.3 Need for Further Priorities

The program proposal has been well received by both the government authorities and

the scientific community. Still, one of the objectives, the elaboration of a set of well-

defined research ideas from which specific projects could be derived, has not been

achieved. In the workshops mentioned earlier, participants established priorities by
simple discussions within working groups, without any formal procedure. According to

Munoz (1997), the resulting set of prioritized biotechnology disciplines is far too

general and "of little help for the assessment of individual projects proposals" (p.14).

Consequently, it was impossible to identify specific criteria. Moreover, the suggested
sequencing in the development of biotechnology created some confusion regarding the

selection of decision criteria. The PNB acknowledges the need for capacity building as a

first, fundamental step and the focus on the production of specific products merely in a

later stage. But it became clear that the sole use of criteria referring to the former

objective would not be acceptable. Additional criteria reflecting the national goals have

to be included. The need to establish specific criteria for the funding of individual

projects is perceived as a pressing task to make the biotechnology program

operational.31 Therefore, Chile was highly interested in a priority setting exercise for the

PNB. On the other hand, the situation in Chile offered an excellent basis for the planned
case study.

31
According to Vio et al. (1995), specific projects should form the base for resource allocation.
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4.4 The Procedure for Priority Setting

4.4.1 Overview

The procedure followed in the priority setting exercise of the Chilean biotechnology

program is depicted in Figure 4-1. It consists of 10 steps and is structured around four

major meetings. The initial and final meetings lasted a full day and a half day,

respectively. The duration of the two workshops was 2 days each. The whole process

took nine months. However, it is expected that future applications can be managed in a

much shorter time (see subsection 4.6.6).

Although all institutions of the NARS can submit research proposals to the PNB, we

decided to include only projects from INIA. There were several reasons for that. First

and most important, the capacity to carry out the exercise required the restriction to one

institution only in order to keep it manageable. Second, INIA is by far the most

important player in agricultural research. Third, the coordinator of the PNB and partner
in the case study is an INIA researcher. Finally, existing contacts with INIA and its firm

commitment to participate in the exercise favored the collaboration with this institution.

The decision process was carried out in a participatory way and included project
leaders, research managers, individuals responsible for biotechnology, and experts of

different institutions. However, neither representatives from the private sector nor from

farmer organizations participated in the process. Although there are reasons for that, it

obviously is a shortcoming of the exercise. The issue is taken up in section 4.6. Next,

each step of the procedure is discussed in turn.
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Figure 4-1 : Procedure for research priority setting
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4.4.2 A 10-step procedure

© Formulation and selection of research projects

Researchers from different CRIs of INIA were asked to outline research projects

suitable for submission to the PNB and to fill in the project proposal forms designed for

this purpose. The project ideas (all in the field of plant biotechnology) were presented
and discussed at the initial meeting. Also at this meeting, participants (project leaders

and additional members of the research teams, and research managers from INIA) were

informed about the case study, its objectives, methodological approach, and procedure.
The original intention of selecting six or seven out of the 12 proposals could not be

realized because of the required modifications of some of the ideas and the resistance of

the researchers whose projects were excluded. The need to reduce the list of proposals

was mainly due to the limited capacity available in the exercise. Eventually, the pre¬

selection process was carried out in an additional meeting attended by the coordinator of

INIA's biotechnology program, the subdirector of the planning division, and the

analyst. Three criteria were applied for the pre-selection: (i) the maturity of the project

idea, (ii) the scientific relevance for the National Biotechnology Program, and (iii) the

existence of an important research component as compared to the development. The

seven project ideas finally selected for the priority setting exercise are briefly described

below. Summaries of the projects proposals and comments from the external reviews (in

Spanish) are provided in annex A:

© Chirimoya

Title:

General Objective
32.

Duration:

Resources required:

Genetic transformation of chirimoya to obtain fruits with

delayed ripening.

Generation ofnew varieties with delayed ripening in order to

increase resistance to long-distance transport and improve the

post-harvest life of the fruit.

3 years

CH$69 million

© Grape

Title:

General Objective:

Duration:

Genetic transformation of grapes to induce resistance against

phytopato-gene fungi.

Obtain a new variety of table grapes with total or partial
resistance to infestation of Oido and Botrytis, two fungi which

affect grapes in Chile most.

3 years

Resources required: CH$60 million

32
In order to evaluate the impact of the projects on the productive sector, researchers have been asked to

formulate under 'general objective' the final goal of the research activity, even if several other projects
are needed before achieving it.
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© Potato

Title: Use of ligament maps of RFLP with the gene HI marker to

genetically improve potato resistance against cyst nematodes in

Chile.

General Objective: Development of varieties with long-lasting resistance to the cyst

nematode ofpotato (Globodera rostochiensis).

Duration: 2 years

Resources required: CH$29 million

© Tomato

Title: Use of molecular markers to study the genetic diversity of native

tomato germplasm.

General Objective: Optimize in situ conservation systems for native germplasm of

the genus Lycopersicon and identify genes of interest to be

introduced in tomato varieties (Lycopersicon escultenrum).

Duration: 2 years

Resources required: CH$24 million

© Wheat

Title: Implementing techniques of genetic engineering applicable to

integrated manipulation of diseases based on fungi.

General Objective: Implementing techniques of genetic engineering applicable to

integrated manipulation of diseases based on fungi.

Duration: 3 years

Resources required: CH$42 million

© Nothofagus

Title: Biochemical, molecular and dasometrical characterization in

populations of six species of the genus Nothofagus which grow

between region V and IX of Chile.

General Objective: Determine the genetic diversity of six species ofNothofagus

using morphological, biochemical and molecular markers.

Duration: 3 years

Resources required: CH$173 million

© Flowers

Title: Characterization, selection and production ofnative flowers in

Chile, with possibilities of exportation.

General Objective: Valorize, characterize, and conserve resources oftwo species of

native flowers.

Duration: 3 years

Resources required: CH$82 million
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© Identification and definition of decision criteria

The first activity was a thorough review of different policy documents from MINAGRI,

INIA and the PNB. Based on this analysis, the objectives of biotechnology research in

Chile were identified. Decision criteria derived from these objectives were categorized
as Economic, Social, Environmental and Institutional. Furthermore, criteria to capture
the chances of research success and adoption were identified. For each criterion a range

of subcriteria were formulated and indicators determined to describe them. In chapter 5,

the conceptual framework used to generate and structure decision criteria is extensively
discussed. Also, its implementation and the resulting criteria lists are described and

commented.

At the initial meeting, a potential list of criteria was presented in order to assess its

relevancy for the priority setting process. However, the discussion revealed that

defining and weighting decision criteria are highly strategic tasks and may not be the

responsibility of researchers. Therefore we decided to work with two different groups:

the 'strategic group' consisting of research managers and experts of different

institutions and the 'technical group' consisting of the project leaders and other ENTA

representatives. The strategic group was responsible for the selection and structuring of

the main criteria (i.e. those with strategic characters) and for the weighting of all the

criteria and subcriteria. Consequently, a meeting with members of the strategic group

was held in order to discuss the suggested criteria and its structuring. The technical

group dealt with the more technical criteria and the evaluation of the projects.

(D Collection and analysis of data and information

The purpose of this step was to further elaborate and modify the list of criteria

according to their relevancy for the projects under consideration and the availability of

data. Based on interviews with project leaders and discussions with a representative of

INIA's planning division and the PNB coordinator, appropriate and unambiguous
indicators were identified for each criterion. In addition, a consultant established

profiles of the crops associated with the research projects. They included agronomic
characterization, production data, researchable problems, transformation and

commercialization, and national and international (for export crops) market data.

© Structuring the decision problem

This activity took place in the first workshop with the participation of the project
leaders, individuals responsible for biotechnology, representatives from INIA's

planning division, and an international expert. The objective was to agree on the list of

criteria, their definitions, and the proposed model which was prepared based on the

outcome of the meeting with members of the strategic group. The participants had at

their disposal all the information generated in the previous step.

The model consists of three hierarchies (see chapter 3): The main hierarchy (HI) serves

for the evaluation of the potential impacts of the projects. The other two hierarchies

facilitate the estimation of the chances of research success (H2) and the successful

adoption by end-users (H3). Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-4 show the elements and structure of

the three hierarchies as agreed upon by the participants. The hierarchies have the same

structure consisting ofthe four levels goal, criteria, subcriteria, and projects.
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Figure 4-2: Hierarchy Potential impacts (HI)
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FIGURE 4-4: Hierarchy Success ofadoption (H3)
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<S> Collection and analysis ofadditional data and information

The purpose of this step was the compilation of relevant information for the evaluation

of the projects in the second workshop. Data collection on the projects concentrated on

information regarding the subcriteria and their indicators as defined in the previous step.

Sources of information were (i) detailed project proposals, (ii) external evaluations, and

(iii) statistics, market surveys and technical reports on the relevant crops.

A separate proposal form was designed to obtain accurate information on the project. It

included questions on the possible effects on economic, social, environmental, and

institutional issues but also on the criteria used to determine the projects' chances of

research success and adoption. Regarding the latter, the proposal form included a

section on the ultimate objectives and the necessary assumptions to attain them.

The proposals were then peer-reviewed. The main purpose was to get an unquestionable

judgment on the quality of the proposal regarding the consistency with the literature, the

feasibility of the hypothesis, the correspondence between solicited resources and

planned activities, and the prior results. Additionally, the external experts were asked to

evaluate qualitative aspects as represented by decision criteria, including the complexity

of the technology, the generation of knowledge, and the need for regulation. The

evaluation form also included a section on how realistic the indicated results are.

The third source of information was the secondary data collected and processed by the

consultant. The information was then used to produce a comprehensive document to

assist participants in the second workshop.
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© Weighting ofdecision criteria

The strategic group weighted the criteria and subcriteria of the three hierarchies. About

half of the 21 members came from INIA and half from the following public institutions:

Ministry of Agriculture, Universities, National Committee for the Environment,
CONICYT, INDAP, and PNB. The group members were divided into four subgroups,
keeping the institutional parity between INIA and non-INIA representatives. Each

subgroup weighted the criteria and subcriteria of its respective field of expertise (see
Table 4-5).

Table 4-5: Weighting tasks of the subgroups

Name N° of members Weighting task

Subgroup 1 : research 9 • Criteria ofHI, H2, and H3

(principal subgroup) • Subcriteria of criterion Institutional

• Subcriteria of H2

Subgroup 2: socio-economic 4 • Subcriteria of criterion Economic

• Subcriteria of criterion Social

Subgroup 3 : environment 4 • Subcriteria of criterion Environmental

Subgroup 4: adoption 4 • Criteria of H3

• Subcriteria of H3

Since it is usually very difficult to gather senior managers for this type of exercise, the

weighting was carried out through interviews. For each subgroup a specific
questionnaire was designed. The judgments on the importance of the criteria were

elicited through pairwise comparisons in the presence of the analyst. During the

interview, the judgements were entered into the preliminary prepared model of the

Expert Choice-software in order to provide the respondent with his or her final weights
of the criteria or subcriteria. In this way, the respondents had the opportunity to

compare the resulting weights with their perception on the importance of the criteria and

to make revisions if necessary. Moreover, in case of a high inconsistency ratio, the

respondent could go again through the pairwise comparisons in order to improve the

consistency. The results of the weighting process are presented in section 4.5.

® Project Evaluation

The projects were prioritized in the second workshop. The participants were the

members of the technical group, i.e. the project leaders and other representatives from

INIA. They worked in two groups, each assisted by a facilitator who handled the

software. The key source of information was the comprehensive document produced in

step 5. It was structured according to the different criteria and encompassed a summary

of the projects and the reviewers' comments, a definition of each criterion, the

performance indicators used to measure the projects' contribution to each subcriteria,
and references to the respective sections of the project proposals.33 The structure of the

document allowed an efficient and well focused discussion on each point. Further

material such as visualization aides and various forms facilitated the interaction among

the groups and the presentation of the results in the plenary sessions.

The document (in Spanish) is available from the author on request.
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By means of pairwise comparisons of the projects, participants assigned scores to the

projects with respect to each subcriterion of HI. There was only a minor modification of

this hierarchy. The subcriterion water of the Environmental criterion was eliminated due

to the perceived lack of discrimination potential. To estimate the chances of successful

research and adoption, the rating model (absolute measurement) was used in H2 and H3

as discussed in chapter 2. Already prior to the workshop, the subcriteria were taken out

of the hierarchies and used as weighted indicators. That is, scales of intensities were

developed directly for the criteria in order to save time. Figure 4-5 presents H3 as used

in the evaluation. The group working on this hierarchy defined two types of scales and

subsequently defined the corresponding numerical values on each scale by pairwise

comparisons of the scale elements. The projects were then assessed for each criterion.

The other group proceeded similarly for H2 but used only one type of scales.

FIGURE 4-5: Hierarchy Success ofadoption as used in the evaluation
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® Discussion and revision ofthe results

The major discussion and need for revision emerged from the outcome of H2. The

group did not feel comfortable with the resulting priorities of the projects regarding
their chances of research success. One reason was the element Quality of proposal,
which was positioned at the subcriteria level. The group considered a well developed
and formulated project proposal to be crucial for achieving the expected research

results. Consequently, Quality ofproposal was moved to the criteria level. As a result,
their weights had to be determined again.

A second weakness was the lack ofthe subcriteria level, which forced the participants to

make very general evaluations. This aggregation tended to blur the differences between

the projects. It was decided, therefore, to reintroduce the subcriteria in the model. The

same scale was used for all subcriteria (see Figure 4-6). Equal weights of the intensities

were applied to all scales. These changes significantly improved the logic of the results.
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The revision of H2 caused a major delay and prevented the discussion on the final

results of the evaluation and an assessment of the priority setting procedure. However,
the participants carried out a written evaluation ofthe exercise.

Figure 4-6: Modified hierarchy Success ofresearch
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<M> Sensitivity analysis and interpretation ofthepriorities

The first task was to compute the end results, that is to combine the outcome of the

individual hierarchies to get the final priorities of the seven projects under

consideration. To test the stability of the rank order, several scenarios were formulated

using different sets of criteria weights (see subsection 4.5.3). The results of the

sensitivity analysis were sent to the participants of the second workshop for comments.

® Presentation and discussion oftheprocedure and thefinal results

The last step of the procedure took place in the final meeting, for which all participants
of the exercise and other interested persons were invited. The presentation of the

procedure and the results was followed by a discussion on shortcomings of the approach
and potential remedies. An important part of the discussion centered around follow-up
activities and future applications in the National Biotechnology Program.

4.5 Results and Analysis

The first part of this section comments on the criteria and subcriteria weights that were

elicited from the strategic group and partly modified by the technical group. The second

part focuses on the local and global priorities of the research projects. Finally, the

results from sensitivity analysis are shown. Annex B and annex C provide a complete
overview of the results generated during the exercise.
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4.5.1 Criteria Weights

The weights concerning HI are depicted in Figure 4-7. The values are averages

computed from the individual weightings of the nine members of the first subgroup.
The big pie chart shows the criteria weights and the four small charts the relative

weights of the subcriteria, i.e. their contribution to the respective criterion.

Figure 4-7: Criteria and subcriteria weights for hierarchy Potential impacts
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It is interesting to note that the criteria Environmental and Economic have about the

same weights. This may point to the increased concern for sustainability issues in Chile.

The relatively low weight of the criterion Institutional comes as a surprise given the

need for a strong emphasis on capacity building stated in the PNB. When it comes to the

subcriteria level (the small pie charts in Figure 4-7), capacity building of human

resources is slightly more important than institutional capacity building. For several

group members, however, it was not easy to clearly separate the two elements since

adequate human resources were seen as critical for strengthening institutions.

The low weight ofproject cost is based on the fact that the research costs are included in

the net social benefits (by means of the NPV, see chapter 5). The subcriterion only

represents the absolute amount solicited from the biotechnology program. The NPV

does not reveal the scale of investment. The diversification of production for promoting
exports captured a third of the Economic criterion.

Biodiversity got the highest weight under the Environmental criterion. This judgment

might be influenced by the national mandate of INIA to conserve Chile's genetic
resources. Biosafety aspects received a comparatively low weight. The distribution of

the weights in this pie chart represents the final weights used for project evaluation, i.e.

after the subcriterion water was eliminated in the second workshop (see step 7 of the

procedure).34 The original distribution was biodiversity 36%, soil 27%, biosafety 20%,
and water 17%.

The subcriteria weights of the Social criterion show a much greater concern for health

risk (exposure of agricultural workers to chemicals) than for distributional issues. One

explanation may be that the generation of benefits under the Economic criterion is seen

to already have a social effect. More details on performance indicators used for the

project evaluation are presented in the context of the criteria discussion in the next

chapter.

In order to compare the importance of subcriteria from different criteria, their absolute

weights have to be determined by multiplying the relative weights by the weight of the

respective criterion. Figure 4-8 depicts the absolute weights (which sum to 100%) for

the subcriteria of HI.

34
If a (sub)criterion is taken out after the weighting process, its weight is proportionally distributed

among the remaining (sub)criteria.
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Figure 4-8 : Absolute subcriteria weights for hierarchy Potential impacts
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The most important element is the net social benefits, which captures more than 18%,

followed by biodiversity, health risk, diversification of the production for export

purposes, and capacity building of human resources. Each of the remaining subcriteria

has less than 10% of the total criterion weight. As discussed in chapter 3, the final

evaluation of the projects is - in a selective way - subject to the chances of successful

research and adoption. The expression in the brackets indicate how each project score

has to be treated with respect to uncertainty.

As discussed earlier, the structure of the hierarchy Success of research has been

modified making it necessary to reassess the weights of the criteria. Since the modified

weights were finally used to evaluate the projects, the original ones are not presented
here but are listed in annex B. Figure 4-9 shows the final weights of the criteria and

subcriteria related to the research success. The big pie chart depicts the high weight of

the criterion Quality ofproposal. Human resources received around a fourth of the total

followed by Characteristics of research with 10%. The Environment of research only

got a marginal weight of 5% according to the technical group. One reason for the low

weights of the latter two may be that most of their elements are considered to be

implicitly included in the criterion Quality ofproposal. Another reason could be that the

members of this group (mainly researchers) have underestimated the importance of the

characteristics and environment ofresearch for successfully executing the projects.

Regarding the subcriteria, the predominant weight under Quality of proposal was

assigned to the feasibility of the hypothesis. Second is the consistency with the

literature. As a consequence, 50% of the research success is determined by these two

elements. Again, this might be a biased assessment. Concerning the Human resources,

the qualification and the experience of the collaborating researchers was judged to be

equally important. It is interesting to observe that the regulations under the

Characteristics ofresearch does not seem to be a major concern. Its absolute weight is

just around 3%. For the last criterion, the weights of the three elements are quite
balanced. But again, in absolute terms they are seen to be only responsible for a bit

more than 1% of the research success.
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FIGURE 4-9: Criteria and subcriteria weights for hierarchy Success ofresearch
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Figure 4-10 gives the weights for the elements of H3. As discussed in subsection 4.4.2,
the projects were directly evaluated against the criteria, using the subcriteria as

performance indicators. Nevertheless, the weights of the subcriteria were taken into

account when the group discussed the influence of individual indicators. The Interest of
the end users received the highest weight among the criteria. It was felt that research

should have a clear demand-oriented focus to be adopted by its clients. Accordingly, the
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anticipated benefits for the farmers and the existence of a clear and concrete demand are

the governing subcriteria whereas their direct participation in the research process was

not given a high priority (see small pie charts in Figure 4-10).

Second is the Process ofdevelopment and transfer with 30%. As shown in the pie chart,
this criterion consists of two components. The first refers to the development process

and encompasses the number of phases (i.e. additional R&D projects) and the time

between the completion of the actual project and the availability of a marketable

technology. Also included and much more relevant is the question of an existing
research program within the institution. The logic behind including the development

component is the following: The more phases required or the longer it lasts the smaller

are the chances that the research activity will result in a transferable technology.

Similarly, the weaker the institutional support due to the lack of an established research

program the smaller the chances to complete the research process. Reasons for an early
end may be cut-backs of research budgets, obsolescence of the technology or changing
economic circumstances. The second component of the criterion Process of

development and transfer refers to the real transfer process and is evaluated by means of

the technology transfer system.

Public acceptance was not considered to strongly influence the chances of adoption.
More interesting is the fact that products with chemical residues are considered to be

more problematic in this respect than products resulting from genetic engineering. This

judgment may have been influenced by a recent incidence where the USA temporarily

stopped grape imports from Chile due to chemical residues found in a sample. On the

other hand, genetic engineering does not seem to be much of a public issue in Chile.35

The Situation of the end users was the least important of the four criteria (12%). The

weight was distributed in the ratio of 1:2 between the quantity of potential end users and

their degree of organization.

However, it was explicitly pointed out to the respective subgroup that, the judgment should consider

the public perception regarding transgenic products in the relevant import countries.
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FIGURE 4-10: Criteria and subcriteria weights for hierarchy Success ofadoption
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4.5.2 Project Priorities

In this subsection we will present the final priorities of the evaluated projects and

analyze them according to their performance regarding the individual criteria of HI.

Furthermore, the rankings for each of the three hierarchies, Potential impacts, Success

ofresearch, and Success ofadoption are discussed.
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Figure 4-11: Final priorities of the biotechnology proj ects
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The final priorities of the seven projects are depicted in Figure 4-11. The priorities
resulted from the selective multiplication of the outcome of HI with those of H2 and

H3. Grapes is clearly the most preferred research project. The ranking is divided into

two groups. Grapes, Chirimoya, Tomato, and Potato are at the head of the ranking
with the last three very close together. Nothofagus, Wheat, and Flowers form the

end of the classification.

A closer look at the project performance regarding the individual criteria allows a more

detailed analysis of the final ranking (Figure 4-12). GRAPES' leading position is based

on its high contribution to the economic and social criteria. For both it has by far the

strongest performance of all the projects. The economic contribution is seen in its

expected loss reduction, which — in combination with the huge area planted - results in

large net benefits (higher marketable share and lower production cost). The loss

reduction due to genetically introduced fungus tolerance also means a substantially
reduced need for fungicide applications, therefore contributing to a lower health risk (an
element of the social criterion).

Chirimoya has its strength in the contribution to the institutional criterion. It is best in

strengthening the institution (generation of relevant knowledge, linkages with other

institutions, and spillover effects) and second in building capacity of human resources

(involved researchers, linkages with universities, and usefulness of knowledge for

teaching purposes). In combination with the great chances of research success (see

below), Chirimoya becomes the undisputed leader concerning institutional benefits.

The final priorities of Tomato and Potato are virtually equal. Since they also have

similar performance patterns which are quite balanced over the different criteria, it

would be very difficult for research managers to select one of the two projects even if

criteria weights would be altered. As we will see below, however, they have

significantly different chances of success. This could provide an additional piece of

information for the choice.

Nothofagus, Wheat, and Flowers are clearly behind, with weak contributions to

three out of four criteria. Nothofagus has its only strength in the environmental

criterion thanks to its extensive activities in collection, description, and conservation of

<» 6

tt. 4
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wild species. WHEAT performs well regarding the institutional criterion, particularly
capacity building of human resources. Finally, Flowers has just an average

performance regarding the environmental criterion (biodiversity) whereas there are no

substantial contribution to the economic and social criteria.

Figure 4-12: Project performance regarding the criteria of HI
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Note. The values already include the chances of success. HoweveT, to correctly assess the implications for the final

priorities (aggregation of the criteria-specific priorities), the weights of the criteria have to be taken into

account.

Next, we analyze the chances of the projects to be successful in the research and

adoption process. Figure 4-13 shows the assessment from each of the two hierarchies.

Chirimoya and Tomato display the highest chances of research success, followed by
Grapes and Potato. We find a similar grouping as for the final priorities, the four

projects ahead and Nothofagus, Wheat, and Flowers behind. This makes sense

since a major criterion for assessing the chances of successful research was the quality
of the project proposal, which is of paramount importance in every evaluation exercise.

The slightly better performance of Chirimoya as compared to Grapes is solely based

on the broader experience of the former research group.

Figure 4-13: Chances of research and adoption success
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The results from the evaluation of the adoption success show a different picture.
Grapes, Tomato, and Wheat are the strong performers whereas Chirimoya's chances

of adoption are rather weak. The reason lies in the long development process

(Chirimoya is a perennial) and the lack of a research program. The comparatively good
chances of successful adoption for the first three projects come from the excellent

contacts with the private industry (Grapes) and the fact that INIA researchers are the

end users of the research results (Tomato and Wheat).

Figure 4-13 is suitable for the separate analysis of the two types of chances of success.

However, decision makers may be more interested in the overall chances of the

projects' success, i.e. to what extent the potential impacts of the projects are expected to

be realized. The above figure provides no concluding information on that since not all

the potential impacts of a project are affected by both, the chances of research and of

adoption success (see chapter 3 and Figure 4-8). Therefore, the product of the chances

(conditional probability) does not reveal the real situation regarding overall chances of

the project's success. As long as we assume decision makers to be risk-neutral, the final

priorities as shown in Figure 4-11 are a good basis to choose the most promising

projects. If the risk behavior of decision makers deviates from neutrality, that is they are

either risk averse or prepared to take risks, the relation between potential and risk-

adjusted impacts provides valuable information for decision support.

Figure 4-14 presents the priorities based on the potential as well as on the adjusted

impacts (left-hand axis) and the ratio between these priorities (right-hand axis). This

ratio is a measure for the overall chances to achieve the expected impacts of the project.
The higher the ratio the better are the chances of turning the potential impacts into

reality.

Figure 4-14: Priorities for potential and adjusted impacts, and their ratios
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The ranking of Tomato and Potato can serve as an example to illustrate the use of the

ratios for decision making. The two projects have almost similar final priorities and if a

For Chile's PNB, for instance, it was suggested to also fund high risk projects and to allocate a portion
of the budget to this research category (Villalobos et al. 1995).
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choice has to be made it will be difficult to decide on one or the other. In this situation,
the ratios of the priority established for the potential and for the adjusted impacts can

serve as additional criterion to discriminate between projects. In the presence of risk

aversion, decision makers would prefer Tomato on the basis of the higher ratio since it

means better chances to capture the adjusted impacts (expressed as priority). On the

other hand, decision makers prepared to take risks would choose Potato because if

successful, the impacts would be considerable higher than in the case of Tomato.

4.5.3 Sensitivity Analysis

The criteria weights used so far have been averages (arithmetic means) calculated from

the individual weights as provided by the members from the different subgroups of the

strategic group. However, the experts perceived the importance of the decision criteria

in widely different ways (see annex B). Figure 4-15 shows in graphical form the

variations in the weights of each criterion of the hierarchy Potential impacts. The

experts (members of subgroup 1) are represented by numbers to preserve their

anonymity. The relative weights vary from 10.9 to 51.6 for the economic, from 4.5 to

54.4 for the social, from 15.6 to 57.4 for the environmental, and from 5.6 to 58.3 for the

institutional criterion.

Figure 4-15: Variation in the individual criteria weights of HI

Since the criteria weights are fundamental for the evaluation of research projects, it is of

interest to test the stability of the rank order under varying weighting schemes. To do

so, several scenarios were formulated based on the individual weightings. Table 4-6

provides the description of the six scenarios selected for the sensitivity analysis. The

first set of scenarios (S-l to S-3) uses the average weights but excludes the highest
outliers. The second set (S-3 to S-6) uses only the weights provided by these outliers.
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Table 4-6: Scenarios for sensitivity analysis

Scenario Expert weighting used Description

Scenario 0

(S-0)

all (baseline)

Scenario 1

(S-l)

all, without 8

Scenario 2

(S-2)

all, without 8 and 1

Scenario 3

(S-3)

all, without 8,1, anc

Scenario 4

(S-4)

only 8

Scenario 5

(S-5)

only 1

Scenario 6 only 7

(S-6)

arithmetic means of all experts;

arithmetic means of all experts except the one

with the highest sum of deviations from the

average of each criterion;

arithmetic means of all experts except the two

with the highest sum of deviations from the

average of each criterion;

arithmetic means of all experts except the three

with the highest sum of deviations from the

average of each criterion;

weights of the expert with the highest sum of

deviations from the average of each criterion;

weights of the expert with the second highest sum
of deviations from the average of each criterion;

weights of the expert with the third highest sum of

deviations from the average of each criterion;

The bottom half of Figure 4-16 depicts the weights of the four criteria for each scenario.

The top part presents the respective rank order of the projects. The number behind the

projects indicates the values of the priorities as calculated from the modified weights.
The first three scenarios (S-l to S-3) show a continually increasing weight for the

economic criterion. The rank order, however, essentially remains stable and is similarly
to the baseline scenario (S-0). That is, we still have the two groups with Grapes,

Chirimoya, Tomato, and Potato at the top and Nothofagus, Wheat, and Flowers

at the end of the ranking. The only change concerns Potato which moves from the

fourth to the third and second place, respectively. But as indicated by the values of the

priorities, this change is not significant.

The second set (S-4 to S-6) shows quite a different picture. Each scenario presents a

distinct value judgment, emphasizing the importance of institutional, social or

environmental aspects. In S-4, 58% of the total weight is assigned to the institutional

criterion. This weighting favors Chirimoya and Wheat, the projects with the highest
institutional performance (see Figure 4-12). Grapes, on the other hand, falls back since

its high economic and social benefits count little given the low weights of these criteria.

The higher values of the priorities in absolute terms are explained by the institutional

performance that is not subject to the chances of adoption.

In S-5, the social criterion is most important with a weight of 54%, leaving only low

weights for the economic and institutional criteria. Accordingly, Wheat appears bottom

of the ranking (weak social and strong institutional performance). Chirimoya also loses

and ends up as the least preferred project of the first group. However, the reason is less

its social performance (Tomato and Potato are not better) than its marginal
contribution to the environmental criterion, which still received 27% of the total weight.
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Compared with the previous scenario, the last one (S-6) shows the reverse situation with

respect to the social and environmental weights and identical weights for the remaining
two criteria. Most remarkable is the considerable improvement of NOTHOFAGUS based

on its contribution to biodiversity which is by far the highest of all the evaluated

projects. Similarly, the focus on environmental aspects (57% of the total weight) favors

Tomato which takes up the second place. Wheat with the weakest environmental

performance is clearly at the end of the list. But Chirimoya also ranks low due to its

poor contribution to both the environmental and social criterion.

Figure 4-16: Rank order of the proj ects under the different scenarios
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The scenarios clearly show the stability of the rank order in case of moderate changes in

the criteria weights. Even if the weight of the economic criterion strongly increases

relative to the others (not shown in Figure 4-16), the ranking of the projects remains

essentially stable. Although Potato and Wheat slightly improve their position with a

very high economic weight, the grouping between the first four and the last three

projects is maintained. However, for the accentuated weightings of some individual

experts emphasizing the institutional, social or environmental impacts of the projects,
the priorities substantially change and lead to a different rank order with consequences

for allocating research resources. This underlines the critical importance of defining

unambiguous criteria weights for decision making.

4.6 Assessing the Case Study Procedure

In this section, we assess the case study with respect to procedural issues. The idea is to

focus here on practical issues and provide in chapter 6 the overall assessment of the

approach, including a comprehensive discussion on its suitability to cope with the

biotechnology features, the strategic component, and uncertainty. The section starts with
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some general observations and then discusses specific aspects under the following

headings: case study country, information, participation, results, and time and cost.

4.6.1 General Observations

The objective of the Chilean case study - the evaluation of the AHP as a tool to support

group decision making for biotechnology research in developing countries - has been

achieved. For the research project, the aim of the pilot application was to analyze a

previously designed priority setting approach in a real-world setting in order to test its

practicability and identify shortcomings. This aim has been attained as demonstrated by
the discussion below and in chapter 6. For the PNB in Chile, the incentive to cooperate

in the case study was to acquire expertise in a formal procedure for project selection and

a set of specific decision criteria to evaluate biotechnology research projects. Thanks to

the intense collaboration with INIA's planning division and the biotechnology program
coordinator, they now have all the necessary information and knowledge concerning the

procedure and the criteria. Moreover, the existing contacts and the various documents

produced during the exercise, including the final report of the case study, will allow

Chile to apply the approach without major difficulty.

The priority setting exercise initiated a learning process in that the participants learnt to

distinguish what makes a project valuable. The participation of various stakeholder

groups strengthened the 'ownership' of the decision outcome. Particularly for the

participating researchers, the insights into the decision process raised their

understanding for the difficulty of the task. The transparency of the procedure facilitated

the communication of the results in the final meeting and increased the acceptance.

In the pre-selection process described in subsection 4.4.2, a simple checklist approach
based on three criteria was used to arrive at a shortlist of project ideas. For future

applications, a more formal approach is suggested to put this phase on a more solid

basis. Moreover, a rigorous pre-selection process, particularly in case of numerous

projects, may be useful to effectively eliminate deficient proposals. This would allow

the substantial reduction the work load for the subsequent, more detailed evaluation.

The AHP could be applied with a few fundamental criteria and the rating mode of

evaluation (absolute measurement) to obtain a shortlist which includes only the most

promising research proposals. We will come back to this point in chapter 6.

4.6.2 Case Study Country

Chile was an excellent choice for conducting the case study. The existing experience in

biotechnology research and the well-prepared biotechnology program was conducive to

the exercise and provided a realistic environment. The timing of the case study
coincided with the need for the PNB to come up with a sound priority setting procedure.
The limitation to project proposals from only one institution turned out to be beneficial

The documents developed in the course of the case study constitute an additional benefit for Chile.

They encompass instructions on the methodological approach, the generation of decision criteria, and the

case study procedure, specifically designed forms for project proposals, project evaluations, and

questionnaires to elicit criteria weights, as well as different workshop material. They are all in Spanish.
The interested reader can request them from the author.
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from an organizational point of view and did not affect the relevancy of the pilot
application.

Three factors underpin the excellent choice of the country. First, the direct and intense

interaction with the coordinator of the PNB has been very beneficial. His personal
interest in the exercise and his decision making powers were crucial to the successful

execution. Second, the firm institutional commitment of INIA provided a favorable

working environment and helped to manage the process efficiently. Its support is seen

as exemplary. Finally, the high motivation of the participants contributed a lot to the

quality of the case study. This particularly applies to the project leaders whose workload

considerably increased during the exercise. All of this points to the validity of the

country selection process, especially regarding the six criteria used to make the choice

(see section 4.1).

4.6.3 Information

The availability of information is the critical factor for any research evaluation.

However, the poor information base, due to a lack of documented and representative
experience in biotechnology research render ex ante evaluations very difficult as

detailed in chapter 2. To overcome this constraint many subjective judgments were

made based on the expertise, intuition, and experience of knowledgeable people. Group
sessions helped to eliminate individual biases. Subjective judgments are improved or

can be supplemented by information gathered from various sources such as reports,

statistics, data bases, interviews or surveys. But this information does not come for free.

It has to be collected, compiled, and processed to be useful for the evaluation process.

Therefore, the cost of generating additional information has to be compared with the

marginal improvement of the final outcome (see chapter 5).

Overall, the information was managed satisfactorily. The available policy documents,
the project proposals, and discussions with many stakeholders led to the compilation of

an adequate list of decision criteria. The proposal forms were tailored to meet the

specific information needs for the evaluation of the projects. Given the importance of

the proposals for the evaluation of the research success, the peer review was well

justified. It also helped to check the credibility of the statements made in it. The

collaboration with a local consultant specialized in gathering and analyzing agricultural
information permitted to tap a wealth of sources in an efficient way. The resulting
document was key to the evaluation of the projects in the second workshop. In a written

evaluation, a large majority of the participants assessed the quality and quantity of the

information included in the document as 'adequate' or 'very adequate'.

The sequence of the individual steps of the procedure is critical to minimize the effort

required for collecting information. However, we are faced with a tricky situation. On

the one hand, considerable details on the projects have to be known to define relevant

criteria and indicators. On the other hand, the necessary degree of detail depends on the

relevance of the criteria, i.e. it would not make sense to invest a lot of resources in the

collection of information that affects a criterion with a low weight. No final solution

exists to this Catch-22 situation but it points to the importance of fine-tuning the

sequence of the respective steps. Also, individuals with a good knowledge of the

availability of information should be early involved in the process.
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Another information problem concerned the definition of the social and environmental

criteria, particularly the identification of adequate indicators and the evaluation of the

respective project impacts. For the latter, participants of the second workshop perceived

a clear lack of precise information. It would have been useful (and necessary) to

collaborate closely with subject specialists to better address this issue. This was a

shortcoming of the case study.

Finally, two comments should be made about the substantial effort invested in gathering

information. First, the pilot application of the priority setting approach required the

collection and analysis of basic data and information. These activities do not have to be

fully repeated in future applications. Second, the effort also has to be seen in the light of

additional benefits. The detailed information on deficiencies of projects provide
researchers with the opportunity to improve their proposals (in case of rejection) or to

take preventive actions against undesired impacts and to increase the chances of success

(in case of approval). It will also facilitate the design of future projects. Furthermore,

the information can be used by INIA for other planning purposes. The decision criteria,

their weights, and the indicators may be of particular interest for institutions concerned

with resource allocation.

4.6.4 Participation

The need to work with two different groups became obvious early in the process,. The

more technical oriented people lacked the competence and legitimacy to define and

weight the main decision criteria. On the other hand, the senior managers and research

planners did not have the detailed knowledge (nor the time and interest) to evaluate

research projects. It was therefore decided to involve a 'technical' as well as a

'strategic' group in the priority setting process. The participation of the two groups was

very useful. It allowed the generation of specific information by eliciting judgments

according to the particular expertise of the groups.

The technical group consisted mainly of the project leaders. They are evidently the most

suitable to assess the research projects. However, this double role also bears a potential
conflict of interests. As project leaders, they are primarily interested in getting their

10

proposals approved. From experts, on the other hand, a judgment as unbiased as

possible is expected. The suitability of project leaders as experts might therefore be

questioned. Three arguments can be put forward against this objection. First, a threefold

control mechanism existed in the exercise: (i) the peer review of the proposals, (ii) the

group members without own projects, and (iii) the other project leaders who are - for

obvious reasons - very alert that other projects do not receive undue credits. The

experience in the case study confirmed the effectiveness of the measure. Secondly, in

most developing countries biotechnology research is just emerging. The pool of experts

in this field is therefore restricted. Particularly in smaller countries such as Chile, the

research community consists only of a handful of individuals with the necessary

expertise. Thirdly, the earlier mentioned additional benefits of involving the project
leaders further justify their participation in the exercise. A potentially more serious

"A clear bias of the managers towards their own key projects" is reported by Islei and Lockert

(1991, p.74) who applied AHP for the selection of industrial research projects. It should be noted,

however, that contrary to our case, this assessment of the projects was done separately by each

participant.
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problem in this respect relates to the practicability to involve one representative of each

project if there are a lot of projects to be evaluated. A rigorous pre-selection process

leaving just a few projects for the main evaluation as suggested above is an option to

cope with this problem.

The strategic group included representatives from a broad range of institutions. Whereas

the members of subgroup 1 (responsible for the weighting of the main criteria) were

principally senior managers, the other subgroups consisted of subject-matter experts.
The diversity of views represented in the strategic group is evidenced by the variation in

the individual weighting of the criteria. This variety of judgments provided fresh and

different information and may initiate a "constructive conflict." However, in the end it

should result in a greater consensus. The reason to strive for more consensus is based on

the assumption that part of the variation is due to misunderstandings, differences in

interpretation of the criteria, and insufficient information on the PNB. Therefore, the

interaction between the members of the strategic group would certainly result in a

reduction of the variation. The lack of an opportunity to exchange arguments is in fact

the main shortcoming in dealing with this group. This was due to the use of

questionnaires instead of more time-consuming group sessions. In future applications,
more emphasis has to be put on the communication among the strategic group even

though it means more time to be invested by its members.

The interface between the two groups is another issue which needs more attention. The

technical group disagreed with some of the subcriteria weights. Since they also have

expertise in this subject and were closely involved in the definition of the subcriteria, a

collaboration between the members of the technical group and the respective subgroups
may be justified. A further point concerns the information policy. How much should

one group know about the results of the other group? In the exercise, the technical group

received knowledge of the criteria weights only after they evaluated the projects in

order to prevent strategic behavior. On the other hand, it would be beneficial to inform

them in advance to improve time management, i.e. to prevent time being
disproportionately invested in relatively less important criteria. The strategic group only
received a brief profile of the projects. Nobody requested more information. This is also

consistent with the principles of AHP that criteria should be weighted regarding the

element in the next higher level of the hierarchy and not depending on the alternatives.

The major shortcoming in terms of participation was that end users have not been

sufficiently involved in the exercise. End users include farmers, the private sector (input
providers, processors, exporters) and researchers such as plant breeders who apply the

resulting technologies. No pressing need was felt to directly include the latter in the

process. The participating project leaders themselves have sound knowledge on this

kind of downstream research. Also, the research team comprises researchers from

different fields. It was therefore assumed that their concerns are well represented and

their potential contribution would have been merely marginal. The demonstrated lack of

interest from the private sector during the preparation of the PNB (see subsection 4.3.2)
led to the similar conclusion regarding its direct participation. However, the fact that the

private sector has recently shown interest in co-financing the Grape project (personal
communication from the project leader) and the requirement for a more active role in

research suggests a stronger involvement in priority setting exercises. Since farmers are

the most immediate end users of public agricultural research, representatives from this

group should directly participate in the process. This has been somewhat overlooked in
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the case study, partly because researchers claimed to know farmers' needs through their

consultancy work for farmer organizations and individual producers. But farmers may

also be valuable resource persons for information on potential research impacts and the

chances of adoption. A closer collaboration with them is therefore justifiable. Future

applications should absolutely address this issue.

4.6.5 Results

The exercise produced reasonable and valid priorities which are intuitively appealing
and have been generally accepted. The ranking of the projects gives a clear indication as

to how the program's research resources should be allocated. Moreover, additional

results such as the outcome from the scenarios, project priorities regarding individual

criteria, the chances of success, and the peer reviews provide further support for

decision makers. However, it should be kept in mind that it was never intended to

directly translate the resulting priorities into funding decisions.40

The more relevant result for Chile concerns the considerable variation in the criteria

weights. Accordingly, it was the most debated issue in the final meeting. The highly

divergent opinions of the strategic group (particularly of subgroup 1) raised awareness

of the absence of a clear institutional policy on science and technology in general and

biotechnology in particular. This is consistent with the observed difficulty to agree on a

set of decision criteria during the preparation of the PNB. But the exercise advanced the

discussion one step further in the sense that, decision criteria have been defined and

broadly accepted. It is now up to those responsible for the PNB to elaborate on a

common policy which allows the specification of the relative importance of the criteria.

INIA is planning a workshop to address this need.

4.6.6 Time and Cost

In the discussion on time and cost of the exercise, we have to clearly distinguish
between the resources required for the pilot application and those for regular

applications. The resources invested in the case study are described first. Estimations

for future applications are then derived taking into account the particularities of the pilot

application.

The case study lasted 9 months. The analyst was involved during the whole period. The

two Chilean collaborators worked one week each on it. The technical group (10
individuals) also invested around one week, whereas the strategic group (21 individuals)
needed around 2 hours to fill in the questionnaire and (some ofthem) additional 3 hours

to agree on the criteria. The consultant was contracted for 2.5 months. Finally, two

international experts were brought in for a total of one week. The total cost of the

INIA permits its staff to earn external income through consultancy and other contract and part-time
work (Venezian and Muchnik 1995). The existing contact with farmers was also repeatedly mentioned in

the context of technology transfer.

40
A recent inquiry revealed that the PNB still has not been implemented. Due to the replacement of the

Minister of Agriculture it is even doubtful if the program will ever be put into effect. However, the results

were used by INIA to request funding for biotechnology research. The rank order was also helpful to

decide which projects to be submitted to other funding sources (personal communication from the

coordinator of the PNB).
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exercise was around US$50,000 of which 70% for salaries. The remaining part includes

expenses for the meetings and workshops, material and equipment, peer reviews, and

travel. The costs were shared by INIA, the PNB, and the originators of the project
(ISNAR and ETH).

For future priority setting exercises, we estimate that INIA can reapply the approach
much faster, i.e. 4.5 months instead of nine months. The following reasons may explain
the considerable savings in time: (i) the formulation of project proposals, which was a

time-consuming activity in the procedure, does not form part of the priority setting
process; (ii) the theoretical groundwork does not have to be repeated; (iii) the design of

proposal and evaluation forms, and the preparation of workshop material is not a

recurring task either; (iv) the inefficiencies caused by the use of the 'trial and error'

principle will be substantially reduced; (v) the time needed to identify suitable experts,
reviewers, and consultants and the effort to familiarize all participants with the approach
will be shorter; (vi) finally, the definition of criteria and the structuring of the decision

problem does not have to be repeated from scratch. On the other hand, the above

suggestions regarding a more rigorous pre-selection process, stronger interaction among
the members of the strategic group, and broader participation will require additional

time.

The shorter time frame will significantly reduce the cost for future applications. The

major saving is the cost for the analyst, which made up 45% of the total cost. The

reduced time and the possibility to replace the (expensive) external analyst by a skilled

planner from INIA will reduce the original cost by roughly a third. Other potential
reductions will be compensated by additional expenses for modifications. That is, the

total cost of future priority setting exercises in Chile are assumed to be US$34,000. We

may compare this figure with recommendations on investments in priority setting.
ISNAR (1998) suggests to spend on the planning exercise 5% of the total resources that

will be finally affected. Priority setting may take a third of the resources for planning,
i.e. around 1.7%. Given the intended PNB budget of US$4 million per year from which

some US$2 million is earmarked for collaborative research projects (Villalobos et al.

1995), 1.7% of it corresponds to the amount we estimated for future priority setting
exercises.

4.7 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we reported on the Chilean case study to test a decision support

approach. It started with the description on the country selection process followed by

background information on Chile's economic structure, its agricultural sector, the

research system, and the biotechnology program including the justification for the need

of a formal priority setting exercise. The main part of the chapter is devoted to the 10-

step procedure which begins with the formulation of research projects and ends with the

discussion on the final results. The outcome of the exercise encompasses a structured

list of weighted decision criteria, a rank order of the evaluated projects, and a set of

scenarios to accommodate the different criteria weights.

The assessment of more practical aspects of the procedure allows a favorable judgment
on the basic functioning of the approach. The personal and institutional commitment

from the Chilean side contributed much to this success. The exercise also produced
benefits beyond the mere rank order of research projects. Various information sources
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including the extensive use of subjective judgments were tapped to obtain the necessary
information. The decision to work with a strategic and a technical group was conect

given the different kind of judgements that were expected from the experts. The case

study produced sensible project priorities which, together with other results from the

exercise, provide a good basis for resource allocation. The most important result for

Chile was the large variation in the experts' weighting of the criteria. Those responsible
for the national biotechnology program plan to follow-up on this. The time and cost of

the case study and the respective requirements for future applications were assessed.

The estimates show that the cost are well in line with recommendations of international

organizations.

There is still room to improve the priority setting procedure. The pre-selection of

project proposals should be done in a more rigorous process to put the resulting shortlist

on a solid basis. Regarding information collection and processing, the importance of

fine-tuning the sequence of the different steps has been highlighted. More subject-
matter experts have to be involved in order to meet specific information needs. It is

clear that the interaction between the members of the strategic group was deficient. In

future applications, more attention has also to be paid to the communication between

the two groups. Most important, representatives of end users and farmers in particular
have to directly participate in the process.
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5 Identifying Criteria for Agricultural Research

Decisions

5.1 Introduction

Research policy planners are faced with the complex task of setting priorities and

allocating scarce resources among competing alternatives. Various methodological

approaches including economic surplus models, scoring methods, and mathematical

programming have been suggested to support decision making in public agricultural
research. They have been extensively reviewed in Shumway (1977), Anderson and

Parton (1983), Fox (1987), Contant and Bottomley (1988), and Alston et al. (1995),

among others. Relatively little attention in the research evaluation literature has been

given to the systematic development of decision criteria41. This paper presents a

conceptual framework for the identification and selection of criteria for public research

decisions and illustrates its application in a priority setting exercise for Chile's

agricultural biotechnology research programme. The purpose of the framework is guide
the process of criteria development in order to establish a consistent set of decision

criteria based on the country's development objectives, the research alternatives under

consideration, and the data availability.

The evaluation of research alternatives in the public sector requires a multicriteria

approach since they generally pursue multiple objectives that can hardly be expressed in

a single criterion. Over the past two decades, a discipline called Multiple Criteria

Decision Making (MCDM) has been developed to assist in managerial planning and

decision making (Stewart 1992). The impressive body of literature in the field of

MCDM has recently been surveyed by Steuer et al. (1996). Again, whereas methods

and models are well documented in the literature (e.g., Chankong and Haimes 1983;
Colson and de Bruyn 1989; Bana e Costa 1990), there is a perceived lack of research on

the process of decision making of which the definition of criteria is a major component

(Henig and Buchanan 1996). An exception is Keeney and Raiffa (1976) who suggest
some rather general guidelines for generating and structuring criteria (see section 5.3).

At least four, partly related, reasons can be put forward to justify the emphasis on a

systematic procedure to develop criteria for public research decisions. First, the task is

much more of an art than a science (Keeney 1988). Given the critical role of criteria in

decision making, any guidance to bring more structure in this process should be useful.

Second, criteria are often based on an intuitive assessment of the people involved in

decision making or decision support (Alston et al. 1995). As a result criteria are often

overlapping, defined in non-measurable terms, or incomplete. Third, selecting criteria is

41

Throughout the paper, we will use the term „criteria" following the definition from Romero and

Rehman (1989, p.21): "Criteria
...

is a general term comprising ...
the attributes, objectives or goals to be

considered relevant for a certain decision making situation."
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a highly political issue. The choice of the set of criteria represents a first major decision

by defining the perspective towards the research program. Using a regression model,

Dinar (1991) shows that political pressure significantly affects the process of resource

allocation for public agricultural research. Political pressure cannot and should not be

banished from public decision making. However, a well-structured and transparent

procedure for selecting criteria, based on societal objectives, helps to assess the

legitimacy of political pressure and thus might increase the acceptance of the decision.

Fourth, ex ante evaluation of research activities is inherently subjective (Shumway,

1981). Participants of decision processes generally have different views about values.

This results in different ways of evaluating research (Aiken, 1986; Hollander, 1986).

Value controversies that arise during the criteria selection process will hardly be

resolved by using the conceptual framework. But it may help to resolve interpretation
difficulties by making the diverse views explicit.

The last two points are closely linked to the issue of stakeholder involvement, i.e. who

to involve, when to involve them, and how to involve them. However, this is not the

focus of the paper. The reader is referred to Keeney (1988) for a discussion on this

topic.

The framework suggested in this paper can serve as a guideline to establish criteria

taking into account the relevant aspects of the decision problem. However, the

identification and selection of criteria is a creative process which requires extensive

interaction among those involved in decision making. Therefore, it should not be seen

as recipe to be followed mechanically. Rather it is a useful tool to assist research

managers in the thought processes necessary to establish meaningful criteria.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 5.2 provides an overview of the

conceptual framework using a graphical representation to depict its basic ideas. The

main phase of the procedure, the generation of potential criteria is discussed in section

5.3. The other two phases which aim at refining the list by evaluating the criteria's

relevancy and applicability are explained in section 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. Section

5.6 presents the application of the framework at the national level using the Chilean

biotechnology program as a case study. In section 5.7, we conclude with comments

regarding the application of the framework based on our experience.

5.2 Conceptual Overview

The development of criteria necessary to execute research evaluation can be approached
in two different ways. The criteria can be derived from the objectives to which the

activities under evaluation should ultimately contribute. Alternatively, the criteria can

be derived from the potential effects of the research activities under consideration.

However, the two approaches are not mutually exclusive but can meaningfully

complement one another. We have chosen the first approach as departure since it is

more systematic and therefore more appropriate for our purpose. The first approach

also guarantees that the objectives of the society as a whole and not only those of some

See Henig and Katz (1996) who applied the second approach because the decision maker „could not

articulate his decision problem in terms of criteria [i.e. objectives] but could easily express the

alternatives and their attributes" (p.171).
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interest groups are taken into account. In the subsequent phase, however, it is

complemented by the second approach in order to assess the relevancy of the criteria

and to identify additional criteria originally omitted either by oversight or intention.

Figure 5-1 provides a schematic overview of the conceptual framework. It is divided

into three phases: criteria generation, evaluation of criteria relevancy, and evaluation of

criteria applicability. Each phase results in a more specific list of decision criteria. The

principle to follow is to narrow down an originally broad list of possible criteria to the

point where the relevant effects of the research alternatives are captured by a minimum

number of operational criteria.

Figure 5-1 : Conceptual framework for identifying decision criteria
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The shaded boxes in the figure represent the main conditions that need to be considered

for eliciting criteria. The remaining boxes represent intermediate variables that need to

be defined in order to arrive lists of criteria. The ovals represent the criteria lists. The

arrows indicate the influence exerted by one element on the development of another.

The generation of criteria is the most critical and time consuming phase. It starts with

the national development goals from where more specific sector objectives can be

derived. The specification of these goals is a first step to give the decision criteria a

more operational meaning. The relevant goals and objectives are arranged in a

hierarchy. This structure has a range of beneficial features as will be discussed in

section 5.3.

The real contributions of the research activities to the objectives are subject to

considerable uncertainty inherent in the research process and the diffusion of the results

(Anderson 1991). The degree of uncertainty depends on the constraints imposed by the

available resources and the prevailing conditions of the research system and the related

environment. Consequently, additional criteria have to be considered in order to take

into account the determinants of uncertainty. The generation of criteria results in an

initial list ofpossible criteria.

Assessing clients' needs generates an important input for research planning and priority

setting. Figure 5-1 shows how clients' needs are taken into account in the conceptual
framework. Although in a more indirect way, they provide useful information for the

identification of criteria.

Once the initial list ofpossible criteria is completed an structured, we can evaluate their

relevancy with respect to the research alternatives. The purpose of this second phase is

to eliminate the criteria which are irrelevant or of negligible importance for the decision

process. In addition, it allows to examine the completeness of the list and the adequacy

of the criteria to capture the relevant elements of the problem. The outcome of this

phase is a reduced list of possible criteria.

The third phase concerns the evaluation of the applicability of the criteria. The reduced

list has to be adjusted for the availability of data necessary to apply the criteria. The

result of this phase - and of the whole procedure - is a final list of criteria to prioritize
the research alternatives.

5.3 Generation of Decision Criteria

5.3.1 Objectives

Any evaluation ofpublicly funded research activities has to address the areas ofnational

concern. They can be expressed in terms of national development goals. The goals

provide the foundation for addressing public decision problems. Therefore, they are the

logical point of departure for the development of decision criteria (Collion and Kissi,

1995). Extending Janssen's (1995) categorization, national development goals can be

broadly defined as economic growth, balanced social development, environmental

maintenance, food security, and efficient and effective public institutions. The exact

interpretation as well as the relative importance of these goals vary among countries

according to government policies and the stage of development. Consequently, the

relevance of goals may change over time as the example of food security illustrates.
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With progressive development of a country, accompanied by a stronger integration of

its economy into the global markets, oftentimes the goal of food self-sufficiency is

replaced by food self-reliance, i.e. the country's capacity to feed itself. In such a case,

the country can boost its export production in order to generate cash income for the

import of staple food, without producing the entire foodstuff itself. However, food self-

sufficiency may still be relevant at the regional or household level.

Given that the national development goals are often phrased in rather general terms,

they are of little direct use for setting priorities among specific research activities. But

they are helpful in understanding and grouping the agricultural objectives which have to

be in line with the higher level goals. Sector objectives take a bridge function between

the national goals and the agricultural research objectives. Again, the degree of detail in

their wording may vary considerably and so does their usefulness for establishing
criteria. Under the goal of balanced social development, for instance, 'accelerating land

redistribution' can be stated as general sector objective. On the other hand, more

specific targets can be set such as the doubling of the area of irrigated land for farms

smaller than five acre within the next three years by means of improved rural credit

systems'.

Agricultural objectives are usually spelled out in policies of the Ministry of Agriculture.
But at a time when many developing countries are undergoing structural adjustment
programs to correct their macroeconomic imbalances, the authority to formulate sector

policies may well shift to central banks and ministries of finance, trade and commerce

(Manning 1995).

In general, the country also has formulated objectives for the development of science

and technology. They are often concerned with capacity building and strengthening and

are particularly important for the evaluation of basic and strategic research as opposed
to applied research. As indicated in Figure 5-1, science and technology objectives are

also derived from the national development goals. That is, the former has to contribute

to the latter in the end. The point here is that including science and technology
objectives may help to identify agricultural research objectives that do not naturally
follow from sector objectives. An example would be human capacity building as

science and technology objective. This will certainly affect the research objectives but

goes beyond the agricultural sector by improving the scientific capacity of public
institutions at large.

Agricultural research objectives are closely linked to the objectives of the agricultural
sector. But they do not completely coincide with the latter as they are subject to the

available resources and prevailing conditions of the research system and the related

environment (see Figure 5-1). They have to be taken into account when the research

objectives are elaborated from the sector objectives. There may be agricultural
objectives with no researchable problems or the necessary research is done elsewhere

(Contant and Bottomley 1988). Consider the example of infrastructure development or

rural credit schemes. They may be of particular importance to agricultural development,
but may not require much agricultural research.

Information sources for the compilation of the different kinds of objectives are national

development plans, policy documents of involved ministries, strategic plans and annual

reports of research institutes, evaluation reports, documents from previous priority
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setting exercises and other written material from planning units. Furthermore, "panel of

experts" can be used to identify the relevant objectives (Keeney and Raiffa 1976).

5.3.2 Available Resources and Prevailing Conditions

Infrastructure, financial resources, researchers' skills, the production potential, tenancy

systems, market conditions or the country's biodiversity are examples of available

resources and prevailing conditions. Their relevance for the agricultural research

objectives has already been mentioned. As shown in Figure 5-1, they also determine a

set of constraints which has to be incorporated into decision-making. Thus, additional

criteria can be derived from these constraints. They serve to estimate the uncertainty
with respect to the success oftechnology generation and adoption by end users. That is,

the contribution of research to the stated objectives is subject to probabilities of success.

The possible effects of research and the uncertainty related to their occurrence must be

separately evaluated and only then combined to arrive at a choice. Therefore, the set of

criteria to estimate probabilities should be established apart from the one derived from

the objectives. Moreover, it also makes sense to use one set each to assess the success of

research and of adoption (see section 5.6).

Research success tends to depend on factors coming from the research system itself.

The adoption of research results is mainly determined by external factors. Estimating

probabilities of successful research and adoption is, of course, a complex undertaking.
This is particularly true for new research tools such as biotechnology where the lack of

past data hamper the analysis. In addition, time and money constraints often do not

allow more than 'informed guesses'. Nevertheless, careful identified criteria will

improve the quality of the estimations and the credibility of the final outcome of the

priority setting process.

5.3.3 Clients' Needs

Clients' needs play an important role in the process of criteria generation as indicated in

Figure 5-1. Even though the influence is rather indirect, it can be very effective if their

concerns are properly identified and incorporated. Public sector research becomes more

demand-oriented by bringing the user's perspective into the picture. Various

methodological approaches have been developed to involve clients into the process.

They are discussed, for instance, in Bunders and Broerse (1991), Woolley and Tripp

(1994), Ashby and Sperling (1995), and Collion and Kissi (1995).

We will briefly look at the three ways clients' needs are considered in the framework of

criteria development. The first arrow points to the agricultural objectives. They are

supposed to reflect the interests of the society as a whole, i.e. include clients' needs as

well. Since these objectives are generally broad enough to embody all kind of needs, it

is rather their weighting that is critical for the adequate representation of clients' needs.

The second arrow represents the influence of clients' needs on the available resources

and the prevailing conditions. This, in turn, affects the research objectives and the

constraints as outlined above. Finally, and most important, client's needs assessment

leads to the identification of desirable technologies, a main component in guiding the

43
The reviews on adoption of agricultural innovations by Feder et al. (1985) and more recently by Feder

and Umali (1993) provide helpful guidelines for the identification of relevant criteria.
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development of research alternatives. Therefore, clients' needs should be properly

represented there.

5.3.4 Structuring

Once we have listed all elements considered relevant for the decision process, some

structure has to be brought to it. Keeney and Raiffa (1976) suggest to construct a

hierarchy of criteria. Also, the hierarchical structure is the basic concept of the analytic
hierarchy process (AHP), a multicriteria decision support approach developed by Saaty

(1980). The example presented in section 5.6 is based on the AHP.

The principle of hierarchical structuring is breaking down a criterion into lower-level

criteria of more detail in order to clarify its meaning. It may be seen as a means-end

relationship between the lower and the higher criterion. Applying the same logic, more

general criteria (ends) can be identified for specific criteria (means) to build the

hierarchy upwards. The above discussion on the different types of objectives and their

relationship to one another provide a natural way to structure the hierarchy. At the top
of the hierarchy is the all-embracing objective, such as improving the well-being of the

society, followed by the broad development goals, then the more specific sector

objectives and so on. Going down the hierarchy, the point to stop is the level where the

criteria have an operational meaning so that decision makers feel comfortable to assess

the alternatives against them. Appropriate performance indicators (called 'attributes' in

MCDM) have to be assigned to each criterion in the lowest level in order to get a

measure for the effects of the alternatives regarding the associated criterion. The same

way of structuring is applied to the sets of criteria which have been identified to

estimate the probabilities of successful research and adoption.

Using a hierarchical structure has a number of advantages. By stimulating thinking and

learning about a complex system it helps to overcome the difficulty of capturing all the

facets of the decision problem. Decomposing the complexity allows to examine the

criteria in detail. Those critical to the problem can be developed in greater depth and

specificity by inserting lower-level criteria. Systematically structuring the decision

problem leads to the identification of gaps in the hierarchy and mitigates the problem of

overlapping criteria. Also, a well-structured hierarchy is a useful tool to review the

outcome of the decision process.

5.4 Relevancy of Decision Criteria

Up to now, criteria have been derived from the objectives and constraints without taking
into account the set of research alternatives. As mentioned earlier, the relevancy of the

initial criteria list must be checked against the research alternatives under consideration.

This phase ensures that insignificant criteria are excluded and criteria yet left out

included. Before discussing it in more details, some comments are made on the

generation of research alternatives.

As illustrated by Keeney (1988), different stakeholder groups can separately structure their criteria and

only then are the hierarchies combined to an overall hierarchy.
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5.4.1 Research Alternatives

In the past, research activities were mainly guided by the curiosity of researchers.

Today, budget constraints and the requirement for more accountability force research

managers to design projects that address concerns of interest groups and produce results

which are in line with society's objectives. Research proposals can be seen as the

outcome of combining the demand for technological solutions with the supply of

technological opportunities. In Figure 5-1, the left and right arrows pointing to the box

called "set of research alternatives" represent the demand for research. One component
of this demand is reflected by the agricultural research objectives. The more specific

component stems from the desirable technologies as derived from clients' needs. The

available resources and prevailing conditions define the technological opportunities.
The arrow coming out of this box represents the supply side of research. Assuming such

an ideal situation, the resulting research alternatives can be analysed regarding their

requirements, stated objectives and potential impact in order to determine the relevancy
of the decision criteria.

5.4.2 Reviewing the Initial List

Our aim must be to capture as much as possible the relevant aspects of the decision

problem with the lowest possible number of criteria. Using dozens of criteria would

certainly represent a complete picture of the situation but would be of no use for

decision makers. At the other extreme, including, for instance, only monetary effects

would make the task for them relatively simple but hardly result in a useful decision.

The decision to exclude a criterion from the initial list is based on the extent to which it

can discriminate between alternatives. A criterion may have no discrimination potential
because it is irrelevant for the research alternatives at hand. An example is the criterion

'strengthening the relationship with foreign institutions'. If none of the research

alternatives intends to collaborate internationally, the criterion does not make any sense

and should be eliminated from the list.

Furthermore, the analysis of the desirable and undesirable aspects of research

alternatives stimulates thinking about further criteria not yet included in the list (Keeney

1988). Suppose an alternative, if successful, leads to the establishment of a processing

industry with positive spill-overs for the infrastructure in the region. It may be well

justified in this situation to include a criterion to capture this potential impact.

Reviewing the initial list regarding the discrimination potential of the criteria requires a

pragmatic approach. Those insignificant relative to others should be eliminated to bring
the list down to a manageable size. In case the final result does not indicate clear

priorities, we can still revise the decision by including some of the criteria previously

dropped.

5.5 Applicability of Decision Criteria

In the last phase of the conceptual framework, the applicability of the criteria regarding
the data availability is evaluated. In the previous two lists we always used the term

'possible criteria' to indicate that only the necessary data will enable decision makers to

effectively apply these criteria. Lack of data about the alternatives and the relevant
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environment can lead to the elimination of criteria. This phase will, therefore, result in a

further reduced list, the final list of criteria.

5.5.1 Data Availability

Data availability is critical in every priority setting exercise. It will influence the choice

of the most appropriate method and define the degree of detail and accuracy of the

decision process. To a certain extent, a weak data base might be compensated by expert

judgements. However, even experts depend on some kind of information if their

judgements is to be more than pure speculation. In addition, the involvement of experts
in the process is restricted by the resources available for the exercise, including skilled

individuals. In group settings, the number of participating experts is limited to ensure

the practicability of the process. In many developing countries, the situation concerning
the availability of useful and updated information is particularly precarious.

5.5.2 Reviewing the Reduced List

The principle to follow here is that the expected marginal benefits of additional

information should outweigh the marginal costs to compile them. As an example we

may consider the risk behaviour of end users regarding the adoption of a new

technology. This is one of the elements determining the successful transfer of research

results. If it is necessary to carry out an extensive survey to capture the risk behaviour,
the effort in terms of time and financial resources may not be justified in view of the

additional insight generated for the estimation of the adoption rate. Another example
concerns the motivation of the researchers as one of the criteria for assessing research

success. Its determination may not be worthwhile if the researchers themselves are

reluctant to discuss it and interviewing knowledgeable experts is too time consuming. In

such situations it is advisable to eliminate the criteria.

An issue closely related to the data availability concerns the use of poor indicators to

measure the effects of research alternatives in terms of the associated criterion. For

instance, the criterion 'groundwater pollution through pesticides' is to be assessed for

different technological innovations. For lack of information to directly estimate the

potential damage, the change in the relevant part of the production costs is taken as

indicator. This may be misleading since the effects of pesticides on groundwater
depends basically on the toxicity of their substances and not on their prices. Often it

exists even a negative correlation between price and toxicity in that, cheaper pesticides
are more harmful. The message here is that, in case of inadequate information it might
be better to remove a criterion from the list than using poor or ambiguous indicators.

After carefully working through the three phases described above, we will end up with a

structured list of criteria for the decision process. However, modifications of the criteria

list, its structure, and the indicators can still take place during the process of criteria

weighting or the assessment of the research alternatives.

5.6 Applying the Framework in a Priority Setting Exercise

In this section, the approach to generate decision criteria is illustrated using a recent

application in the National Agricultural Biotechnology Program of Chile. The context

of the exercise is briefly described followed by a discussion on the three criteria lists.

[
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5.6.1 Background

Recently, Chile established a National Program for the Development of Agricultural

Biotechnology (PNB) based on the initiative of the Ministry of Agriculture
(MINAGRI). The National Institute of Agricultural Research (INIA) was put in charge
of further developing g the biotechnology initiative. With the assistance of international

experts, a proposal for the PNB was formulated and well received by political and

scientific authorities. However, the planning exercise failed to identify specific research

areas and well-defined criteria for the assessment of individual project proposals
(Munoz 1997). In this situation, a priority setting exercise was carried out to provide
Chile's biotechnology program a possible procedure for selecting research projects
(Braunschweig et al. 1999).

As mentioned earlier, the procedure is based on the analytical hierarchy process (AHP).

Applications of the AHP have been reported for a wide range of MCDM problems
(Zahedi 1986; Golden et al. 1989; Vargas 1990). Researchers from INIA developed
seven project proposals in the field of biotechnology for prioritisation.45 The decision

criteria were identified and selected by means of the conceptual framework presented
above. Decision makers, research managers, and project leaders participated in the

process.

5.6.2 Initial List

The generation of decision criteria started with a comprehensive review of relevant

publications from MINAGRI, INIA and the PNB. A topical document from MINAGRI

dealing in detail with the government's policy and strategy for the agricultural sector

provided the necessary basis for the development of agricultural objectives. In

combination with a recent publication on INIA's institutional policy and various reports
on the PNB, it further allowed us to derive the science and technology objectives and

the agricultural research objectives in the field of biotechnology. They were grouped

according to the general national development goals and subdivided into more specific
criteria using the procedure of hierarchical structuring. Before definitely finalizing the

initial list ofpossible criteria, a meeting with key persons from different institutions was

held to discuss the criteria list and its suggested structure.

Similarly, factors determining the success of research and technology adoption were

listed based on identified constraints of the research system and its environment. All the

activities were carried out in close collaboration with the co-ordinator of the PNB and a

representative of INIA's planning division. The resulting list and its hierarchical

structure is presented in Table 5-1. The list is subdivided in three hierarchies: potential

impact, research success, and successful adoption. To save space, the indicators are not

included in the table but will be discussed at the end of this section.

45
For the purpose of the exercise, it was decided to use only a limited number of projects to keep the

work load manageable. For the same reason, only projects from INIA were considered.
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Table 5-T. Initial list ofpossible criteria

POTENTIAL IMPACT

Economic Social benefits

Private benefits

Project costs

Export potential

Social Distribution between regions
Distribution between producers
Health risk

Employment opportunities

Environmental Water

Soil

Non-renewable resources

Biodiversity

Biosafety

Capacity building Institutional capacity building

Capacity building ofhuman resources

RESEARCH SUCCESS

Human resources Qualification

Experience
Dedication

Motivation

Critical Mass

Institutionalframework Infrastructure and Equipment
Bureaucracy

Project management

Integration ofbiotechnology
Contribution ofINIA

Characteristics ofresearch Need for strategic research

Complexity of the technology

Environment ofresearch Collaboration between researchers

Public perception
Governmental policy
Related projects

SUCCESSFUL ADOPTION

Type ofend users Quantity
Diversity

Geographical dispersion

Situation ofend users Land tenure

Production system
Infrastructure

Risk aversion

Requirements of the technology

Profitabilityfor end users Production structure

Subsidies

International agreements

Transfer system Service of extension

Direct transfer

Participation ofprivate sector

Public acceptance Genetically modified products
Chemical residues
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The meanings of most criteria in Table 5-1 are obvious. However, some clarifications

may be appropriate. None of the consulted publications mentioned food self-sufficiency

as an objective. The participants in the meeting confirmed this finding, referring to

Chile's open economy. Also on a local or household level, food self-sufficiency seems

not to be an issue because of the relatively strong market integration of the agricultural
sector. The social benefits are understood as net financial gains of the research projects
for the society. The project costs are separately listed to consider the scale of

investment. The private benefits capture the gains for INIA (e.g., earnings from selling
seeds or services), a relevant criterion for an institute which is under heavy pressure to

balance its budget. Capacity building is derived from the science and technology

objective to increase the "technological self-sufficiency". It is an explicit concern of

Chile's government to promote biotechnology as an instrument which allows the

country to progress towards this objective. Furthermore, capacity building of human

resources has been identified as a major objective of the PNB.

Within the criterion institutional framework in the research success hierarchy,

integration of biotechnology captures the often expressed concern that successful

research in agricultural biotechnology depends on a strong traditional research system

and the linkages with it. The contribution of INIA reflects the view that the more own

resources are invested in a project, the stronger the institutional support for the project
becomes. Public perception regarding biotechnology can end or at least delay a research

project. Related projects refer to potential spill-overs for the project under consideration

ifother projects exist in the same thematic area.

A final comment concerns the adoption hierarchy. The justification to include public

acceptance as criteria is the following. Producers will not pick up a new technology if

they have to expect that consumers refuse to buy the products developed by this

technology. Since Chile's agricultural sector is mainly export oriented, the respective

opinion of consumers in the destination countries is ofparticular importance.

5.6.3 Reduced List

A two-day workshop was organised to evaluate the relevancy and applicability of the

criteria from the original list (phase 2 and 3). Participants were project leaders, those

responsible for biotechnology at INIA, two representatives of INIA's planning division,

the co-ordinator of the PNB, and an international expert. Additional modifications of

the list were made during the workshop on the assessment of the project proposals. For

clarity, the reduced list resulting from the evaluation of the criteria relevancy and the

final list resulting from the evaluation of the criteria applicability are discussed

separately.

Table 5-2 shows the reduced list after evaluating the criteria relevancy in terms of the

project proposals. Some criteria have been renamed to specify their meaning. For

instance, the subcriterion "export potential" was changed to "diversification of

production" to better reflect Chile's objective to expand the product bundle rather than

simply boost the export of existing products. In addition, restructuring within the

hierarchies took place.
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Table 5-2: Reduced list of possible criteria

Economic

Social

Environmental

Institutional

POTENTIAL IMPACT

Net social benefits

Project costs

Diversification ofproduction

Distribution between social groups

Health risk

Employment opportunities

Soil

Biodiversity

Biosafety

Institutional capacity building

Capacity building of human resources

Human resources

RESEARCH SUCCESS

Qualification
Experience

Characteristics ofresearch Technological challenge

Regulation

Environment ofresearch Collaboration between researchers

Availability of infrastructure

Project management

Quality ofprojectproposal Feasibility of the hypothesis

Gap between resources and activities

Prior results

Consistency with literature

Type ofend users

Situation ofend users

Profitabilityfor end users

Process ofdevelopment
and transfer

Public acceptance

SUCCESSFUL ADOPTION

Quantity
Diversity

Geographical dispersion

Land tenure

Production system
Infrastructure

Risk aversion

Requirements of the technology

Production structure

Subsidies

International agreements

Time to maturity
Number of steps

Existence of a research program

Transfer system

Genetically modified products
Chemical residues
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Compared with the initial list in Table 5-1, the following changes can be noted. The

private benefits for INIA in the first hierarchy were deleted since it is not the

responsibility of the PNB to contribute to a balanced budget of INIA. Distribution of

research benefits between regions was considered to be widely included in the

distribution between social groups. The participants claimed that water and non¬

renewable resources will not be affected by the outcome of the projects. On the other

hand, it was felt that the quality of the project proposal is an important criterion for

research success and should be included. As a consequence, dedication, motivation, and

critical mass of human resources were deleted since they are, implicitly or explicitly,
included in that criterion. Also, participants decided to delete the criterion institutional

framework. Two of its elements, bureaucracy and contribution of INIA, were not

considered relevant for the current set of projects. Infrastructure and project

management were assigned to the criterion environment of research. The remaining

element, integration of biotechnology, was combined with the need for strategic

research, the complexity of the technology, and related projects to the new sub-criterion

technological challenge. Together with regulation (originally named governmental

policy), they belong to the criterion characteristics ofresearch.

During the workshop it became clear that the transferability of technology as criterion

for successful adoption was too narrow. After much discussion it was decided to extend

the criterion to include the process of technology development. As a result, the time

needed to develop a marketable technology, the necessary number of steps (i.e.

subsequent projects), and the existence of a research program were added under the

criterion called process of development and transfer. On the other hand, the earlier

created subdivision of the transfer system was not considered relevant.

5.6.4 Final List

To facilitate the evaluation of the criteria applicability, the participants received

summary reports on the crops concerned. The result of the last phase is presented in

Table 5-3. Based on the reports and the participants' expertise, it became obvious that

the information on employment opportunities was extremely vague. However, because

of the importance of this element it was agreed to consider it as far as possible in the

context of the distribution between social groups. This was the only modification in this

hierarchy. Regarding research success, no changes were made at all.

On the other hand, some major changes took place in the third hierarchy. Under type of

end users, the lack of data about diversity and geographical dispersion of producers
forced the group to delete the two elements. The discussion on the situation of end users

revealed that the information base in Chile was far too weak to use the suggested
subcriteria. After a long and committed discussion, the consensus was to replace them

by two relatively simple subcriteria: the quantity of end users (previously under the

criterion type of end users) and the extent of their organisation. Additionally, a criterion

named interest of end users was introduced. Based on the available information, the

subcriteria private benefits, clear and concrete demand, and participation were chosen to

represent the expression and intensity of interest by end users.
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Table 5 -3 : Final list of criteria

Economic

Social

Environmental

Institutional

Human resources

Characteristics ofresearch

Environment ofresearch

POTENTIAL IMPACT

Net social benefits

Project costs

Diversification ofproduction

Distribution between social groups

Health risk

Soil

Biodiversity

Biosafety

Institutional capacity building

Capacity building ofhuman resources

RESEARCH SUCCESS

Qualification

Experience

Technological challenge

Regulation

Collaboration between researchers

Availability of infrastructure

Project management

Quality ofprojectproposal Feasibility of the hypothesis
Gap between resources and activities

Prior results

Consistency with literature

Situation ofend users

Interest ofend users

Process ofdevelopment
and transfer

Public acceptance

SUCCESSFUL ADOPTION

Quantity
Extent of organisation

Private benefits

Clear and concrete demand

Participation

Time to maturity
Number of steps
Existence of a research program

Transfer system

Genetically modified products
Chemical residues

The indicators defined for each criterion of the final list in Table 5-3 were then used to

assess the project proposals. Sources of information were data compiled by a consultant,

the project proposals, external reviews of the proposals, and the expertise of the

participants from the assessment workshop. We will briefly discuss the indicators used

in the hierarchy of potential impact to give an idea on how the criteria were

operationalised, what information was required, and what concessions had to be made

in practice.
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The net social benefits were measured by the Net Present Value (NPV) taking into

account the time lag of research, a discount rate, and - for perennials - the replacement
rate and yield profiles.46 The project costs also included the estimated costs of

subsequent research projects necessary to bring the technology to application. For the

diversification of production a summary report on the market situation of each crop was

elaborated. It included the characteristics of the export market, Chile's position, its

competitors, and a qualitative estimation of the export potential. The indicators for the

criterion distribution between social groups consisted of the effects on small-scale

farmers and on employment. However, due to a serious lack of data on the agricultural
structure (the last national survey took place in 1976), only rudimentary information

was available. The health risk was measured by the quantitative change of pesticide

applications and the number of persons exposed to them. The indicator used for the

impact on soil was the toxicity of the pesticides (measured as potential to kill living

mass) times the estimated quantity saved or additionally applied due to the new

technology. The contribution to biodiversity was estimated on the basis of the following
indicators: time spent on the project to collect genetic material, to describe it, and to

conserve it, number of accessions conserved, and if the variety affected is wild or

cultivated. The indicator for biosafety was whether or not transgenic plants resulted

from the research project. Four indicators were used for institutional capacity building.
The information for three of them were elicited from external reviewers by means of a

five-point scale, namely the degree of novelty, the scientific significance, and the spill¬
over effects. The fourth indicator, the total amount of hours jointly spent by researchers

of different institutions, were drawn from the proposals. Finally, the capacity building
ofhuman resources was measured by the number of researchers involved in the project
and the time they spent on it, the number of intended publications, the weekly hours

they teach at universities, and the potential for generating knowledge for teaching

purposes.

5.7 Concluding Remarks

The conceptual framework presented in this paper helps to systematically structure the

process of identifying and selecting decision criteria for priority setting in public

agricultural research. It departs from the broad national development objectives and

gradually takes into account more specific objectives, the available resources and

prevailing conditions, clients' needs, the research alternatives and the data availability.
The phase of criteria generation naturally leads to a hierarchical structure of the criteria

and helps to make sure that society's concerns are represented in the decision process.

The evaluation of the criteria relevancy ensures that most important aspects for the

assessment of the research alternatives are included. Moreover, this phase aims at

eliminating criteria that are not relevant or do not have quality data to support a

particular decision. Together with the evaluation of the criteria applicability, it leads to a

significant reduction of the criteria list. In the Chilean application the original list was

reduced by more than 30 percent.

46
For details on the estimation of the NPV for agricultural research activities see, for instance, Alston et

al. (1995).
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The following conclusions can be drawn based on the experience of the Chilean

application. The use of the framework increased the effectiveness and efficiency of the

decision-making process because participants knew what they were talking about. It

initiated a learning process in that the participants learnt to distinguish what makes a

project valuable. As a result, they have been encouraged to improve their project

proposals to better reflect society's objectives. The systematic procedure promoted the

development of a shared pattern of expectations among the participants and prevented
individual interest groups from unduly influencing the process. This facilitated

consensus building and strengthened the ownership of the final outcome. The

framework helped to document the rationale of the choice in a clear way. This

transparency improved the communication with stakeholders not directly involved in

the process. The value of the conceptual framework is also evidenced by the fact that

the initial difficulties of Chile's biotechnology program to define decision criteria

relevant for choosing the most promising research projects could be resolved.

Some issues remain which should be addressed in future applications. Representatives
of client groups should be more directly involved in the process to ensure their

objectives are heard. The fine-tuning between the activities of the different phases is

critical to minimise the effort required for data collection. More experience is needed to

optimise the sequence of these activities. Means and ways have to be examined to

reduce the time requirement of the participatory process. However, the relatively time

consuming process has to be seen in the light of the above benefits. Moreover, future

project evaluations of Chile's biotechnology program will benefit from the criteria list

generated by the pilot application since they do not have to start from scratch.
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6 Assessment of the Priority Setting Approach

Procedural issues of the priority setting approach have been assessed in section 4.6. This

chapter focuses on the assessment of the issues raised in the working hypotheses as

well as on methodological aspects. Section 6.1 analyzes the relevance of the

biotechnology features as stated in the first hypothesis. In section 6.2, attention is given
to the second hypothesis, which stresses the importance of uncertainty in biotechnology
research evaluation. Section 0 deals with the third hypothesis on the contribution of

research alternatives to scientific capacity building due to their strategic component.

Finally, section 6.4 looks at some methodological issues of the priority setting process.

6.1 Biotechnology Features

The importance of biotechnology features for systematic priority setting is assessed in

two stages. First, the importance of the features in terms of their weights is considered

and, secondly, the effects of excluding some features on the final ranking of the research

projects is discussed. The biotechnology features included in the framework are the two

subcriteria 'biodiversity' and 'biosafety' in the hierarchy labeled Potential impacts, the

two subcriteria 'regulations' and 'collaboration between researchers' in the hierarchy
labeled Success ofresearch, and the subcriterion 'attitude to transgenic products' in the

hierarchy Success ofadoption (see Figures 4-2 to 4-4). The criterion Institutional which

was included to capture the strategic component of the research projects is separately
discussed in section 0. Table 6-1 presents the biotechnology features and the indicators

that were used to operationalize the respective subcriteria.

They are repeated here from subsection 2.3.1:

1. The specific features of biotechnology-based research influence differently the expected costs,

benefits, and chances of success of research alternatives. Special criteria have to be defined and

included in the priority setting approach to discriminate on these features in order to properly capture
the impact on the performance of the alternatives.

2. Uncertainty regarding the success of agricultural research and the successful adoption of the results by
end users is inherent in all research processes. In biotechnology research, uncertainty is still more

prevalent due to the limited historical evidence and thus the lack of past data. Priority setting in

biotechnology research should, therefore, make due effort to identify the sources of uncertainty, assess

their influence on research and adoption success, and carefully evaluate the chances of success for

each research alternative with respect to the individual sources of uncertainty.

3. The strategic component in terms of strengthening research capacities can constitute an important part
of the expected benefits of biotechnology research. Therefore, priority setting should explicitly
consider the potential contribution of research alternatives to scientific capacity building.
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Table 6-1 : Subcriteria related to biotechnology features and their indicators

Hierarchy Subcriteria Indicators

Potential impacts Biodiversity

Success of research

Biosafety

Regulations

Collaboration between

researchers

Success of adoption Attitude to transgenic

products

• time of collection

• time of description
• time of conservation of genetic material

• number of accessions

• cultivated or wild form

• transgenic plant/microorganisms or not

• requirements for IPR, biosafety or

import regulations

• number ofresearchers involved

• number of institutions involved

• time and intensity of previous
collaboration

• previous joint publications

• transgenic product or not as result of the

project

The importance of the individual features for the priority setting process can be

represented by the weights of the corresponding subcriteria. The information in Table

6-2 includes for each feature the relative weight, i.e. its significance within the

respective criterion weight, its absolute weight in the respective hierarchy, and the

aggregated weights.

Table 6-2: Importance of the biotechnology features

Biotechnology feature relative weight absolute weight

Biodiversity

Biosafety

45%

24%

S 69%

of criterion

Environmental

Regulations 33% of Charact. ofresearch

Collaboration between researchers 35% of Environ, of research

X -

Attitude to transgenic products 35% of Public acceptance

14%

7%

21%

3%

2%

5%

7%

of hierarchy
Potential impacts

of hierarchy
Success ofresearch

of hierarchy
Success ofadoption

'Biodiversity' is by far the most important biotechnology feature included in the model.

'Biosafety' and 'biodiversity' together make up more than two thirds of the criterion

Environmental and more than a fifth of the hierarchy Potential impacts. 'Regulations'
and 'collaboration between researchers' constitute about one third each of the respective
criterion but their relevance for the chances of research success are marginal. The

reason is that the criteria Quality of the proposal and Human resources are responsible
for 85%> of the chances of research success, leaving only 15%> for the two criteria

Characteristics and Environment of research. The feature 'attitude to transgenic crops'
contributes 7% to the chances of successful adoption. Its relatively small proportion (as
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compared to the 'attitude to chemical residues') in Public acceptance and reasons for

that have already been discussed in chapter 4. To assess the importance of the individual

features we may consider that each hierarchy consists of roughly 10 subcriteria which

means that a single subcriterion gets an average weight of 10%. From this point of view

'biodiversity' makes a significant contribution, 'biosafety' and 'attitude to transgenic

products' are slightly below the average but still relevant whereas 'regulations' and

'collaboration between researchers' are negligible - always according to the judgments
of the experts. However, it should also be noted that the project performance to both

'biodiversity' and 'biosafety' are not subject to the chances of successful adoption (see

Figure 4-8). As a consequence, these project contribution weigh heavier in the final

priorities than those to other subcriteria. We now turn to the effects of the biotechnology
features on the project priorities.

A set of scenarios were formulated to assess the effects of the features under

consideration. It consists of scenarios where individual features are not included in the

calculation of the project priorities as well as one scenario where all features are

excluded together in order to evaluate the cumulated effect on the priority setting
outcome. Table 6-3 displays the results in terms of priorities and final ranking of the

research projects. The first scenario (baseline) shows the original priorities and ranking.
The following five scenarios excluded one feature each and the last scenario excluded

all the five biotechnology features.

Table 6-3: Scenarios for evaluating the effects of the features on the ranking

Scenarios

Baseline Biodiversity Biosafety Regulations Collaboration Acceptance Cum

Priority Ranking Pnonty Ranking Pnonty Ranking Pnonty Ranking Pnonty
if. £ '

'

Ranking Pnonty Ranking
'

Pnonty

Grapes 92 1 98 1 95 1 92 1 94 1 98 1 11 9

Chirimoya 61 2 62 2 60 2 60 2 61 2 63 2 66

Tomato 56 3 58 3 49 4 55 3 56 3 56 3 44

Potato 55 4 54 4 50 3 54 4 55 4 55 4 42

Nothofagus 37 5 22 >» 37 5 36 5 38 5 37 5 1 3

Wheat 33
' ,6 34 5 33 6 33 6 33 6 33

,^7
36

Flowers 27 7 21 7 26 7 27 7 28 7, 27 1 3

Overall, the results presented in the table indicate fairly stable rankings for all scenarios.

Only when 'biodiversity' or 'biosafety' is excluded, two projects change their rank

(dark grey areas in the table). Also regarding the cumulated effect of excluding all

features, one change in the project ranking can be observed. In sum, however, the effect

of the specific biotechnology features are marginal for the present priority setting
exercise. But the lack of further evidence does not allow for generalizations. This

example only shows the limited discrimination potential of the features for these

projects. It might well be that the relevance of the biotechnology characteristics for the

outcome of another set of research projects is much more critical. The weights of some

of the features at least point to their significance for evaluating biotechnology activities

as seen by the expert group. It can also be assumed that the significance is strongly
context-dependent. In countries with a less clear regulatory situation, for instance, the

respective weights may be considerably higher. Similarly, where the public opinion on

transgenic products is more controversial and their acceptance ambivalent, its

importance for successful technology adoption will increase.
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6.2 Uncertainty

The clear conceptual separation between potential impacts and the chances to

effectively realize them, on the one hand, and between the two major areas of

uncertainty (research process and technology adoption) on the other is necessary to

elicit meaningful judgments. Methodologically, the separation was achieved by

employing three different hierarchies. The selective combination of the projects'
outcome from each hierarchy is an innovative approach that allows the capturing of the

impacts of projects in the process of their formation over time in a more realistic

manner.

The separation also permitted the detailed analysis of the sources of uncertainty and

facilitated the assessment of their importance. In addition, the isolated treatment of

uncertainty in the research and adoption process, respectively, and their representation
in a hierarchical structure was beneficial for the focused discussion on the individual

determinants. The detail of results in terms of the projects' chances of success regarding
each of the included determinants also provides useful information that helps to

overcome research and adoption obstacles. Moreover, the findings of the two

hierarchies relating to uncertainty generate additional insight into the risk of the

research projects. As previously discussed, this may be used as further decision criterion

in case the behavior of decision makers deviates from risk neutrality.

Intensity scales (absolute measurement) were applied to evaluate the chances of success

for each research alternative. The use of the rating mode is imperative in order to

approximate probabilities of success. However, more experience is required to precisely
assess the congruency between the intensities and the percentages expressing chances of

success.

A major problem encountered in the Chilean exercise relates to the evaluation of the

adoption success of the more strategic projects. In this context, the strategic projects are

defined as those which do not result - within the period of analysis - in a product

directly transferable to the productive sector. That is, the end users of the resulting

technology are other researchers rather than farmers or private industry. Since some of

the determinants included in the hierarchy Success of adoption are oriented towards

technology transfer to the productive sector, participants had considerable difficulty to

correctly evaluate the chances of adoption success for strategic projects. In an attempt to

correct possible errors in this part of the evaluation, we re-estimated the chances of

success for the strategic projects (Tomato, Nothofagus, Wheat, and Flowers)

assuming no restrictions for them regarding the two criteria Situation of the end users

and Interest ofthe end users. However, the only modification in the final ranking of the

projects concerns the change of switch position between Chirimoya and Tomato.

Since this option may introduce a bias in favor of strategic projects, a better solution for

future applications would be to develop a set of criteria for the adoption of research

results that is not specific in terms of end users.

We mentioned in chapter 2 that additional sources of uncertainty concern the natural,

economic, and political environment of NARS. In the Chilean case study, this

environment has been assumed stable over time, doubtless a very strong assumption.
The trends towards globalization will accelerate the changes in the economic and

political environment of NARS. Changing value systems may be another factor

influencing the future environment. The uncertainty about the respective developments
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should, therefore, be taken into account in decision making on future research activities.

Changing patterns in competitive advantages, for instance, will have major effects on

the direction of technology development (Cooper 1997). Regarding biotechnology, type
and timing for the introduction of intellectual property rights regulations (of the country
itself as well as of other players in the global trade) may substantially influence

decisions in this field (van Wijk et al. 1993).

Future applications need to enhance the decision framework to allow for potential
effects of a rapidly changing environment. With scenarios based on time-series analysis,
economic forecasts can be made, thus improving the accuracy of the evaluation. Once

the scenarios are defined, they can be embodied in the AHP. Two ways are suggested to

assess their likelihood of occurrence by means of the AHP. Environmental scenarios

can be weighted through the pairwise comparison process directly in the main hierarchy
by adding a further level (Dyer and Forman 1992). For a more detailed evaluation, a

separate hierarchy is constructed for the scenarios (Ramanujam and Saaty 1981). The

use of scenarios may lead to a different type of outcomes of the decision making

process. Rather than providing a 'best' choice the evaluation would come up with a set

of options.

6.3 Strategic Component

The strategic component of research projects in terms of capacity building has been

captured by the criterion Institutional in the hierarchy Potential impacts. It allowed to

evaluate the contribution of the projects to the development of institutional capacities
and to strengthening capacities of human resources. These two elements were included

as subcriteria in the model. Table 4-6 presents the definition of and indicators for these

subcriteria of Institutional. The information for the indicators came from the proposals
and the external project reviews.

TABLE 6-4: Indicators to capture the contribution to the criterion Institutional

Subcriteria/Definition Indicators

Institutional capacity building

Definition: Strengthening the institutional capacity
in order to improve the efficiency and
effectiveness of future research, and

the

reputation of the institution.

Capacity building ofhuman resources

Definition: Contribution to the formation of

professionals of different areas,

from within as well as outside of

the institution.

• novelty of the generated knowledge

• scientific significance of the generated
\y knowledge

the

• spill-over effects of the generated knowledge

• total amount of hours jointly spent between

researchers of different institutions

• number ofresearchers involved and time spent
in the project

• number of intended publications

• weekly hours of teaching at universities

• potential of the generated knowledge for

teaching purposes
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In the priority setting exercise, the criterion Institutional received a weight of 18%,

distributed between capacity building of human resources (56%) and institutional

capacity building (44%). This confirms that the strategic component is considered

relevant when research projects are selected for funding. However, the variation in the

weighting by the individual experts is considerable, ranging from 6% to 58%. It is

interesting to observe that the highest weight for Institutional comes from the expert
with the best knowledge about the purpose and objectives of the PNB. We may

conclude, therefore, that the Institutional weight would have been substantially higher if

the other experts had the same knowledge about the PNB.

The effect of the strategic component on the project priorities is even more significant
than the criterion weight would suggest, since the contribution to Institutional is not

subject to the chances of adoption success. The proportion of the final priority
stemming from the strategic component ranges from about 10% to over 50%, depending
on the project. The average contribution to the project priority is 25%).

Figure 6-1: Development of project scores under different 'Institutional' weights

18 -,

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Institutional weight (%)

Figure 6-1 depicts the development of the projects priorities under varying relative

weights of the criterion Institutional. According to the high proportion of the strategic

component in the priorities of CHIRIMOYA and WHEAT, the ranking already changes for

weights slightly different from the baseline. The decreasing priority for Grapes can be

explained by the declining relative importance of the remaining criteria. As a result,

Chirimoya takes over as the most preferred project when the Institutional weight
increases over 35%. On the other hand, CHIRIMOYA and WHEAT rapidly lose ranks for

lower Institutional weights. In sum, there is little doubt that the strategic component

matters, and the priority setting approach proved to be useful to capture the contribution

of the projects to scientific capacity building.
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6.4 Methodological Aspects

Our experience and the feedback from people involved in the Chilean case study

suggest that the AHP is an appropriate tool to manage priority setting problems of the

kind faced in this study. It is an easy-to-communicate method and, thus, allows the

participation of virtually everybody who has a stake in the decision. Its simplicity and

intuitive logic also facilitates interaction with stakeholders and the broader public not

directly involved in the exercise. The AHP provides highly detailed results which

permits a thorough analysis on the strength and weakness of the alternatives. The

rigorous structure of AHP models improves collective thinking, reasoning, and the

efficiency of group discussions. The AHP is very flexible in terms of the degree of

detail in structuring the decision problem, accuracy of data used in the evaluation, and

intensity of stakeholder involvement. As a consequence, it can be adapted to almost any

budget. A further advantage of the method is the possibility to combine the AHP with

other approaches such as cost-benefit analysis (for the evaluation of economic impact)
or linear programming (for resource allocation under additional constraints). Finally, the

analytical rigor and the transparency of the AHP increases trust in the process of priority
setting and "the need for trust is a common element in public decision making, and

trust, ironically, cannot be assured merely by making the right decisions" (Thompson

1998, p.50).

The capacity of the AHP to accommodate the issues raised in the working hypotheses
adds to the favorable assessment of the method. The previous sections of this chapter
have discussed how we used and adapted the AHP to deal with these issues. Also, the

requirements for priority setting processes as formulated in chapter 2 (participation,

transparency, standardized measurement procedure to cope with different kind of

impacts) were fully met by the use of this methodological tool.

The AHP is, of course, not without shortcomings. The biggest shortcoming is the heavy
workload from pairwise comparisons in case of numerous alternatives. The tiring task

of going through an excessive number of pairwise comparisons has also been reported
in the literature (e.g. Lockett et al. 1986; Olson et al. 1996; Davey and Olson 1998).
One way out of this problem is the use of the rating mode i.e. absolute measurement as

opposed to the relative measurement in pairwise comparisons. However, as discussed in

chapter 3, AHP loses part of its appeal with the use of absolute measurement. The

evaluation following the second workshop in Chile also confirmed that the participants
felt less comfortable with the rating mode as compared to the pairwise comparisons.
Therefore, the aim must be to apply the rating mode as little as possible and as much as

necessary. Finding this optimal relation between the two modes requires further

research efforts and more applications in order to generate empirical evidence on the

costs and benefits in terms of time, motivation of the participants, and impact on the

decision quality. Other options to reduce the number of pairwise comparisons are the

introduction of a threshold level below which the weight of a criterion is not considered

significant and thus the criterion excluded or the two stage procedure suggested in

section 4.6 to obtain a short list of alternatives based on a pre-selection process with a

few major criteria. Furthermore, Harker (1987a, 1987b) and Millet and Harker (1990)
developed an incomplete pairwise comparison technique which allows impressive
savings in time. It reduces the effort by stopping the process when added value of

questions decreases below a certain level.

i
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Another problem we faced in the application of AHP in Chile was the attempt to reduce

the time needed to complete the evaluation by skipping the subcriteria level and

assessing the projects directly against the criteria (see subsection 4.4.2, step 8). This

aggregation tended to blur the differences among the projects, and the participants were
not satisfied with the outcome. As a result, the subcriteria were again introduced.

However, since we strive to improve the efficiency of the decision process, the question
on how far criteria can be aggregated and where to stop the process of decomposing is

of great importance. Again, further research is required to analyze the trade-off between

time saving and the quality of the decision outcome.
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7 Conclusion

The objective of this study was to develop a tool to support decision makers of public

agricultural research institutions in developing countries. Decision makers face

increasingly complex decision problems when scarce resources need to be efficiently
allocated and accounted for. Systematic priority setting approaches facilitate the

selection of the most promising research activities. The study aimed at developing such

an approach for biotechnology projects. It is based on three assumptions related to the

importance of biotechnology issues for priority setting. They concern the specific
features of biotechnology, the uncertain research and adoption process, and the strategic
component in terms of strengthening research capacities. From these assumptions key

requirements for the design of the priority setting approach were derived: it should be

participative, transparent, and accommodate a multicriteria setting. The Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP) was identified as appropriate methodological tool on which to

base the priority setting approach. It was tested in a pilot application with the national

biotechnology program of Chile and subsequently assessed for usefulness. The

remainder of this chapter contains the major findings of the study. It is structured

according to conceptual, methodological, and procedural issues.

Conceptual Issues

The incorporation of decision criteria which reflect the specific biotechnology features

such as regulations, public acceptance, and the required collaboration between scientists

from different research fields enabled more realistic management of public-sector
decision problems. Since the features seemed to be strongly context-dependent, no final

conclusions could be drawn on their relevance for setting research priorities. In the

Chilean application, their significance in terms of criteria weights differed widely. But

even the most relevant ones had only a marginal influence on the final ranking of the

research projects.

The clear conceptual separation between the potential project impacts, the chances of

research success, and the chances of successful adoption facilitated a detailed analysis
of the sources of uncertainty inherent in research. Also, it produced a range of specific
results that provided additional information for decision makers.

An important innovation represents the specific incorporation of decision criteria that

capture the contribution of research projects towards strengthening scientific capacities.
The demonstrated relevance of this element points to the superiority of the approach in

this respect, compared to other priority setting procedures which tend to have a bias

against more basic or strategic projects.

A particular effort was made to develop a conceptual framework that allows one to

systematically structure the process of identifying and selecting criteria for agricultural
research decisions in public institutions. The framework had a positive impact on the

effectiveness and efficiency of the priority setting process since it promoted the
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incorporation of different views and helped to structure and clarify the major issues

along which the projects are to be evaluated. Moreover, the framework introduced

transparency and thus facilitated the communication of the rationale of the choice with

the outside world. Finally, future evaluations will benefit from the criteria list generated

through the conceptual framework.

Further research is needed to gather evidence regarding the influence of the case-

specific situation on the relevance of biotechnology features, as well as the precise

relationship between the two. Similarly, more experience is required to clarify in detail

how the outcome in terms of chances of success is related to the subjective rating of the

projects with respect to each criteria. This would enable the development of more

accurate scales of intensity for the hierarchies related to uncertainty. Future applications
also need to develop broader defined criteria in order to facilitate the joint evaluation of

research projects that address different types of end users. An important field of inquiry
for future research is the incorporation of scenarios into the decision framework to

allow for alternative future developments.

Methodological Issues

The AHP provided a suitable basis for the methodological framework of the approach.
It has confirmed its potential to cope with multicriteria decision problems. The

flexibility in modeling the problem allowed the accommodation of the working

hypotheses. The AHP also met the requirements regarding participation, transparency,

and standardized measurement scale. Because it is simple and intuitively logical, the

AHP does not require particular analytical skills and virtually everybody can participate.
The way of structuring and visualizing complex decision problems is straightforward
and appealing in the AHP. The use of pairwise comparisons to produce relative

preferences of alternatives is particularly attractive for assessing qualitative impacts.

At the same time, however, this last attribute is related to the main shortcoming of the

AHP, since a considerable number of pairwise comparisons are required when many

alternatives are to be evaluated. This makes the process time-consuming and tedious.

Various ways to deal with this issue are suggested in the literature. Future research

should assess these options to determine the potential to save time, the implications on

the decision process and the quality of the outcome. More research is also needed to

examine the optimal point to stop decomposing the decision problem. Here, the trade¬

offbetween efficiency gains and discrimination potential has to be scrutinized.

Procedural Issues

Overall, the procedure designed for the case study in Chile worked well. The strong

personal and institutional commitment from the Chilean partners contributed much to

relative success of the pilot application. The extensive use of subjective judgments from

knowledgeable people helped to overcome the poor information base. The decision to

work with two expert groups proved to be reasonable in the light of the very diverse

tasks that had to be conducted (weighting of highly political criteria and assessing

technically demanding project proposals). The collaboration with local consultants is an

efficient way to collect and process information. However, it would have been useful to

more closely link up with subject specialists for environmental and social issues. This
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was a clear deficiency of the procedure. Also, more emphasis should have been placed
on the communication between the two groups and among the members of the strategic

group.

The results of the exercise were reasonable. The relative stability of the priority order

under different scenarios suggested sufficient discrimination potential of the decision

criteria. However, the most relevant outcome for Chile concerns the surprising variation

in the weighting of the main criteria. This also indicates the potential of the priority
setting process to generate highly relevant, additional results. The succession of the

different steps of the procedure is critical for the required effort. More analysis is

needed to optimize the sequencing in order to reduce the collection of information.

The most serious shortcoming of the procedure was the insufficient involvement of end

users, particularly private sector and farmer representatives. Including these end users

makes not only sense from a participatory viewpoint, but would also infuse the process

with fresh and different information.

For further applications, it would be interesting to analyze the benefits of clearly
dividing the procedure into two parts: a pre-selection process and a more detailed

evaluation with a shortlist only. This would greatly reduce the set of alternatives and

permit considerable time saving. In addition, it would provide information on the

relevant issues to be focused on in the main evaluation. More generally, it should be

examined how to reduce the time requirement of the participatory process. Efficiency
gains can be expected from improved techniques to elicit judgements, better moderated

group sessions, timely provided and properly processed data, and a sharper focus on the

most pertinent parts of the evaluation.
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Annex A: Summary and Reviewer's Comments of the Project Proposals

O Chirimoya

Resumen:

Las posibilidades de expansion de los mercados para la chirimoya estân seriamente

limitados por la corta vida de post-cosecha que esta fruta présenta. Chile es uno de los

principales productores de esta fruta a nivel mundial y urge buscar soluciones prâcticas

para la comercializaciön de esta fruta en los mercados internationales. El desarrollo de

variedades resistentes a transporte a larga distancia y con una mejor vida de post-
cosecha es indispensable para lograr este. Técnicas de ingenieria genética actualmente

posibilitan la manipulation de la expresiôn de enzimas claves para la maduraciön de la

fruta. En el présente proyecto, se prétende desarrollar metodologias adecuadas para la

transformation genética de la chirimoya, para luego disenar y expresar genes

antisentido que reprimir la actividad de las enzimas poligalacturonasa y la ACC-

sintetasa, que controlan la disrrupciön de la pared celular y la sintesis de etileno

respectivamente.

Comentario:

A juicio del evaluador, el présente proyecto es muy bueno por lo interesante del tema,

su calidad e impacto que generarâ su desarrollo. Esta apreciacion esta fundamentada en

los siguientes puntos:

- La propuesta experimental esta muy bien acotada y fundamentada.

- El plan de trabajo es realista.

- El grupo de investigation posée experiencia en transgénesis.

- El laboratorio del INIA-La Platina cuenta con todas las facilidades y equipamiento
necesario para el desarrollo del proyecto, y

- La obtention de resultados positivus producirâ un impacto importante en el

desarrollo y aplicaciôn de nuevas biotecnologias en el LNTA y en el pais.

© UVA

Resumen:

El control de las enfermedades fungosas que afectan al. cultivo de la vid en Chile

représenta un alto costo para el pais y tiene ademâs un significativo efecto sobre la

contamination del medio ambiente y sobre la salud de los trabajadores agricolas. El

desarrollo de variedades resistentes a Oidio y Botrytis, las dos principales enfermedades

fungosas que afectan al. cultivo, ha sido dificultoso. Actualmente no se dispone de

variedades resistentes a nivel comercial. Las técnicas de ingenieria genética
actualmente disponibles posibilitan ahora abrigar esperanzas para la obtention de

variedades mas resistentes, utilizando una série de genes que, expresados en la planta
huésped, confieren un amplio rango de resistencia a hongos. En el présente proyecto, se
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prétende primero desarrollar metodologias adecuadas para la transformation genética de

la vid, para luego expresar en ella proteinas que presenten actividad antifungica. Se

propone trabajar principalmente con genes que codifican para la production de enzimas

que degradan la pared celular de los hongos fitopatogenos, solos o en combination, y en

presencia o no de proteinas inactivadoras de la actividad ribosomal.

Comentario:

El evaluador considéra que el proyecto es de calidad, es de impacto, y ha basado su

apreciaciôn en los siguientes puntos:

- Existe capacidad y experiencia de los investigadores involucrados lo que permite
predecir un buen desarrollo del proyecto en todas sus etapas

- Se considéra que existen todas las facilidades y equipamiento necesario para el

desarrollo del proyecto.

- La obtention de resultados positivos producirâ un impacto importante en el

desarrollo y aplicaciön de nuevas técnicas biotecnolögicas en el pais.

- Se considéra que el desarrollo del proyecto podria producir un importante impacto
economico, producto de la disminucion de costos de production, y un impacto
ambiental, derivado de la disminucion en el uso de pesticidas.

Para mejorar la calidad del proyecto propuesto el evaluador sugiere:

- Profundizar mâs cômo abordar la transformation y regeneration de vid, pues se

considéra que esta es la etapa limitante mâs importante para el éxito del proyecto.

- Realizar un anâlisis mâs exhaustivo de trabajos relacionados desarrollados en otros

centros de investigation, lo que permitirâ dar initio al. proyecto en forma mâs

dirigida con una combination especifica de genes para dar resistencia a hongos.

- Considerar la formation y capacitacion de recursos humanos.

© Papa

Resumen:

El nemâtodo dorado del quiste de la papa es considerado una de las plagas mâs

importantes que afectan este cultivo, no solo por las pérdidas en los rendimientos, sino

también porque es una plaga cuarentenaria. El método mâs eficaz para controlar el

nemâtodo dorado es el uso de variedades resistentes a esta plaga. La resistencia es

otorgada por un gen dominante simple, sin embargo seleccionar para resistencia a

nemâtodo a través de los métodos tradicionales es un proceso difîcil que necesita mucho

tiempo y es de alto costo, situation que ha retrasado los progresos para liberar cultivares

resistentes en el programa de mejoramiento genético del INIA. Los marcadores

moleculares son una poderosa herramienta para ayuda en la selection de genotipos
resistentes. En papas se han determinado marcadores RFLP para el gen Hl (gen que

confiere la resistencia al. nemâtodo), sin embargo el RFLP es de difîcil utilization. El

objetivo central de este proyecto es aprovechar los marcadores existentes a la fecha,

estudiar su comportamiento con los genotipos segregantes chilenos y transformarlos en
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reacciones de PCR u otros tipos de marcadores moleculares mâs simples y de menor

costo, de tal forma de usar esta henamienta en forma rutinaria en el programa de

mejoramiento para selection de veriedades resistentes al. nemâtodo dorado.

Comentario:

A juicio del evaluador, el proyecto es bueno e implica un adelanto en el uso de

marcadores con el fin de seleccionar materiales que contengan los genes deseables, lo

cual en el firturo inmediato permitirâ aplicar esta tecnologia en otras areas del

mejoramiento de este y otros cultivos. A continuation se senalan algunas observaciones

y comentarios:

- Se crée que se lograrâ cumplir con los objetivos propuestos en el proyecto debido a

la composition y experiencia de los investigadores en sus respectivas areas de

trabajo.

- A pesar de la claridad en la parte metodologica de cömo afrontar el estudio, la

discusion bibliogrâfica sobre la fundamentaciön requière ser tratada con mayor

profundidad.

Se discrepa de lo afirmado en el punto VII.2 donde se dice que „si este proyecto tiene

pleno éxito, no séria necesario otro, puesto que se obtendrian los marcadores

necesarios". Al. respecto, el evaluador crée que el encontrar marcadores especificos

que permitan la selection de genotipos resistentes (i.e. el gen HI), no implica que una

parte importante de estos genotipos se transforme en cultivares libérables a los usuarios.

O Tomate

Resumen:

Existe en Chile germoplasma de Lycopersicon (L. chilense y L. peruvianum) con

conocidas caracteristicas interesantes (resistencia a enfermedades y estrés hidrosalino,
entre otras) deseables de introgresar en variedades comerciales de tomate (L.

esculentum), las que en general tienen una base genética muy estrecha. La primera
etapa para alcanzar este objetivo es determinar la diversidad genética del germoplasma
chileno, para asi optimizar su conservation y posterior uso. En este sentido, en este

proyecto se propone determinar la diversidad genética existente en el germoplasma
chileno del género Lycopersicon, recurriendo al. anâlisis directo del genoma de estas

plantas, usando la metodologia basada en PCR mâs apropiada (RAPD, AFLP, etc.) para
evidenciar la presencia de polimorfismos moleculares. Al. final de este trabajo, se

tendria information respecto de la variabilidad intra- e inter-poblacional, tanto a nivel

de especies como de sub-especies. El material analizado corresponderâ a germoplasma
nativo colectadoen la zona norte de Chile, ademâs de un banco de germoplasma que

abarca numerosas otras especies del género, asi como variedades comerciales.

Comentario:

A juicio del evaluador el proyecto formulado es de gran relevancia para conocer el

germoplasma nativo de tomate existente en el pais en cuanto a su potential como fiiente
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de genes para el mejoramiento del tomate cultivado. Esta opinion esta basada en los

siguientes puntos:

- La experiencia y formation del investigador principal y del equipo de investigadores

que lo apoya

- La metodologia propuesta es suficientemente dominada por el equipo de

investigadores como para llegar a obtener information util y aplicable a un futuro

programa de mejoramiento de tomate en el pais.

- Sin embargo, sugiere que:

- Los plazos estipulados adicionales para llegar a la meta propuesta deben ampliarse
debido a la envergadura de los objetivos planteados.

No hablar que se afectarâ la superficie total de tomate, se incrementarâ el rendimiento o

disminuirân los precios hasta no conocer que genes estarân présentes en el germoplasma
nativo y en que medida podrian ser introducidos en el material cultivado de tomate.

© Trigo

Resumen:

Considerando la gravedad de los danos que agentes patogenos de origen fungico
ocasionan al. cultivo de trigo en chile, y dado que la problemâtica se incrementa con el

tiempo es necesario proponer soluciones eficaces que permitan reducir las perdidas de

rendimiento de estas cultivos.mediante el empleo de técnicas de ingenieria genética, se

pueden ofrecer nuevas alternativas para el desarrollo de tolerancia a hongos en trigo y

otras plantas de interés comercial. entre las nuevas alternativas se encuentra la

transformation de plantas con genes que expresen enzimas liticas que les confieran

tolerancia a hongos patogenos y el control biologico mediante el uso de hongos
transformantes no patogénicos que compitan por el nicho ecolögico de los patogénicos.
el objetivo de este proyecto es crear y caracterizar la respuesta de plantas transgénicas

que sobreexpresen enzimas hidröliticas de Trichoderma harzianum como una forma

preliminar de estudiar la posible action de agentes patogenos, como asi también

estudiar los mecanismos involucrados en la patogenicidad de Gaeumannomyces

graminis mediante la obtention de mutantes a través de técnicas de ingenieria genética.

Comentario:

Se ha considerado que este proyecto es interesante y novedoso y su desarrollo sera un

buen aporte para el pais.

En relation a su formulation se hacen los siguientes comentarios:

- Se sugiere ser mâs realista en relation a los impactos econömicos generados, pues si

bien se lograse la transgenia, esto no implica que esta pueda incorporarse a todos los

cultivares existentes o a los nuevos que se desarrollen.

- Se considéra que el presupuesto solicitado es alto si se relaciona con las necesidades

del proyecto, sin embargo, se hace notar la dificultad de evaluarlo objetivamente

pues no existe itemization.
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- Los datos curriculares entregados por los investigadores deben ser realistas y

objetivos.

© Nothofagus

Resumen:

El incremento de la demanda por los bienes y servicios derivados del bosque, es

afectado sensiblemente por el desarrollo econömico y cultural de la poblaciön, lo cual

ha inducido al. hombre a reemplazar los complejos bosques autôctonos de especies
latifoliadas por especies coniferas de mayor rapidez de crecimiento y que son posibles
de cultivar en bosques monotipicos de fâcil manejo y cosecha.En Chile, los bosques
nativos han sido afectados a tal punto que existen especies, procedencias y probables
ecotipos en vias de extinciön. Hay casos particularmente dramâticos como es el caso de

algunas poblaciones pertenecientes a especies del género Nothofagus, uno de los mâs

importantes de nuestro pais, cuyas procedencias mâs septentrionales estân sufriendo un

severo empobrecimiento genético. Debido al. frâgil equilibrio ambiental en la mayoria
de los ecosistemas afectados, al. sistema de tenencia de la tierra y a la presiön sostenida

sobre la utilization de esta se hace necesario conocer la diversidad genética y relacionar

estas caracteristicas con factores productivos con el fin de fijar politicas de

conservation, manejo, explotacion rational del bosque nativo y de apoyo a futuros

programas de mejoramiento genético de estas especies. Estudios genéticos en las

especies de Nothofagus descritas en el proyecto no han sido realizados en Chile. Por lo

que el proyecto plantea el uso de marcadores bioquimicos y moleculares para estudiar la

constitution genética de las poblaciones seleccionadas como también una description
dasométrica de ellas.

Comentario:

La apreciacion global del evaluador en relation al. présente proyecto es que el tema de

identificar la diversidad genética en Nothofagus es de interés e importante para el pais,
sin embargo, considéra que el planteamiento en si es demasiado ambicioso, los temas

mâs relevantes (caracterizaciön bioquîmica y molecular) estân tratados de una forma

muy general y escasamente fundamentado con la literatura citada, y es poco explicito
con respecto a la metodologia a emplear. Los fundamentos entregados en relation a los

Ultimos puntos son los siguientes:

- Se considéra que sera muy difîcil llegar a cumplir con los objetivos propuestos para
cada una de las especies debido a que no se han identificado las isoenzimas ni los

„primers" que sean polimorficos para esta especie.
- La metodologia propuesta y los costos planteados para comprobar la hipotesis son,

en cuanto a plazo y cantidad de fondos propuestos, inadecuados debido al. tamaho

del estudio y la falta de determinaciones previas que se requieren para lograr los

resultados.

- No se contempla la realization de estudios morfolögicos para poder asociar la

information morfolögica existente (considerada escasa) con los datos bioquimicos y
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moleculares, y ademâs, no se menciona como ni que paramétras morfologicos se

considerarân en esta asociacion.

- No se comparte la idea de trabajar con poblaciones marginales pues son adaptaciones
extremas que no reflejan la diversidad real del género en su ambiente natural.

- Los impactos propuestos no estân adecuadamente fundamentados.

Se considéra la necesidad de incorporar un investigador con experiencia en marcadores

bioquimicos y moleculares en especies forestales.

Se sugiere replantear el proyecto, restringiéndolo a una sola especie, estudiando primero
la estractura genética de las poblaciones y considerando toda la poblaciön, no solo

aquellas marginales.

© Flores

Resumen:

El desarrollo de una agricultura moderna en el pais y abierta al. mercado exterior debe

poseer un alto nivel de competitividad y estabilidad que permita generar una

rentabilidad tal que incentive la inversion en este sector productivo. La mayor

competitividad de la agricultura va a estar estrechamente relacionada con el uso

eficiente y rational de los recursos productivos que permitan un desarrollo sustentable

del sector, generation de productos de alta calidad y con el desarrollo de nuevos

productos y mercados. En este sentido, la diversification de nuestra production

agricola cobra una importancia transcendental. La diversification de la agricultura
nacional puede hacerse por dos vias que en la practica no son excluyentes. La primera
alternativa es a través de productos demandados por los mercados y que el pais
actualmente no produce. La segunda es la incorporation de productos présentes en el

pais y que el mercado actual no consume o demanda por el desconocimiento de su

existencia. La primera alternativa, se puede lograr a través de la introduction de

especies exoticas al. pais, las que luego de un proceso de evaluation y selection pueden

ser incorporadas a la production agricola. La segunda via se puede lograr mediante la

valorization productiva y economica de algunos de nuestros recursos genéticos, lo cual

podria tener un gran impacto en las politicas nationales de diversification productiva,

dada la singularidad de nuestros recursos genéticos. En el pais existe una gran cantidad

de pequenos agricultures los cuales podrian transformarse en productores de flores, en

una primera etapa para el abastecimiento del mercado local y regional, contribuyendo

con esto a mejorar su nivel de ingresos y diversificando su production. En este trabajo

se contempla la participation activa de las empresas de Asistencia Técnica e INDAP,

realizando en conjunto con INIA actividades de divulgation, capacitaciôn y bùsqueda

de mercados. Tomando en cuenta lo anteriormente senalado, este proyecto tiene como

objetivos especificos: 1) Caracterizar bioquimica y molecularmente dos especies de

flores, Alstroemeria y Orquideas) ; 2) Valorar técnica y economicamente la production

de estas especies para ampliar las alternativas productivas, mejorar la competitividad y

rentabilidad agricola regional y propender a una explotaciön rational y sustentable de

nuestros recursos genéticos; 3) Promover, a través de la difusiôn de los resultados del

proyecto, un mejoramiento de los nivelés de vida de los agricultures de la zona,

especialmente pequenos y medianos; y 4) Incentivar la formation de nuevas empresas
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y/o la ampliation de las actuales lineas de producciôn.El proyecto prétende hacer un

aporte importante en la diversification agricola tomando como modelo de trabajo la

zona centra sur del pais.

Comentario:

Se ha considerado que si bien la idea general del proyecto es buena, el proyecto en si

présenta varias debilidades que se detallan a continuation:

- El objetivo general esta confusamente planteado pues el término „valorar" se refiere

a variedades seleccionadas, mientras que la „caracterizar y conservar" se realiza

sobre el total muestreado. Ademâs, no hay claridad en cuanto a si las especies con

que se trabajarâ estân o no identificadas. Si ya se conocen, faltaria senalar cuales

son, los criterios de selection utilizados, y detallar la position de Chile en el mercado

international y la posibilidad de aportar ecotipos/variedades novedosos. De no existir

identification previa, se deberia abarcar un universo mayor de especies.

- De los objetivos especificos se considéra que solo el primera es posible de realizar en

el plazo propuesto, pero no es fundamental para el desarrollo del proyecto, ademâs,
no contribuye directamente a la generation de variedades comerciales. Dado esto, el

proyecto no se considéra en si un proyecto de biotecnologia.
- En relation a los restantes objetivos especificos, se crée que ninguno es posible de

alcanzar al. final de los très anos de ejecuciôn del proyecto, por lo tanto, es imposible
evaluarlos.

- La description de la metodologia se ha considerado insuficiente, especialmente en lo

que respecta a criterios de muestreo, selection, cultivo de plantas para su evaluation,

y como se relacionan en cada una de las fases del proyecto.

- Existe information bibliogrâfica relevante que no fue consultada.

- Se considéra que el anâlisis de algunos impactos producidos por concepto de

desarrollo del proyecto no son realistas o estân insufïcientemente tratados.

En consideration del evaluador, el proyecto podria beneficiarse mâs de las técnicas

biotecnolôgicas disponibles, pues de la forma como esta planteado el empleo de estas

técnicas no representan una ventaja comparativa sobre las tecnologias tradicionales.

Ademâs, séria importante tener trabajo adelantado respecto, por ejemplo, a la election

de lugares de muestreo y selection de especies y subespecies mâs promisorias, y sobre

todo, respecto a la obtention de parâmetros de propagation, pues son claves para ajustar
el desarrollo del proyecto a los plazos disponibles.
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Annex C: Priorities of the Projects
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